CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE
COLORADO

2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
www.cherryhillsvillage.com

City Hall
Telephone 303-789-2541
FAX 303-761-9386

City Council Agenda
Tuesday, March 2, 2021

This meeting is being held electronically with no in-person attendance at City Hall.
Read the Electronic Participation Policy on the City Website

To watch the meeting (no participation):
1) City website – City Meeting Videos

2) City YouTube channel – City of Cherry Hills Village YouTube
To provide oral comments during audience participation or the public hearing: Please email City Clerk
Laura Gillespie by 6:00 p.m. on March 2nd at lgillespie@cherryhillsvillage.com with your full name, home
address, item on which you will speak, and any exhibits. You will receive an email with the electronic
meeting information.
To provide written comments for the public hearing: Written comments must be received by City Clerk
Laura Gillespie by 4:30 p.m. on March 2nd in order to become part of the record. Written comments may
be submitted by email at lgillespie@cherryhillsvillage.com, by mail or in-person (by appointment only) at
City Hall, 2450 E. Quincy Avenue, Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113.
6:30 p.m. – Regular Meeting
1.
Call to Order
2.

Roll Call of Members

3.

Audience Participation Period (limit 5 minutes per speaker)

4.

Reports from City Boards, Commissions and Committees

5.

Consent Agenda
a.
Approval of Minutes – February 16, 2021
b.
Letter of Amendment to the 2020 Chip Seal Contract with Vance Brothers, Inc.
c.
Modification of Premises Liquor License Application from Cherry Hills Country Club

6.

Items Removed From Consent Agenda

***Agenda Continues on Second Page***

Notice:

Agenda is subject to change.
If you will need special assistance in order to attend any of the City’s public meetings, please notify the City of Cherry Hills Village at 303-789-2541, 72 hours in
advance.
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7.

Unfinished Business
a.
Public Hearing – Denver First Church of the Nazarene
(i)
Resolution 8, Series 2021; Approving with Conditions a Site Plan Amendment
Pertaining to Parcels Owned by Denver First Church of the Nazarene and
Generally Located at 3800 E. Hampden Avenue and in the 3500 Block of South
Monroe Street
(ii)
Council Bill 1, Series 2021; To Rezone a Parcel of Land Owned by Denver First
Church of the Nazarene, Located in the 3500 Block of South Monroe Street, from
R-1 (2½-Acre Residential) to R-4 (½-Acre Residential), and Amending the Official
Zoning Map Consistent Therewith (second and final reading)
(iii)
Resolution 9, Series 2021; Approving with Conditions a Preliminary Plat for a
Parcel Owned by Denver First Church of the Nazarene and Located in the 3500
Block of South Monroe Street

8.

New Business
a.
Council Bill 2, Series 2021; Authorizing a Supplemental Appropriation in the Arapahoe
County Open Space Fund for Fiscal Year 2021 for the Hampden Underpass Trail
Connection (first reading)

9.

Reports
a.
Mayor
b.
Members of City Council
c.
City Manager and Staff
(i)
Unaudited Financial Statements
d.
City Attorney

10.

Adjournment

Notice:

Agenda is subject to change.
If you will need special assistance in order to attend any of the City’s public meetings, please notify the City of Cherry Hills Village at 303-789-2541, 72 hours in
advance.
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Minutes of the
City Council of the City of Cherry Hills Village, Colorado
Held on Tuesday, February 16, 2021 at 6:30 p.m.
Electronic Meeting
The City Council held a study session at 5:30 p.m.
Mayor Russell Stewart called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m.
ROLL CALL
Mayor Russell Stewart, Mayor Pro Tem Katy Brown, Councilors Randy Weil, Afshin
Safavi, Al Blum, Mike Gallagher, and Dan Sheldon were present on roll call. Also
present were City Manager Chris Cramer, Deputy City Manager and Public Works
Director Jay Goldie, City Attorney Kathie Guckenberger, Police Chief Michelle Tovrea,
Finance Director Jessica Sager, Parks and Recreation Coordinator Emily Black, Senior
Planner Paul Workman and City Clerk Laura Gillespie.
Absent: none
POLICE DEPARTMENT PRESENTATION
Sergeant Chuck Parker indicated he was joined by Sergeant Eric Stremel and Support
Services Supervisor John Reynolds, and they were addressing Council tonight also on
behalf of Sergeant Noah Rolfing and Sergeant Curt Wood, who could not attend.
Sergeant Parker thanked City Manager Cramer for allowing them to address Council.
He explained they wanted to publicly thank Chief Tovrea for her servant leadership and
the care that she has shown to the employees of the Police Department; over the past
several months Chief Tovrea has worked tirelessly to ensure that members of the Police
Department received, and some are still currently receiving, their COVID vaccinations;
the Chief has worked with several vaccination providers to provide care for her
employees who are most at risk because of the work they do; additionally she has
ensured that temperatures are taken at the beginning of every shift for all employees,
she has made arrangements to limit the personnel in the building, especially on their
overlap days, limiting potential exposure, and provided employees with the necessary
personal protective equipment; it would be easy for a small department such as theirs to
fall through the cracks when the vaccination rolled out, but because of Chief Tovrea’s
leadership that didn’t happen, she made sure her staff was vaccinated and was
following best practices for everyone to stay safe; so the first line supervisors wanted
the City Council to know that on behalf of the entire department, the department is
indebted to Chief Tovrea for support and care for her employees, and in turn the
citizens of Cherry Hills Village.
Mayor Stewart thanked Chief Tovrea.
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City Manager Cramer thanked Chief Tovrea and stated she has been a true leader. He
also thanked the supervisors and sergeants for recognizing that leadership, which is its
own form of leadership. He stated he could not be more proud and delighted with the
professionalism that the entire department exhibits.
Chief Tovrea stated that was very humbling and unexpected. She indicated no good
organization was successful without it being a team. She noted she had a staff that
understood their mission and expectations. She stated she was very proud to be the
Chief at Cherry Hills Village.
Mayor Stewart thanked Chief Tovrea for all she does and asked her to give Council’s
best to all her staff.
AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION PERIOD
Eric Jamrich, 8 Blackmer Road, stated as a member of the public the last City Council
meeting provided interesting insights into the workings of the Council; he and others
thought it was unusual to see Council members upset that the Mayor was writing his
opinions in a column titled the Mayor’s Report; in reading the column Mr. Jamrich was
surprised at how little opinion there was, to him it seemed that the Mayor simply laid out
the facts and should be commended for this; the facts with regard to Quincy Farm;
Quincy Farm is not a financial asset no matter who holds title to it; the conservation
easement, which can’t be broken, limits the uses of the property and presents the title
holder with financial liabilities in terms of maintenance and restoration of the property;
the City currently does not have the financial resources to meet these liabilities; those
who objected to the Mayor’s opinions did not present any alternative information or an
alternative plan; what was brought up was that the Village’s Master Plan calls for the
accumulation of more open space; but does the Master Plan call for the accumulation of
land without regard to cost; doesn’t the easement maintain the open space without
regard to who holds the title; what are the actual costs for restoration and maintenance
of the structures, the pond, and the additional improvements; surely that number must
be out there; surely the City wouldn’t take on the financial liability without understanding
its extent; wouldn’t that number be important to the RFP and to the taxpayers who may
in the end foot the bill; the Anderson family proposal pledged to maintain the property in
the spirit of and to the letter of the easement; it would have reduced the Village’s
liabilities; as a neighbor and a taxpayer Mr. Jamrich believed this was a desirable
solution; it’s not clear to him what more the City Council was looking for.
REPORTS FROM CITY BOARDS, COMMISSIONS AND COMMITTEES
None
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CONSENT AGENDA
Mayor Pro Tem Brown moved, seconded by Councilor Gallagher, to approve the
following items on the Consent Agenda:
a.

Approval of Minutes – February 2, 2021

The following votes were recorded:
Safavi
Weil
Brown
Gallagher
Sheldon
Blum

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

The motion passed unanimously.
ITEMS REMOVED FROM CONSENT AGENDA
None
UNFINISHED BUSINESS
None
NEW BUSINESS
Council Bill 1, Series 2021; A Bill for an Ordinance of the City of Cherry Hills Village to
rezone a parcel of land owned by Denver First Church of the Nazarene, located in the
3500 block of South Monroe Street, from R-1 (2½-Acre Residential) to R-4 (½-Acre
Residential), and amending the Official Zoning Map consistent therewith (first reading)
Senior Planner Workman presented Council Bill 1, Series 2021 on first reading. He
explained the proposed ordinance was a request from Denver First Church of the
Nazarene to rezone property from R-1 to R-4. He indicated the subject property was
located at the southwest corner of East Hampden Avenue and South Monroe Street, it
was roughly 3.3 acres in size; to the north is Hampden Avenue with the City and County
of County of Denver beyond, to the east is Denver First Church facility, to the south is
the Covington neighborhood, to the west is the High Line Canal with the Devonshire
neighborhood beyond. He noted that approval of Council Bill 1, Series 2021 on first
reading does not approve or indicate approval of the requested rezoning at second
reading; the approval on first reading will simply set the date of the future public hearing
and second reading, consistent with allowing an applicant the requisite process and
hearing opportunity provided for in the Municipal Code; it is also noted that,
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contemporaneously with the public hearing on the rezoning ordinance, City Council will
consider associated applications for a site plan amendment and a preliminary plat. He
indicated staff recommends that City Council approve Council Bill 1, Series 2021 on first
reading and set the public hearing and section reading for the March 2, 2021 City
Council meeting.
Councilor Sheldon wanted Council, the public, the applicant and their consultants to
remember that in accordance with the City’s new Code and procedures, Council was
approving this council bill at first reading tonight in order to hear the full presentation on
March 2nd, and he wanted to warn against any presumption that approval tonight
indicated approval on March 2nd. He noted this was a general comment as this was the
first land use application being considered by Council under the new procedures where
approval of first reading does not indicate approval of the application but rather is
needed to set the date of the public hearing. He emphasized the applicant should not
interpret unanimous consent tonight as any indication of how the vote would go at
second reading. He indicated in order for Council to hear from the applicant on March
2nd they had to approve the council bill tonight.
Mayor Stewart agreed and added Council was not receiving any public input or
evidence on the case tonight, and they did not want to hear it twice, so in accordance
with the new procedures they would have the entire presentation once on March 2nd.
Mayor Pro Tem Brown moved, seconded by Councilor Gallagher, to approve Council
Bill 1, Series 2021, a bill for an ordinance of the City of Cherry Hills Village to rezone a
parcel of land owned by Denver First Church of the Nazarene, located in the 3500 block
of South Monroe Street, from R-1 (2½-Acre Residential) to R-4 (½-Acre Residential),
and amending the Official Zoning Map consistent therewith on first reading and set the
public hearing and second reading for the March 2, 2021 City Council meeting.
The following votes were recorded:
Safavi
Weil
Brown
Gallagher
Sheldon
Blum

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Vote on the Council Bill 1-2021: 6 ayes. 0 nays. The motion carried.
Board and Commission Member Terms
City Clerk Gillespie explained staff was seeking Council direction on the reappointment
of Steve Elken to the Board of Adjustment and Appeals (BOAA); the reappointment of
Stephanie Dahl and Chelsea Scott to the Parks, Trails and Recreation Commission
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(PTRC); and two Council members to review applications for a current vacancy and an
upcoming vacancy on the Art Commission (CHVAC). She noted the City was soliciting
applications for the CHVAC vacancies in the Village Crier and on the City website.
Mayor Pro Tem Brown noted BOAA did not meet very often but they still needed to
have a quorum to meet. She noted Board member Elken’s attendance record showed of
the four meetings that had been held in the last two and a half years, he was only able
to attend one.
Councilor Weil indicated he had spoken with BOAA Chair Sullivan about Board member
Elken, and Chair Sullivan indicated Board member Elken was a contributor. Councilor
Weil stated the issue of attendance had caught his attention as well and noted there
were often many consultants in attendance at BOAA meetings, and the City needed to
have Board members in order to function. He indicated he planned to call Board
member Elken to discuss any extenuating circumstances related to his attendance,
albeit four meetings was a very small number of meetings, and to emphasize that
attendance is very important to the extent there were meetings.
Councilor Gallagher asked if Chair Sullivan had spoken to Board member Elken.
Councilor Weil replied Chair Sullivan had been uncomfortable about doing that because
in the past a former member took offence when asked about their attendance record,
and so they agreed that Councilor Weil would reach out to Board member Elken.
Councilor Gallagher indicated for context he and Mayor Pro Tem Brown had interviewed
a lot of residents for the City’s boards and commissions, and one of the common
threads that became really clear to determine a good match was attendance. He
suggested before Council reappointed Board member Elken that they receive a very
strong commitment from him to attend BOAA meetings, or alternatively Council solicit
new applications.
Councilor Weil agreed.
Councilor Blum noted he and Councilor Weil had interviewed Board member Elken for
his original appointment and had been impressed with him at that time. Councilor Blum
agreed it was a good plan for Councilor Weil to discuss the attendance issues with
Board member Elken, and if he is committed to attending then Council can consider his
reappointment but if he is committed to other things then Council might have to solicit
applications despite the good impression made during his interview.
Councilor Sheldon asked if staff had a list of potential BOAA applicants.
City Clerk Gillespie replied staff kept applications for two years per the policy but did not
have any applications from the past two years.
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Councilor Blum noted there had been three applicants the last time.
Councilor Weil agreed it was popular enough during the last solicitation.
Councilor Sheldon agreed BOAA meetings often have a lot of consultants in attendance
and it was important to have a quorum. He asked how many members were on BOAA.
Councilor Weil replied there were five members with himself as an alternate, and he
voted if a regular member was absent but did not if everyone was present. He noted he
didn’t think BOAA had a problem of not having a quorum and not being able to hear a
case, but if there were several members attending at 25% that would become a
challenge, so attendance is important.
Councilor Sheldon agreed it was a great idea for Councilor Weil to reach out to Board
member Elken. He noted he was also not opposed to soliciting for applications.
Councilor Weil stated he wanted to understand Board member Elken’s circumstances
first.
Mayor Stewart asked Councilor Weil to report back at the next Council meeting. He
asked for Council’s sense on the PTRC members up for reappointment.
Mayor Pro Tem Brown indicated her support for reappointing the PTRC members and
noted Commissioner Scott is relatively new and Chair Dahl was doing well as chair.
Council agreed.
Mayor Pro Tem Brown and Councilor Gallagher volunteered to assist with the CHVAC
vacancies.
Mayor Stewart asked if staff would solicit applications for the CHVAC in the Crier.
City Clerk Gillespie confirmed they would.
Mayor Pro Tem Brown asked when staff expected to schedule interviews.
City Clerk Gillespie replied the application deadline was set for late March.
REPORTS
Mayor’s Report
Mayor Stewart reported the CML annual meeting in Snowmass had been postponed
because the hotel there has said they cannot do in-person meetings, so it may be
rescheduled for September.
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Mayor Pro Tem Brown noted the email from CML stated the hotel was not holding any
events in 2021 and indicated that was discouraging for the meeting and event industry.
Mayor Stewart replied the CML Board was meeting on Friday to discuss other options
and might do a combination virtual/in-person meeting somewhere around Denver. He
noted other event locations were hoping for August and September in-person events.
He reported the February 3rd Metro Mayors Caucus had an extensive discussion on the
legislative principals which guided the Caucus when they look at bills and take
positions, and he would explain those in the March issue of the Crier; the mayors
always discuss COVID as well; at the February 10th virtual Mayor’s Munch one thing
that came up was increase in property crimes, particularly break-ins to automobiles, and
stories of people being arrested saying they would be right back out of jails because of
people being released due to COVID reasons; at the virtual CML legislative workshop
on February 11th the Governor spoke about possibly changing the metrics used for the
state COVID-19 dials to be based on vaccination rates instead of infection and
hospitalization rates; the CML Policy Committee met on February 12th and discussed
several bills; one is a bill from the ACLU called the jail depopulation bill, and it prohibits
arrests for most municipal ordinance violations, misdemeanors and even some felonies,
so people can’t be arrested they can just be summoned into the court, and the judges
cannot require monetary bond unless a defendant has failed to appear three times in a
row; the overwhelming sense of the groups on the CML Policy Committee was that this
is a bad idea, and they are seeing an increase in property crimes during COVID;
another bill would allow local jurisdictions to prohibit sales of certain plastic products,
but at the same time establishes a state-wide prohibition on single-use plastics such as
straws, plastic bags and Styrofoam; CML has for a long time lobbied to eliminate a state
statute that preempts local governments from prohibiting sales of certain plastic
products; it was a close vote on the CML Policy Committee and the CML Board would
take it up on Friday; another bill is promoted by the natural gas industry and would
preempt any local ordinance that limits or restricts natural gas appliances in existing
homes and businesses; this was in reaction to some cities in California that are banning
natural gas appliances in homes and businesses; the CML Policy Committee
overwhelmingly said this should be a local issue and they oppose the bill; today TriCounty Health Department reported COVID numbers were down and vaccination
numbers were up; this upcoming Friday February 19th was the CML Executive Board
meeting; the CML business meeting would still take place in June but the annual
meeting would probably take place in September or October.
Members of City Council
Councilor Blum asked staff for an update on cell coverage.
City Manager Cramer replied staff was planning a study session for the March 16th
Council meeting and had been trying to get in touch with Zayo Group, but he and
Deputy City Manager/Director Goldie had both been unsuccessful in getting a response
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from their contacts. He noted it was odd since Zayo Group had been enthusiastic during
their meeting with staff and Council members.
Councilor Blum asked if the City had a tree preservation ordinance.
City Manager Cramer replied the City does have a tree preservation ordinance related
to major construction in Section 16-4-230 of the Code, including the year preceding
construction. He noted the ordinance did not impact tree removal when there was not
major construction within a year.
Councilor Blum asked for the exact Code language from City Attorney Guckenberger.
Councilor Sheldon asked Chief Tovrea about the seven vehicle trespasses for the
month of January in the Police Department monthly report. He noted six of them were at
a trailhead and asked if all six were at the same trailhead as that might indicate a
systemic problem.
Chief Tovrea replied she believed they had occurred at both trailheads but based on the
reports she had her staff go out to look at one particular trailhead. She explained there
are notices posted that warn people to not leave their valuables in cars, but there are a
lot of signs in that area which might reduce the impact of the signs, and she and Deputy
City Manager/Director Goldie have a plan to evaluate the signage. She added the
Police Department had extra patrols out since these incidents occurred.
Councilor Sheldon thanked Chief Tovrea and noted he would be interested to see if the
issue continued in the month of February. He indicated his second question was for
Deputy City Manager/Director Goldie and stated it seemed there had not been a lot of
progress in the last couple weeks on the Quincy undergrounding project.
Deputy City Manager/Director Goldie replied Xcel and their contractor continued to
move forward but it was going to be a slow process due to the number of utilities
already underground in that corridor, including water, sewer, telecommunications, and
cable, so Xcel has had to slow down and is potholing every fifteen to twenty feet as they
bore. He added Xcel expects to complete their boring in three to four weeks, after which
they would pull the wires, set all the pedestals, and take down the poles.
City Manager Cramer added Xcel’s contractor was out there today.
Councilor Sheldon noted he passed that area several times each day and occasionally
he saw a truck in the right-of-way but did not see any major activity. He acknowledged
the work might be occurring when he was not there but asked Deputy City
Manager/Director Goldie to have his crews check in on the project.
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Councilor Gallagher asked Deputy City Manager/Director Goldie for an update on the
status of the Quincy Farm pond and what the plans were to improve the quality of the
pond for the birdlife.
Deputy City Manager/Director Goldie replied at this time with projects for Quincy Farm
on hold staff did not have a completed plan for the pond. He noted Parks staff had been
out there the last few years removing some of the invasive species including Russian
Olives, but at this point staff did not have a specific plan for how to move forward with
the water quality or the trees.
Councilor Gallagher asked about the pump system for the pond.
Deputy City Manager/Director Goldie replied staff had the City’s well contractor lower
the pump as low as possible and gained a little over 80 more feet. He noted the aquifer
has filled up a little more this winter, and staff had filled the pond. He added if this
summer is like last summer then there will not be enough water to fill the pond in August
or September. He indicated staff will still be able to water the lawn because the sprinkler
system is on the potable Denver Water system, but staff has no other means to fill the
pond except from the well.
Councilor Gallagher indicated he is the liaison for the Village Crier. He explained as
they move forward with the Crier he wants to support Mayor Stewart in his ability to
write the Mayor’s Report. He met with Director Sager, City Manager Cramer and Mayor
Stewart to review the review process for the Mayor’s Report. He explained the current
process is for the Mayor’s Report to be reviewed first by Director Sager and then by City
Manager Cramer and Councilor Gallagher. He noted some columns will not be
controversial, such as information about the Metro Mayor’s Caucus; but there will be
other columns that will be more controversial with different interpretations, and the four
of them were trying to come up with a system that would give Mayor Stewart the
freedom to write his column and yet put some rails on it so that if something were
specifically the Mayor’s opinion, he would recognize and note in the column that it is his
opinion, and he would be the first one to say that he is trying to write truthful, accurate
information, but again the issue is interpretation. Councilor Gallagher asked Mayor
Stewart for confirmation.
Mayor Stewart replied the Mayor’s Report was his report obviously and he tried to take
pains to make clear he was not speaking for the entire Council, and he thinks Councilor
Gallagher is a good sounding board for that, to review the report and make sure that
doesn’t happen. He indicated if he expressed an opinion in his report then he will state it
is his opinion. He agreed it depends on the subject matter. He added the group had
discussed a point Councilor Gallagher had raised earlier, of other Council members
writing columns for the Crier, and Mayor Stewart encouraged that and stated he thinks it
would be a good thing for residents to know how Council members think.
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Councilor Gallagher asked Council members to let Director Sager know if they were
interested in writing a column to give her some time to plan the Crier issues. He noted
the conflict at the last Council meeting was disturbing and the group wanted to go
forward in as positive a way as possible, to be able to give Mayor Stewart the ability to
write his own column but to put some rails on it especially for controversial topics.
Councilor Weil indicated he thought it would be consistent if Councilor Gallagher would
also review columns written by other Councilors to ensure that all opinions are identified
as only that individual’s opinion.
Councilor Gallagher agreed.
Councilor Weil clarified that was just a good checks and balances process.
Councilor Sheldon thanked Councilor Gallagher for doing this, it was important and
timely, and thanked Mayor Stewart for working with Councilor Gallagher and Director
Sager to make sure there is a good checks and balances process, as Councilor Weil
stated.
Mayor Stewart noted he thought everyone was on the same page. He stated he thinks
communication to the residents is essential, keeping residents informed is one of the
most important things Council does, but they did need to make clear who the
information is coming from.
Mayor Pro Tem Brown also thanked Councilor Gallagher, but indicated she perhaps
had a different vision of what the Crier is intended to be; as a taxpayer-funded
publication she feels that is a publication for the City to communicate City information to
the residents, and she appreciates that there would be an opportunity for other people
to express opinions but she thinks perhaps the Villager Newspaper is the more
appropriate forum for editorial content, and she would hate to see the Crier become a
point and counter point argument; people are free to speak their mind and express their
opinions but that doesn’t necessarily mean that the taxpayers have to pay to have that
disseminated to everyone; she might be in a slightly different place as it relates to that,
but given the changes discussed, she hopes that it isn’t even an issue anymore. She
asked staff for an update on John Meade Park and on the Quincy Farm RFP.
City Manager Cramer replied staff planned to give an update on John Meade Park
during staff reports, and his update regarding the RFP was to ask Council members to
send their redlines to staff or let staff know if they did not have any redlines. He noted
staff was also working on changes to the RFP based on Council’s direction during the
study session.
Mayor Pro Tem Brown indicated she did not have any redlines. She stated her last point
was to circle back to the discussion at the last meeting when she referenced some
comments that she attributed to Councilor Safavi, he did not recall making those
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statements and suggested that she find them in the minutes and let him know. She
explained it was the September 1st meeting, which was when Natalie Anderson
presented not her proposal but the one-page letter of interest, and the comments start
at approximately one hour thirty minutes into the meeting, and basically the comment
was Councilor Safavi is in favor of the transfer, he thinks it’s a great move for the City,
and come up with a set date. She indicated Councilor Safavi had asked her to point that
out to him and that is what she was referring to.
Councilor Weil reported there was a lot going on at DRCOG but not much that affects
the City, they were working through the Metro Vision plans. He asked Deputy City
Manager/Director Goldie for an update on the Belleview median project.
Deputy City Manager/Director Goldie replied he had asked the City’s consultant to put
together cost estimates for some maintenance plans and their cost estimate came back
at over $17,000 just to turn in the permit with two or three drawings, and that was not
acceptable to Deputy City Manager/Director Goldie to spend that amount without even
knowing if the permit would be approved. He had reached out to some other firms but
had not heard back, so he continued to try to find a more feasible and financially
practical way to get a permit into CDOT. He noted CDOT would not respond without a
permit.
Councilor Weil reported he had received a bunch of calls about e-bikes, most not in
favor of allowing e-bikes on trails.
Mayor Stewart noted that issue would come back to Council so they would have a
chance to review PTRC’s recommendation and all the public input.
Councilor Weil noted PTRC had voted 6 to 1 against allowing e-bikes on City trails.
City Manager Cramer explained PTRC had received a lot of public input on this issue, a
significant majority of which were against allowing e-bikes on City trails, and PTRC
ultimately recommended no change to the Code. He confirmed the issue would return to
Council for a final decision.
Councilor Safavi thanked Councilor Gallagher for the checks and balances process for
the Crier to make everyone feel more comfortable. He stated he usually got a couple
calls a month from residents but in the past few days he got a good number of calls
from folks who watched the recording of the last meeting, and they shared with him that
they were amazed with the way some Council members behaved and talked to each
other, and as a Council member he listened, he thanked them for watching the
recording, and told them this is a small City and if they had concerns or questions he
encouraged them to sign up for audience participation.
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City Manager & Staff
City Manager Cramer reported the basis and foundation of the state’s COVID-19 dial
was changing as Mayor Stewart mentioned, to be tied to vaccinations. City Manager
Cramer indicated residents would find a lot more options for shopping and restaurants.
He added the change probably meant the Five Star Program would end and noted the
County wasn’t taking new applications right now. He reported staff would continue to try
to reach out to Zayo Group regarding the cell coverage project.
Councilor Blum noted Zayo Group was very enthusiastic at the last meeting and it was
strange they had gone silent.
City Manager Cramer agreed. He reported staff was working on changes to the RFP
based on Council direction during the study session, and asked Council to send staff
their redlines for the RFP by the end of next week. He indicated he would be on
vacation for the rest of the week.
Chief Tovrea responded to Mayor Stewart’s report about an increase in property crimes
and agreed she was hearing that as well. She noted the City did not have as many as
some neighboring jurisdictions, as could be seen on the community crime map,
although going from one or two to seven meant a lot and the Police Department would
stay on top of it. She added one trend that was increasing in the metro area was auto
theft but that had not been seen in the Village.
Parks Coordinator Black reported John Meade Park had its final playground inspection
last week and staff received news today that the playground passed inspection. She
indicated this was the last outstanding step so the Park is fully open now and the fence
would be removed. She stated an announcement would be included in the next issue of
the Crier and on the City’s website and social media accounts. She noted staff planned
to bring the e-bike issue to Council at the March 16th meeting and clarified that all letters
submitted for the PTRC meeting would be automatically included in the Council packet,
so the public did not need to re-submit their comments.
Mayor Stewart thanked Chief Tovrea for her communication about the body that was
found at Clarkson and Little Dry Creek. He noted a conversation had started on
Nextdoor and someone attached the Chief’s explanation.
Mayor Pro Tem Brown suggested the City should publish something on Nextdoor about
a general increase in car break-ins and to remain vigilant.
Mayor Stewart noted the Chief had done that in the past and it was always a good idea.
He suggested sending an email notification through NotifyMe on the City website
instead of Nextdoor as it was a more targeted audience. He stated it was at the Chief’s
discretion.
February 16, 2021
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Mayor Pro Tem Brown added it did not have to be about the Village but could just state
that communities around the metro area are seeing this increase so please be vigilant.
Chief Tovrea replied she was happy to do that and noted she had sent out the trespass
message many times, specifically in the last couple of years, asking people to lock their
cars and stop leaving valuables in their cars, but she could certainly do that again.
Mayor Stewart noted people had short memories.
City Attorney
City Attorney Guckenberger reported she had been working on the Denver First Church
applications and the Comcast Franchise Agreement; she noted to Councilor Sheldon’s
point about the new land use application process, Council would see resolutions
proposed for their consideration on the site plan amendment and preliminary plat;
heretofore those items were done by motion, but given the new Code, new processes,
and best practices of outlining rationale behind decisions, staff had determined to do
these by resolution; she was working with Chief Tovrea on updating the Model Traffic
Code; various rights-of-way issues; PTRC training and answering specific legal
questions.
City Manager Cramer emphasized Council was not used to seeing resolutions for either
site plan amendments or preliminary plat processes, which had previously been called
the expanded use process, but he strongly believed it was best practices to do so by
resolution rather than motion.
ADJOURNMENT
Hearing no objection Mayor Stewart adjourned the meeting at 7:45 p.m.
(SEAL)

_________________________________
Russell O. Stewart, Mayor
_________________________________
Laura Gillespie, City Clerk
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City Hall
Telephone 303-789-2541
FAX 303-761-9386

ITEM: 5b

MEMORANDUM
TO:

HONORABLE MAYOR STEWART AND MEMBERS OF CITY COUNCIL

FROM:

JAY GOLDIE, DEPUTY CITY MANAGER/PUBLIC WORKS DIRECTOR

SUBJECT: LETTER OF AMENDMENT TO THE 2020 CHIP SEAL CONTRACT WITH
VANCE BROTHERS, INC.
DATE:

MARCH 2, 2021

ISSUE
Shall City Council approve the Letter Of Amendment to the 2020 Chip Seal Contract with Vance
Brothers, Inc. to complete the 2021 Chip Seal CIP (Exhibit A)?
DISCUSSION
Staff is seeking approval of an amendment to renew the 2020 Chip Seal Contract with Vance
Brothers, Inc. (“Contract” – see Exhibit B)) for one additional year to complete the 2021 Chip
Seal Project (“Project”). As is outlined in Part 9 of the Contract and the City Code, the City has
the option to renew the contract without undergoing the competitive bidding process for up to
three years, via a Letter of Amendment, subject to City Council approval and annual
appropriation. Below is the Code section that allows for this amendment.
Sec. 4-3-20. - Competitive bidding required; exceptions.
(a) Except as otherwise provided by this Article, all contracts for the construction of public
works shall be subject to a competitive bid process in accordance with this Article.
(b) The following contracts are exempted from competitive bidding:…
(5) Contracts available to the City by operation of a provision of an existing
contract that authorizes one (1) or more terms of renewal or extension, whether
such renewal or extension includes the modification, amendment or renegotiation
of price, terms or conditions…
As required by the Contract, Vance Brothers, Inc. has submitted a revised price schedule for the
Project (Exhibit C). The bid reflects a 3% increase in the cost of material and labor over the
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2020 project costs. Staff finds the cost to be reasonable and the contractor’s work product to
meet the City’s quality standards and specifications.
BUDGET IMPACT
Vance Brothers has submitted a revised price schedule for the Project that includes a 3% increase
in the unit price from 2020. In 2020, the cost per square yard for 3/8-inch chip was $3.32 and for
1/4-inch chip was $3.21 per square yard. The 2021 prices are $3.41 for 3/8-inch chip and $3.31
for 1/4-inch chip. The Project includes 41,491 square yards of 3/8-inch chip seal and 26,684
square yards of 1/4-inch chip seal for a total Project cost of $229,808.35. The 2021 budget for
this Project is $230,000.00.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff is recommending the approval of the Letter Amendment to the Construction Contract for
Chip Seal Project with Vance Brothers, Inc. for an additional year in the amount of $229,808.35
plus an owner contingency in the amount of $5,000.00 for a total maximum expenditure of
$234,808.35. There is a total of $320,000.00 in the 2021 Street Improvement fund for all
projects.
RECOMMENDED MOTION
“I move to approve the Letter of Amendment to the 2020 Chip Seal Contract with Vance
Brothers, Inc., authorizing the expenditure of $229,808.35 plus a $5,000.00 owner contingency
for a maximum expenditure of $234,808.35. I further move to authorize the City Attorney to
make such changes as may be needed to correct any nonmaterial errors or language or to
negotiate such changes to the Letter of Amendment as may be appropriate and does not
substantially increase the obligations of the City and to authorize the Mayor to sign such Letter
of Amendment when in final form.”
ATTACHMENTS
Exhibit A:
Letter of Amendment to the 2020 Chip Seal Contract
Exhibit B:
2020 Construction Contract with Vance Brothers, Inc.
Exhibit C:
2021 price schedule for chip seal
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EXHIBIT A

CITY OF
CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE

City Project No.:
2020-001

Letter of Amendment
Project Name:
2020 Chip Seal CIP – Renewal (1) for 2021

To (Contractor):
Vance Brothers, Inc.
Description of Amended Contract Work:
2021 Chip Seal Project (Exhibit A Bid Sheet)
3/8-inch cul-de-sac bottoms
3/8-inch chip & fog seal
1/4-inch chip & fog seal

City Contract No.:
2020-001
Date :
March 2,2021

2,800 sq yds $3.41 sq yd
38,691 sq yds $3.41 sq yd
26,684 sq yds $3.31 sq yd

It is hereby mutually agreed by the contracting parties, the described amendments shall be executed by the
Contractor without changing the terms of the Contract, except as herein stipulated and agreed.
Contractor agrees to furnish all Materials and labor and to perform all Work required to complete the abovedescribed Work in accordance with the requirements for similar Work covered by the Contract, except as
otherwise stipulated herein, for the following considerations:
AMENDMENT TO THE 2020 CHIP SEAL CONTRACT
Section 2.01: 2021 CONTRACT SUM
CONTRACT TIME FOR 2021 PROJECT
Due to seasonal sensitivities with the Chip Seal process, the Contract Time Period for
completion of this project must fall between June 7, 2021 through September 3, 2021.
Section 4.01: Add Letter of Amendment to list of Contract Documents.

Signature Sheet on following page

AMOUNT /
DATED / AVG

$229,808.35
20 days

Letter of Amendment 2021 Chip Seal CIP – Signature Sheet
CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE,
COLORADO

By: __________________________________
Russell O. Stewart, Mayor
Date: _________________________________
ATTEST:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

______________________________
Laura Gillespie, City Clerk

_____________________________________
Kathie Guckenberger, City Attorney

DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTRATION OF CONTRACT: PUBLIC WORKS
CONTRACTOR: VANCE BROTHERS, INC., a
Missouri corporation
By:

____________________________________

Name: ____________________________________
Title:

____________________________

Date:

____________________________________

STATE OF _______________ )
) ss.
COUNTY OF ______________ )
The foregoing Construction Contract was acknowledged before me this _____ day of __________________,
2021, by _____________________ as ________________________ of Vance Brothers, Inc.
Witness my hand and official seal.
My commission expires: ____________________.
Notary Public
(Required for all contracts pursuant to C.R.S.
§ 8-40-202(2)(b)(IV))

Exhibit A
Bid Sheet

EXHIBIT B

CITY OF
CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT
FOR THE FOLLOWING PROJECT:

2020 CHIP SEAL PROJECT
City of Cherry Hills Village Project No. 2020-001
This Construction Contract (“Contract”) is made and entered into by and between VANCE
BROTHERS, INC. (hereinafter, “Contractor”), a Missouri corporation registered to operate in the State of
Colorado having a principal office address of 5201 Brighton Street, Kansas City, MO 64130 and a local
address of 380 West 62ujd Avenue, Denver, Colorado 80216, and the CITY OF CHERRY HILLS
VILLAGE (hereinafter, “City” or “Owner”), a home rule municipal corporation of the State of Colorado,
having an address of 2450 East Quincy Avenue, Cherry Hills Village, Colorado 80113 (collectively, the
City and Contractor may be referred to herein as the “Parties” or individually as “Party”).
In consideration of the mutual covenants hereinafter set forth, the Parties agree as follows:

PART 1- WORK; TIME
1.01
The Contractor agrees to furnish all of the technical, administrative, professional, and other labor,
all supplies and materials, equipment, printing, vehicles, local travel, office space and facilities, testing and
analyses, calculations, and any other facilities or resources necessary to perform in a workmanlike manner
all Work required by the Contract Documents.
1.02
This Contract shall be effective as of the date of its mutual execution by the Parties (“Effective
Date”). The Contractor agrees to undertake the performance of the Work within Ninety (90) days following
the Notice of Award and agrees that the Work will be completed within Twenty (20) working days
(holidays, w’eekends, and inclement weather excluded) of the date of the Notice to Proceed unless the
Contract Time is extended by the City as provided in the Contract Documents.
The Parties agree that, in any section in which the Contractor prepares any document for “the
1 .03
approval of the City,” such subsequent approval by the City does not mean that City is responsible for the
accuracy, thoroughness, or judgment contained in the document. The City does not waive the right to hold
the Contractor responsible for the accuracy, thoroughness, or judgment expressed in the document, as it is
expressly agreed by the Parties that the City is relying on the expertise of the Contractor for the timely
completion of the Work required by the Contract Documents.

PART 2- CONTRACT PRICE AND PAYMENT
2.01

The City shall pay the Contractor for performance of the Work in accordance with the Contract

Cherry Hills Village Construction Contract Vance Brothers, Inc.
Project: 2020 Chip Seal Project
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Documents the amount(s) shown on Contractors Form of Bid, Items I 3, not to exceed Five Hundred
Thirty Thousand Two Hundred Sixty-Eight Dollars and Two Cents ($530,268.02). The amount the
City has appropriated for this Contract is an amount that is, at a minimum, equal to the Contract Sum stated
in this paragraph.
-

2.02
The City shall make payments as set forth in Article 9 of the General Conditions, subject to the
Citys obligation to retain a portion of the payments until final completion and acceptance by the City of all
Work included in the Contract Documents.
2.03
Prior to final payment, all Work specified by the Contract Documents must be completed. Payment
shall be made only after the procedure specified by the General Conditions is completed.
2.04
The City represents that either an appropriation for the price specified in this Construction Contract
has been made by the City Council or that sufficient funds have otherwise been made available for the
payment of this Construction Contract.
2.05
The Parties understand and acknowledge that the City of Cherry Hills Village is subject to Article
X § 20 of the Colorado Constitution (“TABOR”). The Parties do not intend to violate the terms and
requirements of TABOR by the execution of this Contract. It is understood and agreed that this Contract
does not create a multi-fiscal year direct or indirect debt or obligation within the meaning of TABOR and,
therefore, notwithstanding anything in this Contract to the contrary, all payment obligations of the City are
expressly dependent and conditioned upon the continuing availability of the funds beyond the term of the
City’s current fiscal period ending upon the next succeeding December 31. Financial obligations of the
City payable after the current fiscal year are contingent upon funds for that purpose being appropriated,
budgeted, and otherwise made available in accordance with the rules, regulations, and resolutions of the
City of Cherry Hills Village and other applicable law. Upon the failure to appropriate such funds, this
Contract shall be terminated.
2.06
Beginning on the Effective Date, Contractor may apply for payment to the Project Manager no
more frequently than every thirty (30) days for Work completed. Upon issuance of a Certificate for Payment
by the Project Manager, the City shall pay Contractor in accordance with Article 9 of the General
Conditions.

PART 3- CONTRACTOR’S REPRESENTATIONS
3.01
In order to induce the City to enter into this Construction Contract, the Contractor makes the
following representations:
(a) The Contractor has familiarized itself with the nature and the extent of the Contract Documents,
Work, the location and site of the Work and any and all local conditions and federal, state and local laws,
ordinances, rules, regulations, and orders that in any manner may affect cost, progress, or performance of
the Work.

(b) Contractor has carefully studied all physical conditions at the site and existing facilities
affecting cost, progress, or performance of the Work.
(c) Contractor has given the City written notice of all conflicts, errors, or discrepancies that it has
discovered in the Contract Documents and, if applicable, the written resolution(s) thereof by the City is/are
acceptable to the Contractor.
Cherry Hills Village Construction Contract Vance Brothers. Inc.
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(d)
Contractor shall not knowingly employ or contract with an illegal alien to perform work
under this Contract. Contractor shall not contract with a subcontractor that fails to certify to the Contractor
that the subcontractor shall not knowingly employ or contract with any illegal aliens to perform work under
this Contract. By entering into this Contract, Contractor certifies as of the date of this Contract that has
confirmed the employment eligibility of all employees who are newly hired for employment and who will
perform work under the public contract for services through participation in the e-verify program or
department program. The Contractor is prohibited from using either the e-verify program or the department
program procedures to undertake pre-employment screening of job applicants while this Contract is being
performed. If the Contractor obtains actual knowledge that a subcontractor performing work under this
Contract knowingly employs or contracts with an illegal alien, the Contractor shall be required to notify the
subcontractor and the City within three (3) days that the Contractor has actual knowledge that a
subcontractor is employing or contracting with an illegal alien. The Contractor shall terminate the
subcontract if the subcontractor does not stop employing or contracting with the illegal alien within three
(3) days of receiving the notice regarding Contractor’s actual knowledge. The Contractor shall not
terminate the subcontract if, during such three (3) days, the subcontractor provides information to establish
that the subcontractor has not knowingly employed or contracted with an illegal alien. The Contractor is
required to comply with any reasonable request made by the Department of Labor and Employment made
in the course of an investigation undertaken to determine compliance with this provision and applicable
state law. If the Contractor violates this provision, the City may terminate this Contract, and the Contractor
may be liable for actual and/or consequential damages incurred by the City, notwithstanding any limitation
on such damages otherwise provided by this Contract.
3.02
Contractor agrees to remedy all defects appearing in the Work or developing in the materials
furnished and the workmanship performed under this Construction Contract for a period of one (1) year or
such other time that is specified in the Contract Documents after the date of acceptance of the Work by the
City, and further agrees to indemnify and save the City harmless from any costs encountered in remedying
such defects. Contractor shall provide a performance, payment, maintenance and warranty bond that shall
remain in effect until all defects are corrected as required by this paragraph.

PART 4- CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
4.01 The Contract Documents, which comprise the entire Construction Contract between the City and the
Contractor, are attached to this Construction Contract and made a part hereof by this reference, including:
Invitation

for

Bids

Other:

Instructions to Bidders
Bid Bond
Bid Form
Notice of Award
Notice to Proceed
Construction Contract
Construction Drawings
Specifications
Right-of-Way Standards
Performance, Payment, Maintenance and Warranty Bond
General Conditions, including table of contents
Special Conditions
Construction Contract Addenda
Cherry Hills Village Construction Contract Vance Brothers, Inc.
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Change Orders, Change Order Directives, and Order for Minor Change in Work
Insurance Certificates and Endorsements
Tax-Exempt Certificates
In the event of an inconsistency between any provisions of the Contract Documents, the more specific
provisions shall govern the less specific provisions, and written addenda, change orders, or other
modifications approved in writing by both Parties subsequent to the date of this Contract as set forth on
page 1 hereof shall govern the original Contract Documents.
4.02
There are no Contract Documents other than those listed above. The Contract Documents may
only be altered, amended, or repealed by a modification, in writing, executed by the City and the Contractor
as provided in Part 9 of this Contract and as otherwise provided in the Contract Documents.

PART 5- PROJECT MANAGER AND SUPERINTENDENT
5.01
The Project Manager, for the purposes of the Contract Documents, is the following, or such other
person or firm as the City may designate in writing:
Name:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:

Ralph Mason
2450 East Quincy Avenue, Cherry Hills Village, Colorado 80113
303-783-2741
rmIsuI1 chQrrvIiivi1a.cuIn

The Project Manager is authorized to represent and act as agent for the City with respect to the City’s rights
and duties under the Contract Documents, provided, however, the Project Manager shall not have any
authority to approve any Change Order or approve any amendment to the Construction Contract or Contract
Documents, except for those minor Change Orders defined in paragraph 7.4.1 of the General Conditions,
such authority being specifically reserved to the duly authorized official of the City having such approval
authority pursuant to the City’s Charter and ordinances. In the event of doubt as to such authority, the
Contractor may request a written representation from the City Manager resolving such doubt and
designating the person with authority under the circumstances, which written representation shall be
conclusive and binding upon the City.
5.02
The Contractor’s Superinteident, for purposes of the Contract Documents, is the following and is
subject to Article 3 (Section 3.9) of the General Conditions and such other obligations as the Contract
Documents Inay specify:
Name: Heath Russo
Address: Vance Brothers, 380 West 62 Avenue, Denver, CO 80216
Telephone: (720) 234-9065
Email:

ii
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PART 6- ASSIGNMENT
6.01
No assignment by a Party hereto of any rights under or interest in the Contract Documents will be
binding on another Party hereto without the written consent of the Party sought to be bound; and
specifically, but without limitation, moneys that may become due and moneys that are due may not be
assigned without such consent (except to the extent that the effect of this restriction may be limited by law),
and unless specifically stated to the contrary in any written consent to an assignment, no assignment will
Cherry Hills Village Construction Contract Vance Brothers. Inc.
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release or discharge the assignor from any duty or responsibility under the Contract Documents. This
restriction on assignment includes, without limitation, assignment of the Contractor’s right to payment to
its surety or lender.
6.02
It is agreed that this Construction Contract shall be binding on and inure to the benefit of the Parties
hereto, their heirs, executors, administrators, assigns and successors.

PART 7- GOVERNING LAW AND VENUE
7.01
This Construction Contract shall be governed by the laws of the State of Colorado and the Charter
and ordinances of the City of Cherry Hills Village.
7.02
This Construction Contract shall be deemed entered into in Arapahoe County, State of Colorado,
as the City is located in said county. The location for settlement of any and all claims, controversies, and
disputes arising out of or related to this Construction Contract or any breach thereof, whether by alternative
dispute resolution or litigation, shall be proper only in Arapahoe County.

PART 8- LIQUIDATED DAMAGES
8.01
The City and the Contractor recognize that time is of the essence in this Construction Contract and
that the City will suffer financial loss if the Work is not substantially completed within the time specified
in paragraph 1 .02 above, plus any extensions thereof allowed by the City by written Change Order or
Construction Change Directive. They also recognize the delays, expense, and difficulties involved in
proving, in a legal or arbitration proceeding, the actual loss suffered by the City if the Work is not
substantially complete on time. Accordingly, rather than requiring any such proof, the City and the
Contractor agree that as liquidated damages for delay (but not as a penalty) the Contractor shall pay the
City the applicable amount set forth in the General Conditions for each day that expires after the time
specified in paragraph 1.02 until the Work is complete. It is agreed that this is a reasonable estimate of the
damages likely to be suffered by the City for late completion of the Work. If the Conti-actor shall fail to
pay such liquidated damages promptly upon demand therefor, the Surety on the Performance, Payment,
Maintenance and Warranty Bond shall pay such damages. In addition, and at the City’s option, the City
may withhold all or any part of such liquidated damages from any payment due the Contractor.

PART 9- MODIFICATIONS
This Construction Contract shall be modified only by written Change Orders or Addenda agreed upon by
the Parties hereto, duly issued in form approved by the City Attorney and in conformance with the other
Contract Documents. Pursuant to Article 7 of the General Conditions, the Contract Sum and Contract Time
may be changed by a Change Order only. The City shall not approve any Contract modification that
increases the Contract Sum without providing the Contractor written assurance that the City has
appropriated funds for the additional amounts.
Notwithstanding the paragraph immediately above, the City reserves the right to renew this Construction
Contract for up to three (3) additional years, in its sole discretion, all terms and conditions to remain the
same with the exception of the prices to be paid for the required maintenance, work, and materials. No
later than October 1 of the year in which this Contract takes effect, the Contractor may submit to the Project
Manager a revised price schedule for the succeeding year. The Project Manager shall accept or reject the
revised price schedule by written notification to the Contractor on or before December 1 of that same year.
The Project Manager’s acceptance of the revised price schedule shall constitute notice of the City’s intent
Cherry Hills Village Construction Contract Vance Brothers, Inc.
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to exercise its option to renew this Contract for an additional year, subject to final approval of such renewal
by City Council or such other duly authorized official of the City having such approval authority pursuant
to the City’s Charter and ordinances; and subject to annual appropriation. Any renewal of this Contract for
an additional year shall be pursuant to a written letter amendment to the Contract signed by both Parties,
and such renewal shall be exempt from competitive bidding requirements pursuant to Section 4-3-20(b)(5)
of the Cherry Hills Village Municipal Code.

PART 10- CONTINGENCY
This Construction Contract is expressly contingent upon the approval of the City of all of the terms set forth
herein. In the event this Construction Contract is not approved in its entirety by the City, neither Party shall
be bound to the terms of this Construction Contract.
The person or persons signing and executing this Construction Contract on behalf of each Party do hereby
wan-ant and guarantee that he/she or they have been fully authorized to execute this Construction Contract and
to validly and legally bind such Party to all the terms, perfonuances, and provisions herein set forth.
No officer or employee or agent of the City shall be personally responsible for any liability arising under
or growing out of the Contract.

INSURANCE CERTIFICATES REQUIRED BY THE GENERAL CONDITIONS OF THIS
CONTRACT SHALL BE SENT TO THE PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT, CITY OF CHERRY
HILLS VILLAGE, ATTENTION: RALPH MASON, PROJECT MANAGER
PART 11- INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
11.01 General. Contractor is an independent contractor. Notwithstanding any other provision of this
Contract, all personnel assigned by Contractor to perform work under the terms of this Contract shall be,
and remain at all times, employees or agents of Contractor for all purposes. Contractor shall make no
representation that it is a City employee for any purposes.
11 .02 Liability for Employment-Related Rights and Compensation. The Contractor shall be solely
responsible for all compensation, benefits, insurance and employment-related rights of any person
completing the Work hereunder during the course of or arising or accruing as a result of any employment,
whether past or present, with the Contractor, as well as all legal costs including attorney’s fees incurred in
the defense of any conflict or legal action resulting from such employment or i-elated to the corporate
amenities of such employment. The Contractor will comply with all laws, regulations, municipal codes,
and ordinances and other requirements and standards applicable to the Contractor’s employees, including,
without limitation, federal and state laws governing wages and overtime, equal employment, safety and
health, employees’ citizenship, withholdings, reports and record keeping. Accordingly, the City shall not
be called upon to assume any liability for or direct payment of any salaries, wages, contribution to pension
funds, insurance premiums or payments, workers’ compensation benefits or any other amenities of
employment to any of the Contractor’s employees or any other liabilities whatsoever, unless otherwise
specifically provided herein.
11.03 Insurance Coverage and Employment Benefits. The City will not include the Contractor as an
insured under any policy the City has for itself. The City shall not be obligated to secure nor provide any
insurance coverage or employment benefits of any kind or type to or for the Contractor or the Contractor’s
employees, sub-consultants, subcontractors, agents, or representatives, including but not limited to
Cherry Hills Village Construction Contract Vance Brothers, Inc.
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coverage or benefits related to: local, state, or federal income or other tax contributions, FICA, workers’
compensation, unemployment compensation, medical insurance, life insurance, paid vacations, paid
holidays, pension or retirement account contributions, profit sharing, professional liability insurance, or
errors and omissions insurance. The following disclosure is provided in accordance with Colorado law:

CONTRACTOR ACKNOWLEDGES THAT NEITHER IT NOR ITS AGENTS OR
EMPLOYEES ARE ENTITLED TO UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE BENEFITS
UNLESS CONTRACTOR OR SOME ENTITY OTHER THAN THE CITY PROVIDES
SUCH BENEFITS. CONTRACTOR FURTHER ACKNOWLEDGES THAT NEITHER IT
NOR ITS AGENTS OR EMPLOYEES ARE ENTITLED TO WORKERS’
COMPENSATION BENEFITS. CONTRACTOR ALSO ACKNOWLEDGES THAT IT IS
OBLIGATED TO PAY FEDERAL AND STATE INCOME TAX ON ANY MONEYS
EARNED OR PAID PURSUANT TO THIS CONTRACT.
11.04 Employee Benefits Claims. To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Contractor waives all
claims against the City for any Employee Benefits; the Contractor will defend the City from any claim and
will indemnify the City against any liability for any Employee Benefits for the Contractor imposed on the
City; and the Contractor will reimburse the City for any award, judgment, or fine against the City based on
the position the Contractor was ever the City’s employee, and all attorneys’ fees and costs the City
reasonably incurs defending itself against any such liability.

PART 12- MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
12.01 Compliance with Laws and Regulations. All of the Work performed under this Contract by the
Contractor shall comply with all applicable laws, rules, regulations, and codes of the United States and the
State of Colorado. The Contractor shall also comply with all applicable ordinances, regulations, and
resolutions of the City and shall commit no trespass on any public or private property in the performance
of any of the Work identified in this Contract.
12.02 ADA Compliance. Contractor shall comply with applicable provisions of the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990, as amended from time to time (the “ADA”), and any other applicable federal
regulation. A signed, written certificate stating compliance with the ADA may be requested at any time
during the term, or any Renewal Term, of this Contract.
12.03 Severability. In the event any of the provisions of this Contract are held to be unenforceable or
invalid by any court of competent jurisdiction, the validity of the remaining provisions shall not be affected,
provided that the remaining provisions without the invalidated provisions are consistent with the Parties’
intent. Should either Party fail to enforce a specific term of this Contract it shall not be a
subsequent right of enforcement, nor shall it be deemed a modification or alteration of the terms and
conditions contained herein.
waiver

of

a

12.04 Retention and Open Records Act Compliance. All records of the Contractor related to the
completion of the Work hereunder, including public records as defined in the Colorado Open Records Act
(“CORA”), and records produced or maintained in accordance with this Contract, are to be retained and
stored in accordance with the City’s records retention and disposal policies. Those records which constitute
“public records” under CORA are to be at the City offices or accessible and opened for public inspection
in accordance with CORA and City policies. Public records requests for such records shall be processed in
accordance with City policies. Contractor agrees to allow access by the City and the public to all documents
subject to disclosure under applicable law. Contractor’s willful failure or refusal to comply with the
Cherry Hills Village Construction Contract Vance Brothers. Inc.
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provisions of this paragraph shall result in the immediate termination of this Contract by the City. For
purposes of CORA, the City Clerk is the custodian of all records produced or created as a result of this
Contract. Nothing contained herein shall limit the Contractor’s right to defend against disclosure of records
alleged to be public.
12.05 No Third-Party Beneficiaries. The enforcement of the terms and conditions of this Contract and all
rights of action relating to such enforcement, shall be strictly reserved to the City and the Contractor, and
nothing contained in this Contract shall give or allow any such claim or right of action by any other or third
person under such Contract.
12.06

Headings. The headings contained in this Contract are for reference purposes only and shall not in

any way affect the meaning or interpretation of this Contract.

12.07 Entire Agreement. The Parties acknowledge and agree that the provisions contained herein
constitute the entire agreement and that all representations made by any elected official, officer, director,
agent or employee of the respective Parties unless included herein are null and void and of no effect. No
alterations, amendments, changes, or modifications to this Contract, except those which are expressly
reserved herein to the Project Manager and/or the Superintendent, shall be valid unless they are contained
in writing and executed by all the Parties with the same formality as this Contract.
12.08 Contract Controls. In the event a conflict exists between this Contract and any term in any exhibit
attached or incorporated into this Contract, the terms in this Contract shall supersede the terms in such
exhibit.
12.09 Release of Information. The Contractor shall not, without the prior written approval of the City,
release any privileged or confidential information obtained in connection with the Work or this Contract.
12.010 Survival. The Parties understand and agree that all terms and conditions of the Contract that require
continued performance, compliance, or effect beyond the termination date of the Contract shall survive
such termination date and shall be enforceable in the event of a failure to perform or comply.
12.011 Binding Effect. The Parties agree that this Contract, by its terms, shall be binding upon the
successors, heirs, legal representatives, and assigns; provided that this section shall not authorize
assignment.
12.012 Protection of Personal Identifying Information. If the Work includes or requires the City to disclose
to Contractor any personal identifying information as defined in C.R.S. § 24-73-101, Contractor shall
comply with the applicable requirements of C.R.S. § 24-73-101, et seq., relating to third-party service
providers.
12.0 13 Authority. The individuals executing this Contract represent that they are expressly authorized to
enter into this Contract on behalf of the City of Cherry Hills Village and the Contractor and bind their
respective entities.
12.014 Counterparts. This Contract may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall
constitute an original and all of which shall constitute one and the same document. In addition, the Parties
specifically acknowledge and agree that electronic signatures shall be effective for all purposes, in
accordance with the provisions of the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act, Title 24, Article 71.3 of the
Colorado Revised Statutes.
Cherry Hills Village Construction Contract Vance Brothers, Inc.
Project: 2020 Chip Seal Project
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______________________

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Construction Contract in triplicate. Two
counterparts have been delivered to the City and one counterpart has been delivered to the Contractor. All
portions of the Contract Documents have been signed or identified by the City and the Contractor.

:Z!;
CITY

ERRY HILLS VILLAGE,

ussell 0. Stewart, Mayor

Date:

ATTEST:

Laura Gillespie, city C1rk

DEPARTMENT RESPONSIBLE FOR ADMINISTRATION OF CONTRACT: PUBLIC WORKS

CONTRACTOR: VANCE BROTHERS, INC., a

Missouri corpo ation
By:

Name:
Title:
Date:
STATEOF

UihJ 1/u J1)fl(2
Uie Presi’*ni
f/ôg

Colorado
)
)

COUNTY OF

ss.

The foregoing Constmction Contract was acknowledged before me this ay of
Ufl
2020, by ie( (M jpflas
( PI,i/ofvance Brothers, Inc.

€

.

Witness my hand and official seal.
My commission expires:
1

i3I

) aQaC)

(

Nota4y Pu lic
(Required for all contracts pursuant to C.R.S.
§ 8-40-202(2)(b)(IV))
Cherry Hills Village Construction Contract Vance Brothers, Inc.
Project: 2020 Chip Seal Project

KATHERINE MILLER
STATE OF cOLORA1
Identification #2O164O426 j
Commlssian bpirss 12I7IKG 1
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EXHIBIT C

2021 PRICE SCHEDULE

III.

FORM OF BID

Bidder: Vance Brothers, Inc.
City of Cherry Hills Village Project No. 2021-001
This Bid is dated
To:

February 9

20 21

The City of Cherry Hills Village, State of Colorado.

BASE BID
Estimated
Quantity

Item #

Description

1

Four (4) 3/8 inch cul-de-sac bottoms

2

3/8 inch chip & fog seal Four (4) streets
1/4 inch chip & fog seal Eight (8) city
streets & Four (4) cul-de-sac tops

3

Unit

Unit Cost

Cost Extende

2.800 sq yds

SY

3.41

9.54800

38,691 sq yds

SY

3.41

131.93631

26,684 sq yds

SY

3.31

88,324.04

Total

$ 229,808.35_

Total Base Bid Items 1, 2, & 3.

Bidder must also fill out Contract Section: Summary of Work below.
1.

3/8
a.
b.
c.
d.

inch Chip Seal Cul-De-Sac Bottoms
Elm Court
Forest Court
Forest Circle
E. Princeton

700 sq yds
700 sq yds
700 sq yds
700 sq yds
Sub Total

2.

3/8
a.
b.
c.
d.

inch Chip and Fog Seal
E. Quincy Avenue
S. Dahlia St.
Hudson Parkway
Union Avenue

16,418
9,973
9,220
3,080

sqyds
sq yds
sq yds
sq yds

Sub Total
3.

$
$
$
$

2,387.00
2,387.00
2,387.00
2,387.00

$_9,548.00

$
$
$
$

55,985.38
34,007.93
31,440.20
10,502.80

$ 131,936.31

1/4 inch Chip Seal and Fog Seal (including cul-de-sac tops)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

S. Gilpin St.
Honey Locust Dr.
E. Princeton Ave.
E. Princeton Ave. & CDS
Elm Court & CDS
Forest Court & CDS
Forest Circle & CDS
S. Eudora St.

5,755 sqyds
2,464 sq yds
7,186 sq yds
2,678 sq yds
1,423 sq yds
2,416 sqyds
2,020 sq yds
2,742 sq yds

15

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

19,049.05
8,155.84
23,785.66
8,864.18
4,710.13
7,996.96
6,686.20
9,076.02

Project Cost: Items 1, 2, & 3

Sub Total

$ 88,324.04

Total

$_229,808.35

The above quantities are estimates only. It is the Contractors responsibility to view the proposed construction
project sites at their discretion prior to bidding. A City representative can be available Tuesday thru Friday for
a pre-bid project tour per appointment. Appointments must be scheduled 48 hours in advance. Contact Project
Manager, Ralph Mason, 303-783-2741 for appointments.
The City of Cherry Hills Village reserves the right to delete portions or quantities of this Bid / Project at any
time.
Due to seasonal sensitivities to the Chip Seal process, the Contract Time Period for completion of this project
must fall between May 24, 2021 through September 10, 2021. No Exceptions.
All Traffic Control and Traffic Control Costs are the responsibility of the Contractor.
The City does not recognize Mobilization, Re-Mobilization, or De-Mobilization of equipment or materials
needed to perfonn the contract as a line item.
A port-a-pot I toilet must be onsite prior to any start of work.

There will be a NO WORK TIMEFRAME between (new date)-2021 and (new date)-2021, No Exceptions.
The City will provide Post Office Mail Notices, Email Notification on City Website, and Notification Signage
in project areas. The Contractor is responsible for No Parking Signage and Door Hanger Notification on
adjacent properties 24 Hours prior to work starting on any City street.

Project Manager/Estimator
02/09/2021
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CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE
COLORADO

2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
www.cherryhillsvillage.com

City Hall
Telephone 303-789-2541
FAX 303-761-9386

ITEM: 5c

MEMORANDUM
TO:

HONORABLE MAYOR STEWART AND MEMBERS OF CITY COUNCIL

FROM:

LAURA GILLESPIE, CITY CLERK

SUBJECT: MODIFICATION OF PREMISES LIQUOR LICENSE APPLICATION FROM
CHERRY HILLS COUNTRY CLUB
DATE:

MARCH 2, 2021

ISSUE
Shall City Council approve the application from Cherry Hills Country Club for a modification of
premises for their liquor license (Exhibit A)?
DISCUSSION
At the August 18, 2020 City Council meeting, Council approved the Site Plan Amendment and
Conditional Use Application for Cherry Hills Country Club (CHCC)’s clubhouse renovations. A
housekeeping item associated with the renovations is a modification of premises for CHCC’s
liquor license, as liquor will not be served in the clubhouse during renovations. Instead, alcohol
will be served at the pool house and “half way house”, which are indicated on the diagram
included in Exhibit A, and a mobile bar cart. This is essentially a reduction in the premises
during renovations. CHCC will submit another modification of premises application for their
liquor license after renovations are complete, with the updated floorplans of the new clubhouse.
Municipal Code Requirements
The Municipal Code does not contain requirements for modification of premises applications
beyond a fee of $100, which the applicant has paid. See Section 6-2-160, Cherry Hills Village
Municipal Code.

1

State Requirements
State statute does not require a public hearing for a modification of premises.
State regulations require the local licensing authority to consider the following factors when
considering any application for a modification of premises:
State Requirement
The reasonable requirements of the neighborhood
and the desires of the inhabitants
The possession, by the licensee, of the changed
premises by ownership, lease, rental or other
arrangement
Compliance with the applicable zoning laws of the
municipality

Compliance with the distance prohibition in regard
to any public or parochial school or the principal
campus of any college, university, or seminary

Staff Finding
No change from current premises
No change from current premises
City Council approved the Site Plan
amendment at their August 18, 2020
meeting. The Community Development
Department is currently reviewing and will
approve all building permits for the
renovation.
No change from current premises

Staff finds that the application is complete and the proposed premises modification complies
with applicable law, regulations, and criteria listed in this report.
BUDGET IMPACT
There is no impact to the budget.
RECOMMENDED MOTION (if removed from consent agenda)
“I move to approve the application for a modification of premises for the Club Liquor License
held by Cherry Hills Country Club at 4125 South University Boulevard in the City of Cherry
Hills Village based upon the findings outlined in in the staff report dated March 2, 2021.”
ATTACHMENTS
Exhibit A:
Application and Diagram

2

___L:

Cluhouse located on map as outlined here
in red to be fully demolished and renovated

CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE
COLORADO

2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
www.cherryhillsvillage.com

City Hall
Telephone 303-789-2541
FAX 303-761-9386

Item: 7a

MEMORANDUM

TO:

HONORABLE MAYOR STEWART AND MEMBERS OF CITY COUNCIL

FROM:

CHRIS CRAMER,
DEVELOPMENT

CITY

MANAGER/DIRECTOR

OF

COMMUNITY

SUBJECT: PUBLIC HEARING - DENVER FIRST CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE SITE
PLAN AMENDMENT, REZONING, AND PRELIMINARY PLAT
DATE:

MARCH 2, 2021

ISSUE
Shall the City Council approve the Denver First Church of the Nazarene’s requests for a site plan
amendment to remove the requirement to provide 264 parking spaces on the subject property
(see Exhibit A Resolution 8, Series 2021), a rezoning of the subject property from R-1 to R-4
(see Exhibit B Council Bill 1, Series 2021), and a preliminary plat to create four residential lots
on the subject property (see Exhibit C Resolution 9, Series 2021)?
APPLICANT(S)
Property Owner – Denver First Church of the Nazarene (DFCN)
Project Representative – Steve Ferris, The Real Estate Garage
SUBJECT PROPERTY/PROPERTIES (see Exhibit D)
Site Plan Amendment: Located in the 3500 block of South Monroe Street and 3800 E. Hampden
Avenue
Rezoning and preliminary plat: Located in the 3500 Block of South Monroe Street
SURROUNDING ZONING & LAND USE
The subject property is currently zoned R-1; 2.5-acre Residential District.
Surrounding Zoning and Uses:
North

Hampden Avenue and City and County of Denver Beyond

East

R-1; DFCN Church Facility (Church Facility) and the First Plymouth
Congregational Church

South

R-3A; Single-family detached homes (Covington Neighborhood)
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West

R-2; Single-family detached homes (Devonshire Neighborhood)

BACKGROUND
Denver First Church of the Nazarene (DFCN) purchased the subject property in 1997 when it
was undeveloped but had previously been used as a single-family residence. To the east was the
DFCN Church Facility. To the south was undeveloped property, to the west was the High Line
Canal with single-family homes beyond, and to the north was Hampden Avenue and the City and
County of Denver beyond. Through the late 1990s and into the early 2000s the property to the
south was developed with residential homes (the Covington Neighborhood) on lots that range in
size from about 15,900-square feet to about 67,700-square feet. At the time the plat was
approved that created the lots for the Covington Neighborhood (1997), the subject property was
a part of that recorded plat (Highline Meadows in Cherry Hills). The subject property was platted
into five residential lots that complied with the requirements of the R-3A zone district, which
was the zoning designation for the subject property at that time.
In the early 2000s, DFCN submitted applications to expand their Church Facility, construct the
existing parking lot on the subject property, rezone the subject property, and consolidate the five
lots created in the Highline Meadows in Cherry Hills Subdivision into one lot. In 2013, the
subject property received approval for a rezoning from R-3A to R-1 (the property was apparently
only required to be rezoned because accessory uses like a parking lot were not allowed in the R3A zone district), approval for an “Expanded Use Permit” (the previous name for a site plan
amendment) in order to construct 264 parking spaces with associated landscaping and other
improvements on the subject property, and approval of a replat to consolidate the five lots into
one lot (Highline Meadows in Cherry Hills Lot Consolidation). These applications were
approved as a part of an expansion to the Church Facility property to the east. The subject
property has remained in its current state since the completion of construction sometime in late
2013 or 2014.
APPLICANT’S REQUEST(S)
Site Plan Amendment:
In 2013, the applicant received approval for an “Expanded Use Permit” (the previous name for a
site plan amendment). This approval required a total of 967 parking spaces to be maintained by
DFCN between the Church Facility (703 spaces) and the subject property (264 spaces).
From the applicant’s narrative:
“This application seeks a reduction of the threshold number of parking spaces required to be
maintained by DFCN pursuant to City Code Section 16-4-10.”
“DFCN’s auditorium contains 2805 fixed seats. As such, the threshold number of parking spaces
DFCN is required to maintain, before any reduction permitted by Code Section 16-4-20, is 935
spaces (2805 fixed seats/3 = 935 spaces). Pursuant to City Code Section 16-4-20, (which permits
up to a 50% reduction of the threshold number of parking spaces required), DFCN seeks a
24.8% reduction of the 935-parking space threshold, such that DFCN meets the City Code’s
parking requirement with the 703 parking spaces on the Main Lot.”
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“As demonstrated by DFCN’s application, 703 parking spaces is adequate to meet all regular
parking needs of DFCN, without any reduction pursuant to Code Section 16-4-20. Contingent on
approval of the Application, DFCN has committed to limit its regular Sunday services and
holiday services (i.e. Christmas and Easter) to attendance of no greater than 2100 attendees at
any single service. Regular Sunday services and holiday services make up almost the entirety of
events held in the DFCN sanctuary.”
Rezoning:
The applicant seeks to rezone the subject property from the current R-1; 2.5-acre Residential
District to the R-4; .5-acre Residential District. The applicant is making this request in order to
allow for the creation of four lots for residential development that exceed .5-acres in size (the
minimum lot size required by the R-4 zone district).
Preliminary Plat:
The applicant seeks approval for a preliminary plat in order to move forward to the final plat
stage for creating four new lots. The proposed lots range in size from 28,000-square feet (.643acres) to about 39,000-square feet (.898-acres), which would meet the minimum lot size
requirements of the proposed R-4 Zone District (.5-acres). The proposed plat also includes
preliminary easements for utilities and drainage.
Note: The approval of a preliminary plat does not create lots for future sale and/or development.
The preliminary plat is the second step in a three-step process for creating new residential lots in
the City. Should the applicant receive approval for the preliminary plat, the final step in the
subdivision approval process will be to receive approval of the final plat from City Council (no
hearing before the Planning and Zoning Commission is required for a final plat). Conditioned on
approval of the applications, the applicant will also dedicate to the City, in fee simple, via the
final plat, the trail corridor on the subject property situated along Hampden Avenue and lying
north of the proposed lots (the City currently holds only an easement on that property). Only
after approval of the final plat and the subsequent recording of the document would lots be
created for sale and/or development.
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CODE REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS
The applicant seeks three separate approvals:
1) Site plan amendment
o Governing Code Section: Section 16-7-320 – Site Plans.
o See Exhibit E for the proposed Site Plan Agreement.
o See Exhibit F for the proposed Shared Parking Agreement.
o See Exhibit G for the proposed Site Plan Amendment

Section 16-7-320(e). Approval standards. Site Plans or Site Plan Amendments may be
approved if it is demonstrated that they comply with the applicable requirements of this
Chapter, and:
Criterion
(1) The proposed development is consistent
with and furthers or implements the goals and
strategies of the Master Plan, including
preservation of the semi-rural character of the
City.
(2) The proposed development complies with
all applicable City ordinances and is
consistent with all other City policies and
plans.
(3) The bulk scale of any proposed buildings,
structures, or expansions thereto is consistent
with the context of the site and does not
materially change the physical character or
function of the surrounding area.
(4) Drainage systems are designed to utilize
natural materials and low-maintenance best
management practices to the maximum
feasible extent, and to appear consistent with
the character of the surrounding area.
(5) The proposed development will not result
in unreasonable traffic congestion or create a
safety hazard to vehicular or pedestrian traffic
and adequate provisions will be provided to
manage any traffic-related issues.

Staff Finding
Affirmative. See the Master Plan analysis under
“2). Rezoning” below.

Affirmative. Staff has reviewed the request and
found no inconsistencies with City policies or
plans.
Not applicable. No new structures are proposed
as a part of this site plan amendment. Future
development will be required to meet all
standards of the City or receive approval through
the public hearing variance process.
Affirmative. See the drainage information
provide in the preliminary plat analysis.

Affirmative. The proposed site plan amendment
would reduce the number of parking spaces
required with the applicant voluntarily limiting
the number of people allowed to attend any one
service.
-See detailed parking analysis below.

(6) Construction will be timed and staged to
minimize impacts on adjacent residential
properties, including but not limited to
lighting, visual impacts, vibration, and noise.
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Additional Applicable Requirement Analysis:
Site Plan Agreement:
Section 16-7-130 of the Code requires that development agreements (called a site plan agreement
in this case) be reviewed by the Planning and Zoning Commission and approved by City Council
if they are not eligible for administrative approval. The applicant’s proposed Site Plan
Agreement (“Agreement”) is provided in conjunction with the site plan amendment application.
The nature of this Agreement is unique in the sense that the applicant is not proposing any
immediate demolition or new construction as a part of the site plan amendment. Instead, they are
simply proposing to remove the obligation to have the 264 parking spaces located on the subject
property in order to perform future demolition and ultimate construction of single-family homes.
Therefore, the Agreement outlines the management of parking for Sunday services, holiday
services, and special events should the previous parking obligation be removed.
The details related to the applicant’s parking reduction request can be found within Exhibit H.
Per Section 16-4-20(b)(1) of the Code, parking requirements may be reduced if the City finds
that the parking needs of the use will be adequately served, in that the typical (emphasis added)
parking demands will not exceed parking supply, and in the case of extraordinary (emphasis
added) parking demands, appropriate locations are available to accommodate the additional
vehicles. Through the parking study, the applicant has demonstrated that the 703 parking spaces
that are available on the Church Facility are adequate in conjunction with DFCN self-imposing a
limit on the number of seats available for Sunday and holiday services. With the execution of the
Shared Parking Agreement with Brave Church to accommodate parking during times of
extraordinary parking demand, the applicant has provided appropriate locations for parking
during times of extraordinary parking demand. Additionally, per paragraph 3.1 of the Site Plan
Agreement, the applicant has committed to not holding any event that creates extraordinary
parking demand if it cannot plan to adequately park such an event.
Specifically, the Agreement states:
“Whereas, contingent on City Council’s approval of the Application, DFCN
represents that the Auditorium balcony will remain closed for Sunday Services and
Holiday Services in perpetuity, unless and until the City grants approval to DFCN
to reopen the balcony seating.”
“Whereas, contingent on City Council’s approval of the Application, DFCN
represents that it will limit attendance at Sunday Services to 2100, and at such
time that average attendance exceeds 2000 at any single service for four
consecutive Sundays, DFCN will add an additional service to ensure that
attendance at any single Sunday Service does not exceed 2,100.”
“Whereas DFCN represents that it will limit attendance at Holiday Services to
2100, and at such time that average attendance is anticipated to exceed 2100 at
any single Service, based on reasonably available data, such as DFCN’s
membership and attendance at Sunday Services, and past Holiday Services, DFCN
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shall schedule an additional service to ensure no single Holiday Service generates
attendance in excess of 2100.”
“Whereas DFCN represents that Brave and DFCN have reduced their informal
shared parking agreement to a writing titled “Special Event Shared Parking
Agreement” attached hereto as Exhibit A, that the Special Event Shared Parking
Agreement will remain in effect for the duration of the Site Plan Agreement, and
that any modification of DFCN’s obligations pursuant to the Special Event Shared
Parking Agreement will require prior approval by the City.”
The analysis shows that the application meets the criteria for providing parking sufficient to
accommodate typical demand. This conclusion was reached because the self-imposed limit of
2,100 attendees meets the City’s Code for parking requirements for places of assembly with
fixed seats in the principal auditorium as illustrated below.

Table 16-4-10. Off-Street Parking Requirements:
Land Use

Minimum Off-Street Parking Requirement
1 sp. / 3 fixed seats in principal auditorium or meeting
area; OR 1 sp. / 100sf. (if no fixed seating area) in
principal auditorium or meeting area

Place of Assembly

DFCN Required Parking Scenarios
Number of fixed seats available
2,805 (number of fixed seats including the
balcony)
2,100 (number of fixed seats with the selfimposed closing of the balcony)

Parking Spaces Required
935 (2,805 / 3)
700 (2,100 / 3)

*The Church Facility has 703 parking spaces, which is more than are required to be
available based on the self-imposed closing of the balcony (700).
To provide for parking in extraordinary circumstances, the Shared Parking Agreement states:
“Brave and DFCN enter into this Shared Parking Agreement with the intention of
voluntarily sharing their parking facilities with each other at times when one of the
churches plans to host an event wherein anticipated attendance will generate a
demand for parking in excess of that which the hosting Church has available on its
own Lot, using a ratio of one parking space for each three anticipated attendees.”
“a. When the Executive Director (or other designated staff person) of either Brave
or DFCN anticipates scheduling a Special Event at its Facilities (“Host Church”)
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that may generate a need for parking spaces in addition to the number available to
the Host Church in its Lot, the designated staff person of the Host Church shall
notify the designated staff person of the other Church (“Neighboring Church”) of
the following: (i) the date, time and nature of the anticipated Special Event; (ii) the
anticipated parking and attendance demand for the Special Event, based on
historical data, ticket sales, reservations, invitations, or other indicators that
permit a reasonable estimate of anticipated parking demand; (iii) a request for
access to parking spaces on the Lot of the Neighboring Church necessary to
accommodate the anticipated demand for parking generated by the Special Event,
using a ratio of one parking space for each three anticipated attendees at the
Special Event; and, (iii) any other material information deemed relevant by the
Host Church to provide for scheduling of adequate parking for the anticipated
Special Event.”
“b. The Executive Director (or other designated staff person) of the Neighboring
Church may, in its discretion, agree to provide parking spaces within its Lot to the
Host Church, such that the Host Church has available to it adequate parking for
the anticipated demand of the Special Event, based on a parking ratio of one
parking space for each three anticipated attendees at the Special Event. Any
agreement reached between the Churches wherein one Church agrees to share
parking spaces with the other Church for a scheduled Special Event shall be
reduced to a simple writing stating the date/time of the Special Event, anticipated
attendance at the Special Event, the number of parking spaces the Neighboring
Church is agreeing to make available to the Host Church for the Special Event,
and any identification of the location of these shared parking spaces within the
Neighboring Church’s Lot (“Special Event Parking Plan”). A Neighboring
Church shall only make parking spaces available in its lot for use by the Host
Church to the extent the Neighboring Church does not have a simultaneous need
for the parking spaces to be shared, using a parking ratio of one parking space for
each three anticipated attendees. DFCN agrees not to schedule a Special Event,
unless DFCN can secure adequate parking for the Special Event through other
sources than from Brave, using a parking ratio of one parking space for each three
anticipated attendees.”
“c. Upon request, DFCN’s Special Event Parking Plans shall be shared with the
City Manager (City Manager), and those Plans shall be made publicly available
through the CHV, upon request.”
Based on the language contained in the Shared Parking Agreement, the analysis shows that the
applicant meets the criteria for accommodating parking during times of extraordinary parking
demand, subject to the execution of the agreement with Brave Church.
Finally, Section 16-4-20(a) provides for the granting of a parking reduction so long as that
reduction does not exceed 50% of the minimum required. Assuming that the applicant was not
proposing to voluntarily close the balcony of the auditorium, they would be required to provide
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935 parking spaces (2,805 seats/3 seats = 935 parking spaces). With the proposed 703 parking
spaces, the applicant is requesting a reduction of 24.8%, which is less than the maximum 50%
provided by the Code.
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2) Rezoning
o Governing Code Section: 16-2-40 – Standards for rezoning.
o See Exhibit I for the applicant’s rezoning narrative.
o See Exhibit J for the proposed rezoning map.

Section 16-2-40(b)(1): The City Council may approve an application for rezoning if it is
determined that any of the following conditions exist:
Criterion
(a) The existing zoning was
implemented in obvious error, and the
rezoning is necessary to correct the
error.
(b) Two adjacent lots that are located in
different residential zoning districts are
consolidated into a single lot, and the
rezoning will apply the less intensive
zoning district to both lots (e.g. an R-3
zoned lot is combined with an R-1 lot,
and the owner of the combined lot seeks
to rezone so that the consolidated lot is
zoned R-1).
(c) A lot line adjustment is approved
along a lot line that is also a zoning
district boundary line, and the rezoning
is necessary to achieve a corresponding
adjustment in the zoning district
boundary line.
(d) The proposed new zoning district
will better facilitate implementation of
the City’s Master Plan.

Staff Finding
Not applicable. The existing zoning was not
implemented in obvious error.

Not applicable. Multiple lots are proposed.

Not applicable. No lot line adjustment is proposed.

Affirmative. See detailed Master Plan analysis below.

Master Plan Analysis:
Per Colorado law, every jurisdiction in the state is required to adopt a Master Plan (sometimes
called a Comprehensive Plan). The Master Plan is a document that the City uses to help make
decisions about a variety of things from funding capital improvement projects to making
decisions on land use applications. The City’s Master Plan is a long-range policy document that
was first adopted in 1970 and was updated in 1993. The current version of the City’s Master Plan
was adopted in 2008.
Generally, these plans have a series of goals/objectives/policies/implementation strategies that
have been identified to achieve the intent of the Master Plan. They also often contain a “Future
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Land Use Plan” or “Plan Map” that identifies current and future desired land use
designations/zonings. Each element of a Master Plan serves a different but interrelated role when
it comes to meeting the overall intent of the Master Plan. Based on the analysis below, staff’s
assessment is that the requested rezoning will better facilitate the implementation of the Master
Plan.

Future Land Use/Development Map Staff Evaluation:
Master Plan Page 2 states: “The desired future land use and development pattern for the
Village is depicted by the Future Land Use/Development Map (Figure 1). The land use
categories identified in the map describe the desired character and predominant future
land use for broad areas of the Village (emphasis added). The Future Land
Use/Development Map is designed to be utilized as a general guide for future land use
decisions (emphasis added) and is not the official zoning map for the Village and does
not change existing development rights.”
Master Plan Page 3. The subject property is purple, which is identified in the legend as
“Institutional”. The Master Plan defines this as: “The uses in this category include
government, religious, and educational properties.”
Note: There is no evidence to suggest that detailed land use analysis was done to identify
the subject property as “Institutional” on the Future Land Use/Development Map. It is
likely that this designation was a result of the applicant owning the subject property at the
time the map was adopted (2008).
- It is staff’s analysis that rezoning the subject property from R-1 to R-4 would not
broadly change the desired character (emphasis added) of the area or the existing and
predominant land uses (emphasis added) as directed by the Master Plan language
provided above. The character of the area and predominant land uses would remain as
they exist today. This area will remain a mixture of single-family residential homes and
institutional uses (churches) with their accessory parking lots. The Future Land Use Map,
as stated in the Plan itself, should be used as a general guide in order to understand a
larger context of character and predominant land uses and not used on a property specific
basis. The request is consistent with the Future Land Use/Development Map when the
intent of the Map is applied.
Additionally, the proposed zone district (R-4) allows for lots that are a minimum of onehalf an acre (21,780-square feet) in size. This minimum lot size is more consistent with
the character of the existing residential lots in the immediate area that range in size from
about 15,900-square feet to about 67,700-square feet as opposed to the current R-1
designation that requires a minimum lot size of 108,900-square feet (2.5-acres).
Consistent with best planning practices, the size of the proposed lots (as well as Monroe
Street and the High Line Canal) serves as a buffer between the actual Church Facilities
and existing residential development nearby, and thereby better melds the two
predominant land uses in the area, consistent with the area’s character.
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Staff Evaluation of Goals:
The following Goals have been determined to support the requested rezoning and better
facilitate the implementation of the Master Plan.
Master Plan Page 4.
“Goal: Maintain the existing land use and development pattern.
- It is staff’s analysis that the applicant is proposing to create lots that are consistent with
the character of the existing residential lots as discussed above. The applicant is
proposing to achieve this consistency by using an existing and adopted zone district
allowed by City Code. As stated above, rezoning the subject property from R-1 to R-4
would not broadly change the desired character (emphasis added) of the area or the
existing and predominant land uses (emphasis added) as directed by the Master Plan
language provided above. The character of the area and predominant land uses would
remain as they exist today. This area will remain a mixture of single-family residential
homes and institutional uses (churches) with their accessory parking lots. Furthermore,
the proposed rezoning maintains and is an extension of existing land uses in the area
(single-family homes on similar sized lots).
Master Plan Page 6.
“Goal: Balance private property rights and market trends for new development while
minimizing impacts on immediately adjacent properties and the overall context of the
neighborhood.”
- It is staff’s analysis that the applicant’s property rights will not be violated by the
rezoning of the subject property; rather, the rezoning (and ultimate development of the
subject property for residential purposes) is consistent with the Master Plan as discussed
above. The sale and/or the development of the proposed lots would likely allow the
applicant to address potential financial concerns and manage its Church Facility and
associated operations. Additionally, through the limited lens of the rezoning request, the
change from an R-1 zoning designation to an R-4 zoning designation has minimal
impacts to the adjacent properties and the overall context of the neighborhood,
particularly given the “buffering” features of Monroe Street to the east and the High Line
Canal to the west.
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3) Preliminary plat
o Governing Code Section: Chapter 17, Article III, Division 2 – Preliminary Plat and
Submittal.
o See Exhibit K, for the applicant’s preliminary plat narrative.
o See Exhibit L for the proposed preliminary plat.
Chapter 17, Article II, Division 2 does not identify specific approval criteria for a preliminary
plat. However, it does list requirements for the subdivider.
Section 17-3-110 – Requirements for subdivider:
Criterion
(a) The subdivider shall submit to the
Director the preliminary plat reflecting
such information and in the form
required by Section 17-4-40 of this
Chapter. The preliminary plat shall
comply with the principles, standards,
and criteria of Section 17-4-30 and
Article V of this Chapter. All plats shall
be dated when they are received to
avoid confusion at a later time.
(b) The subdivider shall furnish a letter
addressing the land dedication
requirement of Section 17-3-30 above
and outlining in preliminary fashion
how he or she proposes to satisfy this
requirement.
(c) The subdivider shall furnish
documentary evidence of at least a
preliminary nature, indicating the
manner in which the following essential
items will be provided to the
subdivision. The essential items are:
(1) Water supply.
(2) Sewage disposal.
(3) Electricity.
(4) Gas.
(5) Storm drainage.
(6) Communications.
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Staff Finding

Affirmative. The applicant has provided a preliminary
plat with sufficient information for staff and referral
partners to adequately review and comment on the
proposed plat at this preliminary stage.

Affirmative. The dedication in fee simple of the 50foot landscape buffer located at the north of the
property (and on which the City currently has only an
easement) was determined to meet the dedication
requirements as a part of the negotiations for the trail
connection currently under construction.
Affirmative. The preliminary plat application was
referred to all relevant utilities and all responded with
either no comments or advisory comments that will be
addressed at the time of final plat. The applicant has
been made aware of all advisory comments and has
indicated that they will comply with advisory
comments as a part of the final plat process.
-See detailed drainage analysis below.
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(d) The subdivider shall submit, at least
in summary or outline form, any
agreements as may be required by
Sections 17-4-10 and 17-4-20 of this
Chapter relating to improvements.
(e) In the event any portion of the land
to be subdivided lies within the
boundary of the one-hundred-year
frequency floodplain, the subdivider
shall submit a floodplain development
plan consisting of a map and supporting
data.
(1) The map shall show:
a. All lots in the subdivision, any part of
which lies within the one-hundred-year
floodplain.
b. All lands adjacent to the abovedescribed lots for a distance of 200 feet
in all directions.
c. Location of all reasonably anticipated
structures on lots in the subdivision,
when any part of the lot lies within the
100-year floodplain.
(2) The floodplain development plan
must show that all lots, any part of
which falls within the 100-year
floodplain, do provide or can be
improved to provide for the structures
reasonably anticipated for the lot and
that such structures can be constructed
in compliance with existing ordinances
and regulations.
(f) In the event that the preliminary plat
covers only a portion of the subdivider’s
entire holding, a sketch plat of the
prospective street systems and the
approved zoning for the entire holding
shall accompany said plat. Filing fees
will not be paid on the additional area
until such time that a preliminary plat is
actually submitted for such area.
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Affirmative. The applicant and the City have had
preliminary discussions related to potential public and
private improvements. The details of these
improvements will be codified through a Subdivision
Improvement Agreement (SIA) with the processing of
the Final Plat.

Not applicable. The subject property is not located
within the 100-year floodplain.

Not applicable. There is an existing road network the
applicant intends to use and the totality of the
applicant’s property on the west side of Monroe Street
is included in the preliminary plat.
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Drainage and Water Quality
The applicant has submitted preliminary plans for grading, erosion, and sediment control
(GESC) as well as a preliminary drainage report. The City’s engineering consultant (KimleyHorn) and Denver Water have reviewed the proposed plans for compliance with relevant
requirements given the preliminary nature of this request. Both Kimley Horn and Denver Water
have indicated that the applicant has provided enough information at this preliminary stage to
indicate the applicant will be able to meet the necessary requirements at the time of final plat.
Additionally, the applicant has indicated an ability and desire to meet the applicable drainage and
maintenance standards at the time of final plat.
Staff has confirmed that the applicant has met the requirements above related to the submittal
requirements for a preliminary plat.
Lighting Standards
No new development is proposed as a part of these requests. Lighting standards will be reviewed
administratively at the time of any submittal for a building permit.
Landscaping Standards
No new development is proposed as a part of these requests. Landscaping standards will be
reviewed administratively at the time of any submittal for a building permit.
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PUBLIC NOTICE AND COMMENT
Public Notice:
Notice requirements for public hearings are outlined in Section 16-7-255(d). A minimum of 15
days prior to the hearing date, the applicant was required to a) mail notice of the hearing to all
property owners within 1,000 feet by certified mail with return receipt requested and b) post one
public notice sign on the property facing Hampden Avenue and one public notice sign on the
property facing Monroe Street. Notice of tonight’s public hearing was also published in the
February 11, 2021 edition of The Villager Newspaper. It was posted on the Village Center notice
board and Village website. All notice requirements have been met.
In accordance with the City’s Electronic Participation Policy, all notices of the public hearing
included a notification that the public hearing would be conducted electronically, and the
applicant has submitted the Quasi-Judicial Acknowledgement Waiver Form.
Public Comment(s):
Staff has received formal written responses to the proposed requests. The written responses are
attached as Exhibit M.
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
At the Planning and Zoning Commission meeting on January 12, 2021, the Commission heard
presentations from staff and the applicant, asked questions of both staff and the applicant, and
took public testimony for all three requests. During public testimony, the most common concerns
identified were (in alphabetical order):
• Enforcement
• Lack of plan details
• Parking management
• Project timing
In response, the Planning and Zoning Commission modified staff’s recommended Condition #2
attached to the site plan amendment to include a requirement that the Covington HOA be
notified prior to issuance of permits for site demolition or site work. That proposed modification
is reflected in the motion below, as well as in Section 3 of the approving resolution.
Additionally, the Planning and Zoning Commission directed that the site plan agreement be
modified to require the applicant to advise staff and the Covington HOA of: 1). Any changes to
the master calendar of scheduled special events either by sending an updated master calendar or
by other written notice, to be provided no later than 24 hours after a change to the master
calendar; and 2). Any time attendance at any Sunday service exceeds 2000, which notice must be
provided promptly. The site plan amendment, through the site plan agreement, has been updated
to reflect this direction, including by requiring the prompt provision of notice as to any service
attendance above 2000, and notice within 24 hours of any change to the master calendar of
scheduled special events.
To clarify the response to the enforcement questions, no further changes or conditions were
directed. They City is authorized to enforce the site plan agreement pursuant to Chapter 16 of the
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Municipal Code, as referenced in Section 5.5 of that agreement. Specifically, Chapter 16, Article
VIII, provides numerous methods of enforcement for violations of development agreements or
conditions of approval, including Municipal Court proceedings. The City may also invoke the
provisions of Chapter 16, Article VIII to enforce the shared parking agreement. In addition, the
City is a third-party beneficiary to the shared parking agreement, as set forth in Section D.6 of
that agreement, with attendant rights of enforcement.
At the end of the proceedings, the Planning and Zoning Commission voted 4-1 to recommend
approval, subject to conditions, for the site plan amendment, 4-1 to recommend approval of the
rezoning request, and 4-1 to recommend approval, subject to conditions, for the preliminary plat.
See Exhibit N for draft minutes.
CITY COUNCIL APPROVAL OF REZONING ON FIRST READING
At the February 16, 2021 City Council meeting, Council voted 6-0 to approve Council Bill 1,
Series 2021 on first reading. It is noted that approval of Council Bill 1, Series 2021 on first
reading did not approve or indicate approval of the requested rezoning at second reading. The
approval on first reading simply set the date for tonight’s public hearing and second reading,
consistent with allowing an applicant the requisite process and hearing opportunity provided for
in the Code.
RECOMMENDED MOTION FOR THE SITE PLAN AMENDMENT
“I move to approve Resolution 8, Series 2021, a resolution of the City Council of the City of
Cherry Hills Village approving with conditions a site plan amendment pertaining to parcels
owned by Denver First Church of the Nazarene and generally located at 3800 E. Hampden
Avenue and in the 3500 block of South Monroe Street, subject to the following condition(s).”
1. The shared parking agreement with Brave Church must be executed within 90 days of
approval of the site plan amendment by City Council.
2. Prior to the issuance of permits resulting in any site demolition or site work pertaining to
the overflow parking property, DFCN will be required to submit appropriate
documentation to the City and applicable referral partners for review and approval, and
notification to the Covington HOA.
RECOMMENDED MOTION FOR THE REZONING
“I move to approve Council Bill 1, Series 2021, a bill for an ordinance of the City of Cherry
Hills Village to rezone a parcel of land owned by Denver First Church of the Nazarene, located
in the 3500 block of South Monroe Street, from R-1 (2½-Acre Residential) to R-4 (½-Acre
Residential), and amending the Official Zoning Map consistent therewith on second and final
reading.”
RECOMMENDED MOTION FOR THE PRELIMINARY PLAT
“I move to approve Resolution 9, Series 2021, a resolution of the City Council of the City of
Cherry Hills Village approving with conditions a preliminary plat for a parcel owned by Denver
First Church of the Nazarene and located in the 3500 block of South Monroe Street, subject to
the following condition(s).”
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1. At the time of final plat submittal, all final drainage reports and plans must be submitted
and prior to approval of the final plat all final drainage reports and plans must be
approved by the applicable agencies.
2. As required by City Code, the applicant shall agree to terms for public and/or private
improvements via a Subdivision Improvement Agreement (SIA).
ATTACHMENTS
Exhibit A: Resolution 8, Series 2021
Exhibit B: Council Bill 1, Series 2021
Exhibit C: Resolution 9, Series 2021
Exhibit D: Vicinity Map
Exhibit E: Proposed Site Plan Agreement
Exhibit F: Proposed Shared Parking Agreement
Exhibit G: Proposed Site Plan Amendment
Exhibit H: Parking Study
Exhibit I: Rezoning Narrative
Exhibit J: Rezoning Map
Exhibit K: Preliminary Plat Narrative
Exhibit L: Preliminary Plat
Exhibit M: Public Comment(s)
Exhibit N: Draft Planning and Zoning Commission Minutes
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Exhibit A

RESOLUTION NO. 8
SERIES 2021

INTRODUCED BY:
SECONDED BY:

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE
APPROVING WITH CONDITIONS A SITE PLAN AMENDMENT
PERTAINING TO PARCELS OWNED BY DENVER FIRST CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
AND GENERALLY LOCATED AT 3800 E. HAMPDEN AVENUE
AND IN THE 3500 BLOCK OF SOUTH MONROE STREET
WHEREAS, Denver First Church of the Nazarene (“DFCN”) is the record property owner
of a certain parcel of land on which its main facilities are situated (the “Main Facilities Property”),
being approximately 10.17 acres in size, located at 3800 E. Hampden Avenue, and more
particularly described in Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated herein; and
WHEREAS, DFCN is also the record property owner of a certain parcel of land adjacent
to the Main Facilities Property, and located in the 3500 block of South Monroe Street, being that
property (the “Overflow Parking Property”) more particularly described as:
Lot 1, Block 1, Amended Plat of Lot 1, Block 1,
Highline Meadows in Cherry Hills,
City of Cherry Hills Village, County of Arapahoe, State of Colorado;
and
WHEREAS, the City approved an Expanded Use Permit in 2013 (now considered,
pursuant to Section 16-7-320(b) of the Municipal Code (the “Code”) to be a Site Plan, in
connection with the expansion of certain of DFCN’s facilities, which permit required that DFCN
maintain 264 parking spaces on the Overflow Parking Property; and
WHEREAS, DFCN submitted an application dated June 18, 2020, seeking approval of a
Site Plan Amendment pertaining to DFCN’s ownerships, in order to eliminate the current parking
requirements attaching to the Overflow Parking Property (the “Application”), together with
applications to rezone the Overflow Parking Property and obtain preliminary plat approval for the
Overflow Parking Property (the “Associated Applications”); and
WHEREAS, the Planning and Zoning Commission (P&Z) held a duly noticed public
hearing on January 12, 2021 to consider the Application and Associated Applications, and
following the conclusion of the public hearing voted to recommend approval of the Application
and Associated Applications to City Council, based on the evidence and testimony presented at
such hearing; and
WHEREAS, the City provided notice of a City Council public hearing in accordance with
all applicable provisions of the Code; and
WHEREAS, the City Council thereafter held such duly-noticed public hearing on the
Application and Associated Applications, at which time evidence and testimony were presented
to the City Council; and

WHEREAS, the City Council determines that testimony and other evidence in the record
supports a finding that the Site Plan Amendment meets the criteria outlined in Section 16-7-320(e)
of Chapter 16 of the Code, relating to Site Plan Amendments, and complies with all other
applicable provisions of the Code (including but not limited to Section 16-4-20(b)(1), pertaining to
parking reductions), and does so find;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE:
Section 1.
Incorporation of Recitals. The recitals contained above are incorporated
herein by reference and are adopted as findings of the City Council.
Section 2.
Site Plan Amendment Approved. The Site Plan Amendment referenced
herein (together with the associated Site Plan Agreement) is hereby approved, subject to the
conditions set forth in Section 3 below.
Section 3.
Conditions Imposed. The Site Plan Amendment herein approved is subject
to the following conditions:

1. The Shared Parking Agreement with Brave Church must be executed within 90 days
of approval of the Site Plan Amendment by City Council.
2. Prior to the issuance of permits resulting in any site demolition or site work
pertaining to the Overflow Parking Property, DFCN will be required to submit appropriate
documentation to the City and applicable referral partners for review and approval, and
notification to the Covington HOA.
Section 4.
Effective Date. This Resolution shall be effective upon the effective date
of the ordinance (Council Bill 1, Series 2021) rezoning the Overflow Parking Property.
Section 5.
Repealer. All resolutions or parts thereof in conflict with this resolution are
hereby repealed, provided that such repealer shall not repeal the repealer clauses of such
resolution or revive any resolution.
Section 6.
Severability. If any provision of this resolution is found by a court of
competent jurisdiction to be invalid, the remaining provisions of this resolution will remain valid, it
being the intent of the City that the provisions of this resolution are severable.
Introduced, passed and adopted at a
regular meeting of City Council this __ day
of _______, 2021, by a vote of _ yes and _ no.
(SEAL)

__________________________________
Russell O. Stewart, Mayor

ATTEST:

Laura Gillespie, City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
_

Kathie B. Guckenberger, City Attorney

Exhibit A
Legal Description of Main Facilities Property
A PARCEL OF LAND BEING A PORTION OF BLOCKS 2 THORUGH 4 OF SOUTH UNIVERSITY PARK LOCATED
IN THE NORTHEAST ONE-QUARTER OF SECTION 1, TOWNSHIP 5 SOUTH, RANGE 68 WEST OF THE 6TH
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE, COUNTY OF ARAPAHOE, STATE OF COLORADO,
BEING MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
BASIS OF BEARINGS: THE NORTH LINE OF THE NORTHEAST ONE-QUARTER OF SECTION 1, TOWNSHIP 5
SOUTH, RANGE 68 WEST OF THE 6TH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, BEING MONUMENTED AT THE WEST END
AT THE NORTH ONE-QUARTER CORNER BY A 3’’ ALUMINUM CAP STAMPED “LS 19003 1995”, AND
MONUMENTED AT THE EAST END BY THREE REFERENCE MARKS PER MONUMENT RECORDS BY BERTSCH
AND LEFEBRE, WITH THE LINE CONSIDERED TO BEAR N89048’14’’E.
COMMENCING AT THE NORTH ONE-QUARTER CORNER OF SAID SECTION 1;
THENCE S87013’54’’E, A DISTANCE OF 1353.47 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST BOUNDARY LINE OF
BLOCK 4 OF SOUTH UNIVERSITY PARK, AND THE POINT OF BEGINNING, FROM WHENCE THE
NORTHWEST CORNER OF LOT 2, BLOCK 4, SOUTH UNIVERSITY PARK BEARS N00011’04’’E, A DISTANCE OF
15 FEET;
THENCE N89048’14’’E ALONG A LINE PARALLEL TO AND 10 FEET NORTH OF THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID LOT
2, BLOCK 4, A DISTANCE OF 296.01 FEET TO A POINT ON THE CENTER LINE OF VACATED GARFIELD
STREET;
THENCE S00011’04’’ W ALONG THE SAID CENTERLINE OF VACATED GARFIELD STREET, A DISTANCE OF
10.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE EXTENDED NORTH BOUNDARY LINE OF LOT 3, BLOCK 3, SOUTH
UNIVERSITY PARK;
THENCE N89048’14’’E ALONG THE SAID EXTENDED NORTH BOUNDARY LINE OF LOT 3, BLOCK 3, A
DISTANCE OF 163.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE CENTERLINE OF THE NORTH-SOUTH VACATED ALLEY IN
SAID BLOCK 3;
THENCE N00011’04’’E, ALONG THE SAID VACATED ALLEY CENTERLINE, A DISTANCE OF 5.00 FEET TO A
POINT ON AN EXTENDED LINE BEING PARALLEL TO AND 5.00 FEET NORTH OF THE SOUTH BOUNDARY
LINE OF LOT 2, BLOCK 2, SOUTH UNIVERSITY PARK;
THENCE N89048’14’’E ALONG THE SAID EXTENDED LINE BEING PARALLEL TO AND 5.00 FEET NORTH OF
THE SOUTH BOUNDARY LINE OF LOT 2, BLOCK 2, A DISTANCE OF 326.01 FEET TO A POINT ON THE
CENTERLINE OF THE NORTH-SOUTH VACATED ALLEY IN BLOCK 2;
THENCE S00011’04’’W ALONG THE SAID VACATED ALLEY CENTERLINE IN BLOCK 2, A DISTANCE OF 555.01
FEET TO A POINT ON THE EXTENDED SOUTH BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID BLOCK 2;
THENCE S89048’14’’ W ALONG THE SAID BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID BLOCKS 2, 3 AND 4, A DISTANCE OF
785.02 FEET TO A POINT AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF LOT 24, SAID BLOCK 4;
THENCE N00011’04’’E ALONG THE WEST BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID BLOCK 4, A DISTANCE OF 560.01 FEET
TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING,
CONTAINING A CALCULATED AREA OF 436,350 SQUARE FEET OR 10.017 ACRES.

Exhibit B

COUNCIL BILL 1
SERIES OF 2021

INTRODUCED BY:________________
SECONDED BY:__________________

A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE
TO REZONE A PARCEL OF LAND OWNED BY DENVER FIRST CHURCH OF THE
NAZARENE, LOCATED IN THE 3500 BLOCK OF SOUTH MONROE STREET,
FROM R-1 (2½-ACRE RESIDENTIAL) TO R-4 (½-ACRE RESIDENTIAL), AND
AMENDING THE OFFICIAL ZONING MAP CONSISTENT THEREWITH
WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 16-7-350(a) of the Municipal Code (the “Code”), rezoning
of a specific parcel, lot, or property may be initiated by application of the property owner; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Sections 16-2-20(c) and 16-7-350(a) of the Code, the City Council
is authorized to initiate and/or approve amendments to the Official Zoning Map of the City of Cherry
Hills Village; and
WHEREAS, Denver First Church of the Nazarene (“DFCN”) is the record property owner of
a certain parcel of land located in the 3500 block of South Monroe Street, being that property (the
“Subject Property”) more particularly described as:
Lot 1, Block 1, Amended Plat of Lot 1, Block 1, Highline Meadows in Cherry Hills,
City of Cherry Hills Village, County of Arapahoe, State of Colorado;
and
WHEREAS, DFCN initiated a rezoning of the Subject Property by submitting an application
dated June 18, 2020, seeking to rezone the Subject Property from the R-1 Zoning District (2½-Acre
Residential) to the R-4 Zoning District (½-Acre Residential) (the “Application”), together with
associated applications for a Site Plan Amendment and Preliminary Plat; and
WHEREAS, the Planning and Zoning Commission (P&Z) held a duly noticed public hearing
on January 12, 2021 to consider the Application and following the conclusion of the public hearing
voted to recommend approval of the Application to City Council, based on the evidence and
testimony presented at such hearing; and
WHEREAS, the City provided notice of a City Council public hearing in accordance with
all applicable provisions of the Code; and
WHEREAS, the City Council thereafter held such duly-noticed public hearing on the
rezoning Application, at which time evidence and testimony were presented to the City Council;
and
WHEREAS, the City Council determines that testimony and other evidence in the record
supports a finding that the proposed rezoning is consistent with, and meets, the requirements
outlined in Section 16-2-40 of Code relating to rezoning applications (to wit; such rezoning will better
facilitate implementation of the City’s Master Plan), and does so find;

NOW, THEREFORE, the Council of the City of Cherry Hills Village, hereby ordains:
Section 1.
Incorporation of Recitals. The recitals contained above are incorporated
herein by reference and are adopted as findings of the City Council.
Section 2.
Rezoning Approved. The zoning classification of the Subject Property shall
be, and is hereby, changed from the R-1 Zoning District (2½-Acre Residential) to the R-4 Zoning
District (½-Acre Residential).
Section 3.
Zoning Map Amendment. The Official Zoning Map of the City of Cherry Hills
Village is hereby amended to show the change in zoning classification set forth in Section 2 of this
Ordinance, and a certified copy of such amendment shall be filed with the City Clerk.
Section 4.
Safety Clause. The City Council of the City of Cherry Hills Village deems this
Ordinance to be necessary for the public health, safety and welfare.
Section 5.
Severability. If any provision of this Ordinance should be found by a court
of competent jurisdiction to be invalid, such invalidity shall not affect the remaining portions or
applications of this Ordinance that can be given effect without the invalid portion, provided that
such remaining portions or applications of this Ordinance are not determined by the court to be
inoperable. The City Council declares that it would have adopted this Ordinance and each
section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or portion thereof, despite the fact that any one or
more section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or portion be declared invalid.
Section 6.
Effective Date. This Ordinance shall become effective ten (10) days after
publication after second reading in accordance with Section 4.5 of the Charter for the City of
Cherry Hills Village.
Adopted as Ordinance No. _____, Series 2021, by the City Council of
the City of Cherry Hills Village, Colorado this _____ day of
________________, 2021.

Russell O. Stewart, Mayor
ATTEST:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Laura Gillespie, City Clerk

Kathie B. Guckenberger, City Attorney

Published in The Villager
Published:
Legal #:

Exhibit C

RESOLUTION NO. 9
SERIES 2021

INTRODUCED BY:
SECONDED BY:

A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL
OF THE CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE
APPROVING WITH CONDITIONS A PRELIMINARY PLAT
FOR A PARCEL OWNED BY DENVER FIRST CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE AND
LOCATED IN THE 3500 BLOCK OF SOUTH MONROE STREET
WHEREAS, Denver First Church of the Nazarene (“DFCN”) is the record property owner
of a certain parcel of land located in the 3500 block of South Monroe Street, being that property
(the “Subject Property”) more particularly described as:
Lot 1, Block 1, Amended Plat of Lot 1, Block 1,
Highline Meadows in Cherry Hills,
City of Cherry Hills Village, County of Arapahoe, State of Colorado;
and
WHEREAS, DFCN submitted an application dated June 18, 2020, seeking approval of a
Preliminary Plat of the Subject Property (the “Application”), together with applications to rezone
the Subject Parcel and for a Site Plan Amendment (pertaining to DFCN’s larger adjacent
ownership, in order to eliminate the current parking requirements attaching to the Subject
Property) (the “Associated Applications”); and
WHEREAS, the Planning and Zoning Commission (P&Z) held a duly noticed public
hearing on January 12, 2021 to consider the Application and Associated Applications, and
following the conclusion of the public hearing voted to recommend approval of the Application
and Associated Applications to City Council, based on the evidence and testimony presented at
such hearing; and
WHEREAS, the City provided notice of a City Council public hearing in accordance with
all applicable provisions of the Code; and
WHEREAS, the City Council thereafter held such duly-noticed public hearing on the
Application and Associated Applications, at which time evidence and testimony were presented
to the City Council; and
WHEREAS, the City Council determines that testimony and other evidence in the record
supports a finding that the Preliminary Plat is consistent with, and complies with, the requirements
outlined in Section 17-3-110 of Chapter 17 of the Municipal Code (the “Code”) relating to
preliminary plats, and all other applicable provisions of the Code, and does so find;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE:
Section 1.
Incorporation of Recitals. The recitals contained above are incorporated
herein by reference and are adopted as findings of the City Council.

Section 2.
Preliminary Plat Approved. The preliminary plat referenced herein is hereby
approved, subject to the conditions set forth in Section 3 below.
Section 3.
following conditions:

Conditions Imposed. The preliminary plat herein approved is subject to the

1.
At the time of final plat submittal, all final drainage reports and plans must be
submitted and prior to approval of the final plat all final drainage reports and plans must
be approved by the applicable agencies.
2.
As required by the Code, the applicant shall agree to terms for the public and/or
private improvements via a Subdivision Improvement Agreement (SIA).
Section 4.
Effective Date. This Resolution shall be effective upon the effective date
of the ordinance (Council Bill 1, Series 2021) rezoning the Subject Property.
Section 5.
Repealer. All resolutions or parts thereof in conflict with this resolution are
hereby repealed, provided that such repealer shall not repeal the repealer clauses of such
resolution or revive any resolution.
Section 6.
Severability. If any provision of this resolution is found by a court of
competent jurisdiction to be invalid, the remaining provisions of this resolution will remain valid, it
being the intent of the City that the provisions of this resolution are severable.
Introduced, passed and adopted at a
regular meeting of City Council this __ day
of _______, 2021, by a vote of _ yes and _ no.
(SEAL)

__________________________________
Russell O. Stewart, Mayor

ATTEST:

Laura Gillespie, City Clerk

APPROVED AS TO FORM:
_

Kathie B. Guckenberger, City Attorney

Exhibit D

Vicinity Map
3500 block of South
Monroe Street

3800 E. Hampden
Avenue

Exhibit E
CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE, COLORADO
SITE PLAN AGREEMENT
for
DENVER FIRST CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE APPLICATION FOR
SITE PLAN AMENDMENT TO SUPERSEDE 2013 DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
This Site Plan Agreement (“Agreement”) is entered into this __day of_ , 2021, and is made between
Denver First Church of the Nazarene, a Colorado non-profit corporation, whose address is 3800 East
Hampden Avenue, Cherry Hills Village, Colorado 80110 (“DFCN”) and the City of Cherry Hills Village,
Colorado, a Colorado home rule municipal corporation whose address is 2450 East Quincy Avenue,
Cherry Hills Village, Colorado 80113 (the “City”).
This Agreement shall be effective following execution by DFCN and immediately upon the date of the
authorized execution of this Agreement by the City’s Mayor or Mayor Pro Tem.
RECITALS
WHEREAS, DFCN represents that it is the sole owner of certain real property located at 3800 East
Hampden Avenue in the City, as more particularly described in Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated
herein (“Main Property”); and additionally represents it is the sole owner of an improved parking lot
located to the west of the Main Property with the following legal description: LOT 1 BLK 1 AMENDED
PLAT OF LOT 1 BLK 1 HIGHLINE MEADOWS IN CHERRY HILLS, generally addressed as the 3500 South
Block of Monroe Street (“Overflow Lot”).
WHEREAS, DFCN’s Main Property includes an improved parking lot with 703 parking spaces (“Main Lot”).
WHEREAS, in 2013, the City granted DFCN an Expanded Use Permit, with an effective date of May 7, 2013
(“2013 EUP”), permitting DFCN to construct a Family Life Center. The City and DFCN simultaneously
entered into a Development Agreement in connection with granting the 2013 EUP (“2013 Development
Agreement”).
WHEREAS, the 2013 EUP and 2013 Development Agreement required DFCN to construct an improved
parking lot with 264 parking spaces at the location of the Overflow Lot described above, and further
required DFCN to maintain the 703 parking spaces in the Main Lot, for a total of 967 parking spaces
between the Main Lot and the Overflow Lot.
WHEREAS, by Application for Site Plan Amendment (“Application”), filed with the City in June 2020, DFCN
seeks to supersede the requirements of the 2013 Development Agreement requiring DFCN to maintain
the Overflow Lot; and
WHEREAS, DFCN’s Application seeks a reduction of the parking spaces required by the 2013 Development
Agreement, such that DFCN will be in compliance with the parking requirements of Chapter 16 of the
City’s Municipal Code (“Code”) with a total of 703 parking spaces located on the Main Lot.
WHEREAS, DFCN represents that the 703 parking spaces in the Main Lot have been more than adequate
to meet the parking demand generated by DFCN Sunday and Holiday Services and other DFCN events.
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WHEREAS, based on Code Section 16-4-10 and the 2805 fixed seats in DFCN’s Sanctuary (aka,
“Auditorium”), DFCN is required to have a threshold minimum of 935 parking spaces before any reduction
of parking permitted by Code Section 16-4-20 is applied; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Code Section 16-4-20, DFCN’s Application seeks a 24.8% reduction of the 935 seat
parking requirement generated by the 3:1 ratio in Code Section 16-4-10, such that the 703 parking spaces
on the Main Lot are in conformance with the Code’s requirements, and the need to maintain the Overflow
Lot is eliminated.
WHEREAS, DFCN represents, based on regular data gathering of attendance at Sunday Services, that its
average attendance has been less than 2000 since 2004; and that in 2014 when DFCN completed
construction of the Family Life Center and the Overflow Lot, that its average attendance was below 1000.
WHEREAS, DFCN represents that due to declining attendance at DFCN in the early 2000s, DFCN closed the
balcony in the Auditorium, and has not used the balcony seating for DFCN Sunday Services, Holiday
Services, or Special Events, as defined below, for several years.
WHEREAS, DFCN represents that the opening of the Family Life Center in 2014 did not increase demand
on parking, and that the Overflow Lot has rarely been used since it was improved in 2014;
WHEREAS, contingent on City Council’s approval of the Application, DFCN represents that the Auditorium
balcony will remain closed for Sunday Services and Holiday Services in perpetuity, unless and until the City
grants approval to DFCN to reopen the balcony seating;
WHEREAS, contingent on City Council’s approval of the Application, DFCN represents that it will limit
attendance at Sunday Services to 2100, and at such time that average attendance exceeds 2000 at any
single Sunday Service for four consecutive Sundays, DFCN will add an additional Sunday Service to ensure
that attendance at any single Sunday Services does not exceed 2100.
WHEREAS, DFCN represents that it will limit attendance at Holiday Services to 2100, and at such time that
average attendance is anticipated to exceed 2100 at any single Holiday Service, based on reasonably
available data, such as DFCN’s membership and attendance at Sunday Services, and past Holiday Services,
DFCN shall schedule an additional Service to ensure no single Holiday Service generates attendance in
excess of 2100.
WHEREAS, DFCN represents that it rarely holds events with attendance in excess of 2100 (“Special
Events”), and also recognizes the City’s desire to have a management plan in place for those times when
DFCN does schedule Special Events;
WHEREAS, DFCN is adjacent to two neighboring Churches, Brave Church (“Brave”) and First Plymouth
Church (“Plymouth”), and both Brave and Plymouth have their own designated parking lots;
WHEREAS, DFCN represents that DFCN, Brave and Plymouth have had an informal shared parking
agreement in place for several years to share parking spaces in their respective lots, and have successfully
cooperated in sharing parking in their respective lots with neighboring churches when one of the churches
anticipates a need for parking in excess of that available in its parking lot;
WHEREAS, DFCN represents that Brave and DFCN have reduced their informal shared parking agreement
to a writing titled “Shared Parking Agreement” attached hereto as Exhibit B, that the Shared Parking
Agreement will remain in effect for the duration of this Agreement, and that any modification of DFCN’s
obligations pursuant to the Shared Parking Agreement will require prior approval by the City;
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WHEREAS, Section 16-4-20, Parking Reductions, of the Code provides that the City may grant a
reduction of up to 50% of the parking spaces required by Section 16-4-10, Off Street Parking
Requirements, if the City finds based on a parking study submitted pursuant to Section 16-4-30, Special
Parking Studies, that:
(1) The parking needs of the use will be adequately served, in that the typical parking demands
will not exceed parking supply, and in the case of extraordinary parking demands, appropriate
locations are available to accommodate the additional vehicles; and
(2) If joint use of the parking areas is proposed, the relative hours of peak parking demand among
the uses justifies the reduction in parking spaces based upon shared parking principles.
WHEREAS, DFCN and the City desire to memorialize in writing in this Agreement that DFCN has
adequately assured the City that typical parking demands generated by Sunday and Holiday Services will
not exceed parking supply, and that the 703 parking spaces in the Main Lot are adequate for these
regularly scheduled Services, providing a ratio of one parking space for each three fixed seats, based on
an Auditorium with 2100 available seats for these Services;
WHEREAS, DFCN and the City further desire to memorialize in this Agreement that DFCN has adequately
assured the City that the parking demand generated by Special Events at DFCN’s Facilities will not exceed
available parking areas and that parking demand can be effectively managed, thereby supporting the
City’s grant of a 24.8% reduction in the applicable parking standards, as authorized by Section 16-2-20 of
the Code, and based on an Auditorium with 2805 fixed seats.
WHEREAS, in a hearing before the City of Cherry Hills Village City Council held on March 2, 2021, City
Council approved the Application and parking reduction addressed herein, with the condition that the
reduction be implemented and monitored by the contents of this Agreement.
WHEREAS, these recitals are fully incorporated into the text and substance of this Agreement for all
purposes, including enforcement.
NOW, THEREFORE in consideration of the mutual promises, covenants, and agreements between the
parties, the approval by the City of Cherry Hills Village of the Application, and other good and valuable
considerations, the sufficiency and adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged by the Parties, the Parties
agree that the 2013 Development Agreement shall be superseded by the terms of this Agreement, as
follows:
1.0

DEFINITIONS.
“Application” shall mean DFCN’s Application for Site Plan Amendment to Amend the 2013 EUP
and 2013 Development Agreement, including supporting plans, studies, documents, maps,
drawings and other illustrations.
“Holiday Service” shall mean a service held by DFCN on or in celebration of Easter or Christmas.
“Recurring Event” shall mean any regularly scheduled event other than Sunday and Holiday
Services held at DFCN that does not generate a demand for parking in excess of 703 parking
spaces, based on a ratio of one parking space for each three attendees at the event.
“Special Event” shall mean an event scheduled by or through DFCN wherein the Executive Director
of DFCN (or other designated DFCN staff member) reasonably anticipates, or objectively should
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anticipate based on available data, including historic parking data for like events, ticket sales,
reservations, invitations and other available data related to attendance, that the Special Event
will have an attendance of greater than 2100 persons, or create a demand for parking in excess of
703 parking spaces. A Special Event is mutually exclusive from a Recurring Event, Holiday Service
or Sunday Service, such that Recurring events, Holiday Services and Sunday Services below 2100
person attendance limit shall not be considered a Special Event.
“Sunday Service” shall mean a regularly scheduled weekly Sunday worship service held by DFCN,
with the exception of any Sunday on which a Holiday Service is scheduled by DFCN.
2.0

MANAGEMENT OF PARKING DURING SUNDAY AND HOLIDAY SERVICES IS NOT REQUIRED
Because DFCN has agreed herein to limit attendance at Sunday and Holiday Services to 2100, and
because DFCN has 703 parking spaces available to it in its Main Lot, DFCN has adequate parking
for Sunday and Holiday Services, and management of parking for these Services through this
Agreement is not necessary.

3.0

MANAGEMENT OF PARKING DURING SPECIAL EVENTS REQUIRED.
3.1
Parking Management for Special Events. During any Special Event, DFCN shall employ the
following actions to ensure that adequate parking spaces are made available to serve the Special
Event: (a) comply with the terms of the Shared Parking Agreement entered into with Brave
Church; and (b) prohibit simultaneous use of the Main Property during a Special Event for other
activities, meetings, or events that are outside the normal course of day to day operations and
activities on the Property and that would result in parking demand in addition to the demand
created by the Special Event. Additionally, DFCN will not hold a Special Event at its facilities if it
cannot plan for adequate parking for the anticipated number of attendees of the Special Event,
based on a parking ratio of one parking space for each three anticipated attendees.
3.2
Voluntary Management Encouraged. Nothing herein shall prevent the implementation
of actions deemed appropriate by DFCN for the management of parking during Special Events
such as, but not limited to, valet parking, temporary modification and supervision of parking areas
to increase capacity of exiting parking areas, and contracting for the use of the City’s uniformed
traffic control officers to assist in the directing of traffic and parking in accordance with the City’s
Policy for the City’s Provision of Extra-Duty Police Services.

4.0

PARKING REQUIREMENTS AND REDUCTION GRANTED.
4.1
Parking Requirements/Deficiency. Minimum threshold parking space requirements are
imposed by Section 16-4-10 of the Code. DFCN’s Application proposes that the Main Property be
served by 703 total parking spaces located thereon. The minimum number of parking spaces
required by the current Code for DFCN for Sunday and Holiday Services is 700, based on DFCN’s
commitment to limit attendance at Sunday and Holiday Services to 2100, and to maintain closure
of the Balcony during these Services. Assuming the entire Auditorium of 2805 seats is occupied,
the minimum number of parking spaces required by the current Code is 935 parking spaces, 252
more parking spaces than that available on the Main Lot.
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4.2
Parking Standard Reduction Granted. Subject to DFCN’s compliance with this Agreement
and the specific conditions set forth in subsection 4.3 below, and consistent with City Council’s
actions on the Application at or after public hearing thereon, the City has approved a 24.8%
reduction in parking, and has further approved a minimum of 703 spaces located on the Main
Property to serve the Main Property and DFCN’s Facilities.
4.3
Conditions of Parking Reduction Approval. The reduction in parking memorialized in this
Agreement shall be subject to conformance with the following conditions:
(A) DFCN shall comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
(B) DFCN shall comply with the terms of the final City-approved version of the Shared Parking
Agreement submitted with its Application, and will ensure all parties to that agreement
execute the same.
(C) DFCN shall not hold a Special Event without securing parking in addition to the 703 parking
spaces on the Main Property, such that DFCN can provide sufficient parking for attendees at
the Special Event, based on a parking ratio of one parking space for each three anticipated
attendees at the Special Event.
(D) No reduction in parking below 703 spaces shall be permitted except upon City approval of a
new application processed in accordance with Chapter 16 of the Code.
(E) The balcony in DFCN’s Sanctuary shall remain closed during Holiday and Sunday Services,
unless and until such time the City approves the opening of the Balcony for these Services.
(F) Until such time that DFCN sells or otherwise disposes of its interest in the Main Property, or
any portion thereof, DFCN shall limit attendance at any single Sunday Service to 2100
attendees, and shall schedule additional Sunday Services when attendance at any single
Sunday Service exceeds 2000 for four consecutive weeks, such that no Sunday Service
attendance exceeds 2100. DFCN shall have an affirmative obligation to promptly notify the
City and the Covington HOA upon the first occurrence, and each subsequent occurrence, of
any single Sunday Service at which attendance exceeds 2000 attendees.
(G) The following additional restrictions shall also apply to the DFCN’s use of the Main Property:
a. Administrative Area: The use of the administration area within DFCN’s facilities shall
be limited to the administration, operation, and programs of DFCN.
b. DFCN Bookstore. DFCN shall be permitted to operate one retail bookstore as an
ancillary use for the purpose of religious education to serve church members and
attendees at DFCN events. DFCN shall not advertise the bookstore or place any
exterior signage concerning the bookstore at the Property except that interior
directional signage which is not visible outside of the building that is necessary to
direct attendees to the location of the bookstore on the Property shall be allowed.
c. Except as provided herein, DFCN shall be able to use its facilities in conformance with
the terms of this Agreement for Sunday and Holiday Services, Special Events and
Reoccurring Events as permitted by applicable law including the Code.
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(H) DFCN shall maintain and keep current a Master Calendar that includes notice of any Special
Events scheduled to occur at DFCN and shall make this available for public access. The
Master Calendar shall also be posted and kept current on the DFCN mobile app and shall be
available for public access on-line. DFCN shall provide written notification to the City and to
the Covington Homeowners Association when any scheduling changes (including, but not
limited to additions, revisions, and deletions) are made to the Master Calendar. Such
notifications shall occur promptly and, in no event, later than twenty-four (24) hours after
such changes to the Master Calendar. The Master Calendar shall be designed to allow for
notice of Special Events, and for the monitoring and management of such until such time
that DFCN sells or otherwise disposes of the Main Property, or any portion thereof.
(I) When and if DFCN sells or otherwise disposes of the Main Property, DFCN shall only do so on
the condition that the purchaser or acquiring party of the Main Property, or any portion
thereof, agrees to be bound by the terms of this Agreement.
(J) DFCN shall maintain the Overflow Lot in accordance with the provisions of the current Code,
and shall not allow the Overflow Lot to fall into disrepair, until such time that the property is
permitted for site preparation and redevelopment as contemplated in separate applications
to rezone and subdivide the property for single family home use.
(K) In completing site preparation and redevelopment of the Overflow Lot, DFCN shall comply
with all applicable laws, including the adopted uniform building construction, fire and safety
codes of the City.
(L) DFCN recognizes that all dedicated on-street parking within Monroe St. and Jefferson
Avenue right-of-way is intended for use by the general public, and cannot be calculated as
meeting parking requirements for any adjacent use, nor relied upon for use by patrons of
DFCN or adjacent development.
5.0

OTHER PROVISIONS.
5.1
Waiver. A waiver by the City or DFCN to this Agreement or the breach of any term or
provision of this Agreement shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of any subsequent
breach by either party.
5.2
2013 Development Agreement superseded. This Agreement shall supersede the 2013
Development Agreement.
5.3
No Waiver of Governmental Immunity. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to
waive, limit or otherwise modify any governmental immunity that may be available by law to the
City, its officials, employees, contractors, or agents, or any other person acting on behalf of the
City and, in particular, governmental immunity afforded or available pursuant to the Colorado
Governmental Immunity Act, Title 24, Article 10, Part 1 of the Colorado Revised Statutes, as
amended.

5.4
Binding Effect. DFCN and the City hereto agree that this Agreement, by its terms, shall be
binding upon the successors, heirs, legal representatives, and assigns thereof and shall constitute
covenants running with the Main Property. To the extent permitted by law, DFCN and all future
successors, heirs, legal representatives, and assigns of DFCN shall be jointly and severally
responsible for all terms, conditions and obligations set forth in this Agreement.
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5.5
Enforcement. If at any time, CHV determines after reasonable monitoring that DFCN is
not in compliance with the terms of this Agreement, CHV shall notify DFCN in writing, providing
details of events of non-compliance. Upon receiving such notice, DFCN shall within 5 days provide
in writing a plan to the CHV City Manager setting forth the steps it will take to come into
compliance with this Agreement. CHV shall also have the right to monitor and enforce DFCN’s
compliance with this Agreement pursuant to the enforcement provisions of Chapter 16 of the
Code.
5.6
No Third-Party Beneficiaries. It is expressly understood and agreed that enforcement of
the terms and conditions of this Agreement, and all rights of action relating to such
enforcement, shall be strictly reserved to the City and DFCN, and nothing contained in this
Agreement shall give or allow any such claim or right of action by any other third person on such
Agreement. It is the express intention of the City and DFCN that any person other than the City
or DFCN receiving services or benefits under this Agreement shall be deemed to be an incidental
beneficiary only.
5.7

Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by the law of the State of Colorado.

5.8
Authority. The undersigned signatories represent that they have the authority to execute
this Agreement on behalf of their organizations and to contractually bind their respective organizations.
DATED THIS

DAY OF

2021.

City of Cherry Hills Village, a
Colorado home rule municipal corporation

Russell Stewart, Mayor

ATTEST:

City Clerk

Approved as to form:

City Attorney

Denver First Church of the Nazarene,
A Colorado non-profit corporation

By:
Title/Position:
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Exhibit List to Site Plan Agreement
Exhibit A: Legal Description of Main Property
Exhibit B: Shared Parking Agreement

EXHIBIT A
Legal Description of Main Property
A PARCEL OF LAND BEING A PORTION OF BLOCKS 2 THORUGH 4 OF SOUTH UNIVERSITY PARK LOCATED IN
THE NORTHEAST ONE-QUARTER OF SECTION 1, TOWNSHIP 5 SOUTH, RANGE 68 WEST OF THE 6TH
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE, COUNTY OF ARAPAHOE, STATE OF COLORADO,
BEING MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
BASIS OF BEARINGS: THE NORTH LINE OF THE NORTHEAST ONE-QUARTER OF SECTION 1, TOWNSHIP 5
SOUTH, RANGE 68 WEST OF THE 6TH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, BEING MONUMENTED AT THE WEST END AT
THE NORTH ONE-QUARTER CORNER BY A 3’’ ALUMINUM CAP STAMPED “LS 19003 1995”, AND
MONUMENTED AT THE EAST END BY THREE REFERENCE MARKS PER MONUMENT RECORDS BY BERTSCH
AND LEFEBRE, WITH THE LINE CONSIDERED TO BEAR N89048’14’’E.
COMMENCING AT THE NORTH ONE-QUARTER CORNER OF SAID SECTION 1;
THENCE S87013’54’’E, A DISTANCE OF 1353.47 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST BOUNDARY LINE OF BLOCK
4 OF SOUTH UNIVERSITY PARK, AND THE POINT OF BEGINNING, FROM WHENCE THE NORTHWEST CORNER
OF LOT 2, BLOCK 4, SOUTH UNIVERSITY PARK BEARS N00011’04’’E, A DISTANCE OF 15 FEET;
THENCE N89048’14’’E ALONG A LINE PARALLEL TO AND 10 FEET NORTH OF THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID LOT 2,
BLOCK 4, A DISTANCE OF 296.01 FEET TO A POINT ON THE CENTER LINE OF VACATED GARFIELD STREET;
THENCE S00011’04’’ W ALONG THE SAID CENTERLINE OF VACATED GARFIELD STREET, A DISTANCE OF 10.00
FEET TO A POINT ON THE EXTENDED NORTH BOUNDARY LINE OF LOT 3, BLOCK 3, SOUTH UNIVERSITY
PARK;
THENCE N89048’14’’E ALONG THE SAID EXTENDED NORTH BOUNDARY LINE OF LOT 3, BLOCK 3, A
DISTANCE OF 163.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE CENTERLINE OF THE NORTH-SOUTH VACATED ALLEY IN
SAID BLOCK 3;
THENCE N00011’04’’E, ALONG THE SAID VACATED ALLEY CENTERLINE, A DISTANCE OF 5.00 FEET TO A
POINT ON AN EXTENDED LINE BEING PARALLEL TO AND 5.00 FEET NORTH OF THE SOUTH BOUNDARY LINE
OF LOT 2, BLOCK 2, SOUTH UNIVERSITY PARK;
THENCE N89048’14’’E ALONG THE SAID EXTENDED LINE BEING PARALLEL TO AND 5.00 FEET NORTH OF THE
SOUTH BOUNDARY LINE OF LOT 2, BLOCK 2, A DISTANCE OF 326.01 FEET TO A POINT ON THE CENTERLINE
OF THE NORTH-SOUTH VACATED ALLEY IN BLOCK 2;
THENCE S00011’04’’W ALONG THE SAID VACATED ALLEY CENTERLINE IN BLOCK 2, A DISTANCE OF 555.01
FEET TO A POINT ON THE EXTENDED SOUTH BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID BLOCK 2;
THENCE S89048’14’’ W ALONG THE SAID BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID BLOCKS 2, 3 AND 4, A DISTANCE OF
785.02 FEET TO A POINT AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF LOT 24, SAID BLOCK 4;
THENCE N00011’04’’E ALONG THE WEST BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID BLOCK 4, A DISTANCE OF 560.01 FEET
TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING,
CONTAINING A CALCULATED AREA OF 436,350 SQUARE FEET OR 10.017 ACRES.

EXHIBIT B
Shared Parking Agreement
SHARED PARKING AGREEMENT

THIS SHARED PARKING AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is made this _day of
, 2021, by and between Denver First Church of the Nazarene, located at 3800
Hampden Road, Englewood, Colorado (“DFCN”), and BRAVE Church, located at 3651 South
Colorado, Boulevard, Englewood, Colorado (“Brave”).
BACKGROUND AND RECITALS

A.
DFCN is a Place of Assembly, as defined by Cherry Hills Village (“CHV”) Municipal Code
(“Code”). DFCN’s Facilities include an Auditorium with 2805 seats and a permitted maximum
occupancy of 2800, based on Fire Code. DFCN owns and operates an improved surface parking
lot (“DFCN Lot”) with 703 parking spaces, which provides a supply of 1 parking space for each 4
permitted occupants (1:4) in the Auditorium.
B.
In a Site Plan Agreement tendered as part of DFCN’s Application for Site Plan Amendment
(“Site Plan Agreement”), and pursuant to Code Section 16-4-20(d), DFCN commits to limit
attendance at any single Sunday and Holiday Service, as defined below, to a maximum
attendance of 2100, allowing DFCN to supply one parking space for every three permitted
occupants at these Services. (1:3) As such, this Agreement does not relate to sharing of parking
spaces for Sunday and Holiday Services.
C.
Brave is a Place of Assembly, as defined by Code. Brave’s Facilities include an auditorium
with a permitted maximum occupancy of 1300, based on the Fire Code, and a surface parking
lot containing 562 parking spaces (“Brave Lot”). The Brave Lot provides 1 parking space for each
2.3 permitted occupants in the Brave Auditorium (1:2.3).
D.
Infrequently, DFCN hosts a Special Event, wherein the anticipated attendance is in excess
of 2100 attendees. Historically, DFCN and Brave have worked together informally to share their
respective Lots with each other when one of the Churches is hosting an event that generates a
demand for parking in excess of that available to the Host Church, based on a ratio of one
parking space for each three anticipated attendees.
E.
Brave and DFCN enter into this Agreement with the intention of voluntarily sharing their
parking facilities with each other at times when one of the Churches plans to host an event
wherein anticipated attendance will generate a demand for parking in excess of that which the
hosting Church has available on its own Lot, using a ratio of one parking space for each three
anticipated attendees.
NOW, THEREFORE, DFCN and Brave incorporate the recitals set forth above as if a part of this
Agreement, and in consideration of their mutual promises, each to the other, set forth herein, the parties
agree as follows:

A.

Definitions.

1.
Sunday Services: Worship services held on a weekly basis on Sunday by Brave and DFCN,
with the exception of any Sunday on which a Holiday Service is scheduled by Brave or DFCN.
Sunday Services are not subject to this Agreement.
2.
Holiday Services: Annual services held by Brave and DFCN in celebration of Christmas
and Easter. Holiday Services are not subject to this Agreement.
3.
Special Event: A Special Event is an event scheduled by or through Brave or DFCN (“Host
Church”) wherein the Executive Director (or other designated staff member) of the Host Church
reasonably anticipates, or objectively should anticipate based on historic parking data for like
events, ticket sales, reservations, and other available data related to attendance, that the
Special Event will create a demand for parking spaces in excess of the number of spaces in the
Lot(s) owned by or available to the scheduling Church, using a ratio of one parking space for
every three expected attendees. Any event wherein DFCN reasonably anticipates in excess of
2100 attendees is a DFCN Special Event. Any event wherein Brave reasonably anticipates
attendance in excess of 1686 is a Brave Special Event.
B.
Shared Parking Agreement. Brave and DFCN agree to cooperate on a voluntary basis to
assist each other in providing adequate on-site parking spaces for Special Events scheduled by
either of the Churches. More specifically, the Churches agree:
1.
When the Executive Director (or other designated staff person) of either Brave or DFCN
anticipates scheduling a Special Event at its Facilities (“Host Church”) that may generate a need
for parking spaces in addition to the number available to the Host Church in its Lot, the
designated staff person of the Host Church shall notify the designated staff person of the other
Church (“Neighboring Church”) of the following: (i) the date, time and nature of the anticipated
Special Event; (ii) the anticipated parking and attendance demand for the Special Event, based
on historical data, ticket sales, reservations, invitations, or other indicators that permit a
reasonable estimate of anticipated parking demand; (iii) a request for access to parking spaces
on the Lot of the Neighboring Church necessary to accommodate the anticipated demand for
parking generated by the Special Event, using a ratio of one parking space for each three
anticipated attendees at the Special Event; and, (iii) any other material information deemed
relevant by the Host Church to provide for scheduling of adequate parking for the anticipated
Special Event.
2.
The Executive Director (or other designated staff person) of the Neighboring Church
may, in its discretion, agree to provide parking spaces within its Lot to the Host Church, such
that the Host Church has available to it adequate parking for the anticipated demand of the
Special Event, based on a parking ratio of one parking space for each three anticipated
attendees at the Special Event. Any agreement reached between the Churches wherein one
Church agrees to share parking spaces with the other Church for a scheduled Special Event shall
be reduced to a simple writing stating the date/time of the Special Event, anticipated
attendance at the Special Event, the number of parking spaces the Neighboring Church is
agreeing to make available to the Host Church for the Special Event, and any identification of
the location of these shared parking spaces within the Neighboring Church’s Lot. (“Special
Event Parking Plan”) A Neighboring Church shall only make parking spaces available in its Lot
for use by the Host Church to the extent the Neighboring Church does not have a simultaneous

need for the parking spaces to be shared, using a parking ratio of one parking space for each
three anticipated attendees. DFCN
agrees not to schedule a Special Event, unless DFCN can secure adequate parking for the Special Event
through this Agreement or otherwise for the Special Event, using a parking ratio of one parking space for
each three anticipated attendees.

3.
DFCN shall have an affirmative obligation to share each DFCN Special Event Parking Plan
with the City Manager of CHV (“City Manager”) promptly after such plan is generated and
finalized, and in no event less than ten (10) business days prior to the Special Event to which it
relates (unless because of exigent circumstances – for example, the timing of a funeral – such
standard cannot reasonably be met, in which case DFCN shall share the Special Event Parking
Plan as soon as reasonably practicable). Any Special Event Parking Plan shall be made publicly
available through the CHV, upon request.
C.

Church Covenants.

1.

DFCN Covenants: During the term of this Agreement, DFCN shall:

a. Cooperate with Brave to voluntarily and in good faith provide access to the DFCN Lot for
Special Events hosted by Brave wherein Brave Executive Director reasonably anticipates the
Special Event will generate a demand for parking that exceeds the number of spaces in the Lot
owned by and/or otherwise available to Brave, based on a parking ratio of one space for each
three anticipated attendees.
b. DFCN shall not schedule a Special Event unless it can secure adequate parking through
this Agreement or otherwise for the Special Event, based on a parking ratio of one space for
each three anticipated attendees.
c. Operate and maintain the DFCN in a professional manner, and in accordance with
standards not less than what is consistent with other parking lots operated in CHV.
d. Establish a new Sunday Service any time attendance at any single Sunday Service
exceeds 2000 for more than one consecutive calendar month.
e. Not reduce the existing number of parking spaces available in the DFCN Lot below that
currently required by the Code, except in accordance with the terms of the Code, and in
particular Section 16-4-20.
2.

Brave Covenants: During the term of this Agreement, Brave shall:

a. Cooperate with DFCN to voluntarily and in good faith provide access to the Brave Lot for
Special Events hosted by DFCN wherein the DFCN Executive Director (or other designated staff
person) reasonably anticipates the Special Event will generate a demand for parking that
exceeds the number of spaces in the DFCN Lot and/or otherwise available to DFCN, based on a
parking ratio of one space for each three anticipated attendees.
b. Operate and maintain the Brave Lot in a professional manner, and in accordance with
standards not less than what is consistent with other parking lots operated in CHV.

c. Not reduce the existing number of parking spaces available in the Brave Lot below that
currently required by the Code, except in accordance with the terms of the Code, and in
particular Section 16-4-20.
D.

Additional Provisions.

1.
WAIVER. The failure or delay on the part of the parties to this Agreement to enforce or
exercise at any time any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall in no way be
construed to be a waiver thereof, nor in any way to affect the validity of this Agreement or any
part hereof, or the right of the party to thereafter enforce each and every such term or
condition. No act or thing done by any of the parties to this Agreement shall be deemed a
surrender of its ownership of its Lot.
2.
QUIET ENJOYMENT. Any Church that has access to parking spaces in a Lot not owned by
that Church (“Shared Lot Spaces”) shall peaceably and quietly have, hold and enjoy the Shared
Lot Spaces, subject to all of the provisions of this Agreement.
3.
GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance
with the laws of the State of Colorado.
4.
SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Agreement shall prove to be invalid, void or illegal,
it shall in no way affect any other provision hereof and the remaining provisions shall
nevertheless remain in full force and effect.
5.
CAPTIONS/ENTIRE AGREEMENT. The titles to paragraphs of this Agreement are for
convenience of reference only and are not to be construed as defining, limiting or modifying
the scope or intent of any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement. This Agreement
contains all the covenants and agreements between Brave and DFCN relating in any manner to
agreements for shared parking by and between them. No prior agreement or understanding
pertaining to the same shall be valid or of any force or effect and the terms, covenants and
conditions of this Agreement shall not be altered, modified or added to except in writing signed
by DFCN and Brave.
6.
ENFORCEMENT. If at any time, CHV determines after reasonable monitoring that DFCN
is not in compliance with the terms of this Agreement, CHV shall notify DFCN in writing,
providing details of events of non-compliance. Upon receiving such notice, DFCN shall within 5
days provide in writing a plan to the CHV City Manager setting forth the steps it will take to
come into compliance with this Agreement. CHV shall also have the right to monitor and
enforce DFCN’s compliance with this Agreement pursuant to the enforcement provisions of
Chapter 16 of the Code, and CHV is a third-party beneficiary to this Agreement. For purposes of
this Enforcement provision, the legal description of DFCN’s Facilities located at 3800 E.
Hampden in Cherry Hills Village is set out in Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated herein.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties to this Agreement have caused this Agreement to be duly
executed on the date, month and year first above written.

WITNESS:

Denver First Church of the Nazarene

By:

WITNESS:

Name:
Title:

Brave Church

By:

Name:
Title:

Exhibit A
Legal Description of DFCN’s Facilities
A PARCEL OF LAND BEING A PORTION OF BLOCKS 2 THORUGH 4 OF SOUTH UNIVERSITY PARK LOCATED IN
THE NORTHEAST ONE-QUARTER OF SECTION 1, TOWNSHIP 5 SOUTH, RANGE 68 WEST OF THE 6TH
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE, COUNTY OF ARAPAHOE, STATE OF COLORADO,
BEING MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
BASIS OF BEARINGS: THE NORTH LINE OF THE NORTHEAST ONE-QUARTER OF SECTION 1, TOWNSHIP 5
SOUTH, RANGE 68 WEST OF THE 6TH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, BEING MONUMENTED AT THE WEST END AT
THE NORTH ONE-QUARTER CORNER BY A 3’’ ALUMINUM CAP STAMPED “LS 19003 1995”, AND
MONUMENTED AT THE EAST END BY THREE REFERENCE MARKS PER MONUMENT RECORDS BY BERTSCH
AND LEFEBRE, WITH THE LINE CONSIDERED TO BEAR N89048’14’’E.
COMMENCING AT THE NORTH ONE-QUARTER CORNER OF SAID SECTION 1;
THENCE S87013’54’’E, A DISTANCE OF 1353.47 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST BOUNDARY LINE OF BLOCK
4 OF SOUTH UNIVERSITY PARK, AND THE POINT OF BEGINNING, FROM WHENCE THE NORTHWEST CORNER
OF LOT 2, BLOCK 4, SOUTH UNIVERSITY PARK BEARS N00011’04’’E, A DISTANCE OF 15 FEET;
THENCE N89048’14’’E ALONG A LINE PARALLEL TO AND 10 FEET NORTH OF THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID LOT 2,
BLOCK 4, A DISTANCE OF 296.01 FEET TO A POINT ON THE CENTER LINE OF VACATED GARFIELD STREET;
THENCE S00011’04’’ W ALONG THE SAID CENTERLINE OF VACATED GARFIELD STREET, A DISTANCE OF 10.00
FEET TO A POINT ON THE EXTENDED NORTH BOUNDARY LINE OF LOT 3, BLOCK 3, SOUTH UNIVERSITY
PARK;
THENCE N89048’14’’E ALONG THE SAID EXTENDED NORTH BOUNDARY LINE OF LOT 3, BLOCK 3, A
DISTANCE OF 163.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE CENTERLINE OF THE NORTH-SOUTH VACATED ALLEY IN
SAID BLOCK 3;
THENCE N00011’04’’E, ALONG THE SAID VACATED ALLEY CENTERLINE, A DISTANCE OF 5.00 FEET TO A
POINT ON AN EXTENDED LINE BEING PARALLEL TO AND 5.00 FEET NORTH OF THE SOUTH BOUNDARY LINE
OF LOT 2, BLOCK 2, SOUTH UNIVERSITY PARK;
THENCE N89048’14’’E ALONG THE SAID EXTENDED LINE BEING PARALLEL TO AND 5.00 FEET NORTH OF THE
SOUTH BOUNDARY LINE OF LOT 2, BLOCK 2, A DISTANCE OF 326.01 FEET TO A POINT ON THE CENTERLINE
OF THE NORTH-SOUTH VACATED ALLEY IN BLOCK 2;
THENCE S00011’04’’W ALONG THE SAID VACATED ALLEY CENTERLINE IN BLOCK 2, A DISTANCE OF 555.01
FEET TO A POINT ON THE EXTENDED SOUTH BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID BLOCK 2;
THENCE S89048’14’’ W ALONG THE SAID BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID BLOCKS 2, 3 AND 4, A DISTANCE OF
785.02 FEET TO A POINT AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF LOT 24, SAID BLOCK 4;
THENCE N00011’04’’E ALONG THE WEST BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID BLOCK 4, A DISTANCE OF 560.01 FEET
TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING,
CONTAINING A CALCULATED AREA OF 436,350 SQUARE FEET OR 10.017 ACRES.

Exhibit F
SHARED PARKING AGREEMENT
THIS SHARED PARKING AGREEMENT (“Agreement”) is made this _day of
, 2021, by and between Denver First Church of the Nazarene, located at 3800
Hampden Road, Englewood, Colorado (“DFCN”), and BRAVE Church, located at 3651
South Colorado, Boulevard, Englewood, Colorado (“Brave”).
BACKGROUND AND RECITALS
A.
DFCN is a Place of Assembly, as defined by Cherry Hills Village (“CHV”)
Municipal Code (“Code”). DFCN’s Facilities include an Auditorium with 2805 seats and
a permitted maximum occupancy of 2800, based on Fire Code. DFCN owns and operates
an improved surface parking lot (“DFCN Lot”) with 703 parking spaces, which provides
a supply of 1 parking space for each 4 permitted occupants (1:4) in the Auditorium.
B.
In a Site Plan Agreement tendered as part of DFCN’s Application for Site Plan
Amendment (“Site Plan Agreement”), and pursuant to Code Section 16-4-20(d), DFCN
commits to limit attendance at any single Sunday and Holiday Service, as defined below,
to a maximum attendance of 2100, allowing DFCN to supply one parking space for every
three permitted occupants at these Services. (1:3) As such, this Agreement does not relate
to sharing of parking spaces for Sunday and Holiday Services.
C.
Brave is a Place of Assembly, as defined by Code. Brave’s Facilities include an
auditorium with a permitted maximum occupancy of 1300, based on the Fire Code, and a
surface parking lot containing 562 parking spaces (“Brave Lot”). The Brave Lot provides
1 parking space for each 2.3 permitted occupants in the Brave Auditorium (1:2.3).
D.
Infrequently, DFCN hosts a Special Event, wherein the anticipated attendance is in
excess of 2100 attendees. Historically, DFCN and Brave have worked together informally
to share their respective Lots with each other when one of the Churches is hosting an event
that generates a demand for parking in excess of that available to the Host Church, based
on a ratio of one parking space for each three anticipated attendees.
E.
Brave and DFCN enter into this Agreement with the intention of voluntarily
sharing their parking facilities with each other at times when one of the Churches plans to
host an event wherein anticipated attendance will generate a demand for parking in excess
of that which the hosting Church has available on its own Lot, using a ratio of one
parking space for each three anticipated attendees.
NOW, THEREFORE, DFCN and Brave incorporate the recitals set forth above as if a
part of this Agreement, and in consideration of their mutual promises, each to the other, set
forth herein, the parties agree as follows:
A.

Definitions.

1.
Sunday Services: Worship services held on a weekly basis on Sunday by Brave
and DFCN, with the exception of any Sunday on which a Holiday Service is scheduled by
Brave or DFCN. Sunday Services are not subject to this Agreement.
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2.
Holiday Services: Annual services held by Brave and DFCN in celebration of
Christmas and Easter. Holiday Services are not subject to this Agreement.
3.
Special Event: A Special Event is an event scheduled by or through Brave or
DFCN (“Host Church”) wherein the Executive Director (or other designated staff
member) of the Host Church reasonably anticipates, or objectively should anticipate based
on historic parking data for like events, ticket sales, reservations, and other available data
related to attendance, that the Special Event will create a demand for parking spaces in
excess of the number of spaces in the Lot(s) owned by or available to the scheduling
Church, using a ratio of one parking space for every three expected attendees. Any event
wherein DFCN reasonably anticipates in excess of 2100 attendees is a DFCN Special
Event. Any event wherein Brave reasonably anticipates attendance in excess of 1686 is a
Brave Special Event.
B.
Shared Parking Agreement. Brave and DFCN agree to cooperate on a voluntary
basis to assist each other in providing adequate on-site parking spaces for Special Events
scheduled by either of the Churches. More specifically, the Churches agree:
1.
When the Executive Director (or other designated staff person) of either Brave or
DFCN anticipates scheduling a Special Event at its Facilities (“Host Church”) that may
generate a need for parking spaces in addition to the number available to the Host Church
in its Lot, the designated staff person of the Host Church shall notify the designated staff
person of the other Church (“Neighboring Church”) of the following: (i) the date, time
and nature of the anticipated Special Event; (ii) the anticipated parking and attendance
demand for the Special Event, based on historical data, ticket sales, reservations,
invitations, or other indicators that permit a reasonable estimate of anticipated parking
demand; (iii) a request for access to parking spaces on the Lot of the Neighboring Church
necessary to accommodate the anticipated demand for parking generated by the Special
Event, using a ratio of one parking space for each three anticipated attendees at the Special
Event; and, (iii) any other material information deemed relevant by the Host Church to
provide for scheduling of adequate parking for the anticipated Special Event.
2.
The Executive Director (or other designated staff person) of the Neighboring
Church may, in its discretion, agree to provide parking spaces within its Lot to the Host
Church, such that the Host Church has available to it adequate parking for the anticipated
demand of the Special Event, based on a parking ratio of one parking space for each three
anticipated attendees at the Special Event. Any agreement reached between the Churches
wherein one Church agrees to share parking spaces with the other Church for a scheduled
Special Event shall be reduced to a simple writing stating the date/time of the Special
Event, anticipated attendance at the Special Event, the number of parking spaces the
Neighboring Church is agreeing to make available to the Host Church for the Special
Event, and any identification of the location of these shared parking spaces within the
Neighboring Church’s Lot. (“Special Event Parking Plan”) A Neighboring Church shall
only make parking spaces available in its Lot for use by the Host Church to the extent the
Neighboring Church does not have a simultaneous need for the parking spaces to be shared,
using a parking ratio of one parking space for each three anticipated attendees. DFCN
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agrees not to schedule a Special Event, unless DFCN can secure adequate parking for the
Special Event through this Agreement or otherwise for the Special Event, using a parking
ratio of one parking space for each three anticipated attendees.
3.
DFCN shall have an affirmative obligation to share each DFCN Special Event
Parking Plan with the City Manager of CHV (“City Manager”) promptly after such plan
is generated and finalized, and in no event less than ten (10) business days prior to the
Special Event to which it relates (unless because of exigent circumstances – for example,
the timing of a funeral – such standard cannot reasonably be met, in which case DFCN
shall share the Special Event Parking Plan as soon as reasonably practicable). Any
Special Event Parking Plan shall be made publicly available through CHV, upon request.
C.

Church Covenants.

1.

DFCN Covenants: During the term of this Agreement, DFCN shall:

a. Cooperate with Brave to voluntarily and in good faith provide access to the DFCN
Lot for Special Events hosted by Brave wherein Brave Executive Director reasonably
anticipates the Special Event will generate a demand for parking that exceeds the number
of spaces in the Lot owned by and/or otherwise available to Brave, based on a parking
ratio of one space for each three anticipated attendees.
b. DFCN shall not schedule a Special Event unless it can secure adequate parking
through this Agreement or otherwise for the Special Event, based on a parking ratio of
one space for each three anticipated attendees.
c. Operate and maintain the DFCN Lot in a professional manner, and in accordance
with standards not less than what is consistent with other parking lots operated in CHV.
d. Establish a new Sunday Service any time attendance at any single Sunday Service
exceeds 2000 for more than one consecutive calendar month.
e. Not reduce the existing number of parking spaces available in the DFCN Lot below
that currently required by the Code, except in accordance with the terms of the Code, and
in particular Section 16-4-20.
2.

Brave Covenants: During the term of this Agreement, Brave shall:

a. Cooperate with DFCN to voluntarily and in good faith provide access to the Brave
Lot for Special Events hosted by DFCN wherein the DFCN Executive Director (or other
designated staff person) reasonably anticipates the Special Event will generate a demand
for parking that exceeds the number of spaces in the DFCN Lot and/or otherwise available
to DFCN, based on a parking ratio of one space for each three anticipated attendees.
b. Operate and maintain the Brave Lot in a professional manner, and in accordance
with standards not less than what is consistent with other parking lots operated in CHV.
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c. Not reduce the existing number of parking spaces available in the Brave Lot below
that currently required by the Code, except in accordance with the terms of the Code, and
in particular Section 16-4-20.
D.

Additional Provisions.

1.
WAIVER. The failure or delay on the part of the parties to this Agreement to
enforce or exercise at any time any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall in
no way be construed to be a waiver thereof, nor in any way to affect the validity of this
Agreement or any part hereof, or the right of the party to thereafter enforce each and every
such term or condition. No act or thing done by any of the parties to this Agreement shall
be deemed a surrender of its ownership of its Lot.
2.
QUIET ENJOYMENT. Any Church that has access to parking spaces in a Lot not
owned by that Church (“Shared Lot Spaces”) shall peaceably and quietly have, hold and
enjoy the Shared Lot Spaces, subject to all of the provisions of this Agreement.
3.
GOVERNING LAW. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in
accordance with the laws of the State of Colorado.
4.
SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Agreement shall prove to be invalid,
void or illegal, it shall in no way affect any other provision hereof and the remaining
provisions shall nevertheless remain in full force and effect.
5.
CAPTIONS/ENTIRE AGREEMENT. The titles to paragraphs of this Agreement
are for convenience of reference only and are not to be construed as defining, limiting or
modifying the scope or intent of any of the terms and conditions of this Agreement. This
Agreement contains all the covenants and agreements between Brave and DFCN relating
in any manner to agreements for shared parking by and between them. No prior agreement
or understanding pertaining to the same shall be valid or of any force or effect and the
terms, covenants and conditions of this Agreement shall not be altered, modified or added
to except in writing signed by DFCN and Brave.
6.
ENFORCEMENT. If at any time, CHV determines after reasonable monitoring
that DFCN is not in compliance with the terms of this Agreement, CHV shall notify DFCN
in writing, providing details of events of non-compliance. Upon receiving such notice,
DFCN shall within 5 days provide in writing a plan to the CHV City Manager setting forth
the steps it will take to come into compliance with this Agreement. CHV shall also have
the right to monitor and enforce DFCN’s compliance with this Agreement pursuant to the
enforcement provisions of Chapter 16 of the Code, and CHV is a third-party beneficiary to
this Agreement. For purposes of this Enforcement provision, the legal description of
DFCN’s Facilities located at 3800 E. Hampden in Cherry Hills Village is set out in
Exhibit A, attached hereto and incorporated herein.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties to this Agreement have caused this Agreement
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to be duly executed on the date, month and year first above written.

WITNESS:

Denver First Church of the Nazarene
By:
Name:
Title:

WITNESS:

Brave Church
By:
Name:
Title:
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Exhibit A
Legal Description of DFCN’s Facilities
A PARCEL OF LAND BEING A PORTION OF BLOCKS 2 THORUGH 4 OF SOUTH
UNIVERSITY PARK LOCATED IN THE NORTHEAST ONE-QUARTER OF SECTION 1,
TOWNSHIP 5 SOUTH, RANGE 68 WEST OF THE 6TH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, CITY OF
CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE, COUNTY OF ARAPAHOE, STATE OF COLORADO, BEING
MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
BASIS OF BEARINGS: THE NORTH LINE OF THE NORTHEAST ONE-QUARTER OF
SECTION 1, TOWNSHIP 5 SOUTH, RANGE 68 WEST OF THE 6TH PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN,
BEING MONUMENTED AT THE WEST END AT THE NORTH ONE-QUARTER CORNER
BY A 3’’ ALUMINUM CAP STAMPED “LS 19003 1995”, AND MONUMENTED AT THE
EAST END BY THREE REFERENCE MARKS PER MONUMENT RECORDS BY BERTSCH
AND LEFEBRE, WITH THE LINE CONSIDERED TO BEAR N89048’14’’E.
COMMENCING AT THE NORTH ONE-QUARTER CORNER OF SAID SECTION 1;
THENCE S87013’54’’E, A DISTANCE OF 1353.47 FEET TO A POINT ON THE WEST
BOUNDARY LINE OF BLOCK 4 OF SOUTH UNIVERSITY PARK, AND THE POINT OF
BEGINNING, FROM WHENCE THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF LOT 2, BLOCK 4, SOUTH
UNIVERSITY PARK BEARS N00011’04’’E, A DISTANCE OF 15 FEET;
THENCE N89048’14’’E ALONG A LINE PARALLEL TO AND 10 FEET NORTH OF THE
SOUTH LINE OF SAID LOT 2, BLOCK 4, A DISTANCE OF 296.01 FEET TO A POINT ON
THE CENTER LINE OF VACATED GARFIELD STREET;
THENCE S00011’04’’ W ALONG THE SAID CENTERLINE OF VACATED GARFIELD
STREET, A DISTANCE OF 10.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE EXTENDED NORTH
BOUNDARY LINE OF LOT 3, BLOCK 3, SOUTH UNIVERSITY PARK;
THENCE N89048’14’’E ALONG THE SAID EXTENDED NORTH BOUNDARY LINE OF LOT
3, BLOCK 3, A DISTANCE OF 163.00 FEET TO A POINT ON THE CENTERLINE OF THE
NORTH-SOUTH VACATED ALLEY IN SAID BLOCK 3;
THENCE N00011’04’’E, ALONG THE SAID VACATED ALLEY CENTERLINE, A DISTANCE
OF 5.00 FEET TO A POINT ON AN EXTENDED LINE BEING PARALLEL TO AND 5.00
FEET NORTH OF THE SOUTH BOUNDARY LINE OF LOT 2, BLOCK 2, SOUTH
UNIVERSITY PARK;
THENCE N89048’14’’E ALONG THE SAID EXTENDED LINE BEING PARALLEL TO AND
5.00 FEET NORTH OF THE SOUTH BOUNDARY LINE OF LOT 2, BLOCK 2, A DISTANCE
OF 326.01 FEET TO A POINT ON THE CENTERLINE OF THE NORTH-SOUTH VACATED
ALLEY IN BLOCK 2;
THENCE S00011’04’’W ALONG THE SAID VACATED ALLEY CENTERLINE IN BLOCK 2,
A DISTANCE OF 555.01 FEET TO A POINT ON THE EXTENDED SOUTH BOUNDARY
LINE OF SAID BLOCK 2;
THENCE S89048’14’’ W ALONG THE SAID BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID BLOCKS 2, 3 AND
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4, A DISTANCE OF 785.02 FEET TO A POINT AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF LOT 24,
SAID BLOCK 4;
THENCE N00011’04’’E ALONG THE WEST BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID BLOCK 4, A
DISTANCE OF 560.01 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING,
CONTAINING A CALCULATED AREA OF 436,350 SQUARE FEET OR 10.017 ACRES.
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Exhibit D
Exhibit
G

Exhibit H

Aldridge Transportation Consultants, LLC
Advanced Transportation Planning and Traffic Engineering
John M.W. Aldridge, P.E.
Colorado Licensed Professional Engineer

1082 Chimney Rock Road
Highlands Ranch, CO 80126
Tele: 303-703-9112
Mobile: 303-594-4132
Email: john@atceng.com

October 12, 2020

Cherry Hills Village City Council
Cherry Hills Village Planning Commission
2450 E. Quincy Ave.
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
RE:

Parking Space Reduction Request - Revised
Denver First Church of the Nazarene

Dear City Councilpersons and Planning Commission Members:
Upon a request from my client, Mr. Randy Smith who represents the Denver First Church of the
Nazarene, I have formed a professional opinion regarding their request to reduce the number of
parking spaces at the Denver First Church of the Nazarene on Hampden Ave. The proposed Site
Plan Approval amendment asks that Cherry Hills Village allows a reduction in the parking
requirements for the Church
and related facilities such
that 264 spaces on the
overflow parking lot on the
west side of of Monroe St.
shall no longer be required
under the City’s code. It is
readily apparent that the
264 overflow parking lot
spaces stand empty even
during Easter and Christmas
services. The graphic shows
the location of the overflow
parking lot, main church
parking lot, and the parking
lots for the adjacent
churches on the south and
east sides.
The main parking lot
surrounding the church contains 703 parking spaces. The First Plymouth Church parking lot
contains 311 spaces and the BRAVE Church parking contains 562 spaces. Total available spaces
between the three Churches is 1,576.
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As detailed on page 4 of this study, the DFCN and BRAVE Churches have agreed to share their
respective lots with each other to accommodate parking demand as needed when either of the
Churches anticipate a demand for parking that exceeds the number of spaces in the lot(s) available
to that Church. The pending agreement specifically excludes the 264 “overflow” parking spaces.
As indicated previously, it is anticipated that these spaces will no longer be required under the
City’s code. The Shared Parking Agreement is currently under review and available under separate
cover.
To determine if this is adequate with the proposed reduction, we reference the Institute of
Transportation Engineers Parking Generation Manual, 5th Edition. This document has
established rates and values for a variety of land uses based on numerous observations nationwide.
It reports the Average Peak Period Parking Demand (“average demand”) that for a church occurs
on Sunday morning between 9 am and 1 pm and Sunday evening between 7 pm and 8 pm.
Per the manual, the average demand can be determined by calculating the square footage at 11
spaces per 1,000 square feet of gross floor area. The number of seats can also determine the average
demand at .22 per seat. As we understand it, the City has amended their Zoning Code to reference
the parking space demand based on the ratio of seats to parking spaces.
The City’s Code for a parking reduction requires a peak parking analysis of at least three
functionally compatible uses. We contend, though, that there is no functionally compatible use
applicable to this situation. The ITE Parking Generation Manual has uses that base the parking
demand on the number of seats i.e. arenas, stadiums, convention centers generally require a ratio
of 1 parking space per 3 seats.
While no functionally compatible use can be found directly, it is useful to consider demand analysis
from comparable houses of worship, and of course consider them “compatible”. This consideration
is provided immediately in a broader presentation of what ITE does. It is useful to also consider
neighboring churches as functionally compatible, and it is not a coincidence that their parking
generation is well within the ITE averages.
In 2019 from February 24 to June 30 a comprehensive parking demand analysis was undertaken by
the three Churches. It included counting the number of occupied parking spaces for each Church
during each service time. This is the best available data on parking demand and usage. Note that
accurate historic attendance data at all three churches is not available as there are no verifiable
count data. The following table provides a summary of the analysis. It also includes the peak period
parking demand for each Church based on the ITE Parking Generation Manual empirical data.
Parking Space Analysis Summary

Church

Dedicated
ITE Parking Space
Actual Parking Space
Seating Capacity Parking Spaces Average Peak Period Demand* Average Peak Period Use

Total Average Peak Period
Actual UNUSED Spaces

Denver First Church

2864

703

630

323

380

Brave Church

1300

562

286

346

216

Plymouth Church

420

311

92

176

135

TOTAL

4584

1576

1008

845

731

*Average Peak Period Demand based on ITE Parking Manual 5th Edition on Sunday - .22 spaces per seat.
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The table shows the seating capacity of each Church, the number of dedicated parking spaces
(includes handicapped spaces), the Average Peak Period Parking Demand based on the ITE Parking
Generation Manual (.22 spaces per seat), the Actual Average 2019 Peak Period Use (highest service
time use – generally the later service) parking space occupancy, and the Total Average Peak Period
Actual Unused Spaces. (Note: Since the parking counts were conducted, DFCN has reduced the
seat count in the auditorium from 2,864 to 2805.)
It is important to note that the Average Peak Period Parking Demand from the ITE Parking
Generation Manual is quite close to the Actual Average Peak Period Use from the comprehensive
2019 survey. This indicates that the ratio of .22 is a reasonable estimate. The previous ratio from
the 4th Edition fo the Parking Generation Manual is even closer at .20 spaces per seat (904 vs. 994).
Regardless the number of Total Average Peak Period Unused Spaces is significant at 725, almost
50 percent. At the Denver First Church the actual unused spaces is approximately 59 percent of the
available.
The following chart provides a graphic display of the historic 2019 parking inventory and analysis.
It shows that only once on Easter Sunday did the peak period use exceed 1,000 occupied spaces
out of 1,576 total available.

2019 Occupied Spaces per Church and Total
DFC

Brave

Plymouth

Total

1600
Max 1576

1400
Easter Sunday

1154

1000

928

800

777

823 791

778

411
370

400

528
440

465

816

772 809 798

742

817
733

368
331 341
326 322
318
302 338

358323
352
336
308 294
295
282

150 153 186 170 129 145 158

156 153 123128

333
323
305 337

325 317
285
284 292 318
208
206
188
156
147 165
112

200

869

823

600

Date

Sunday, Jun 30

Sunday, Jun 23

Sunday, Jun 16

Sunday, Jun 9

Sunday, Jun 2

Sunday, May 26

Sunday, May 19

Sunday, May 12

Sunday, May 5

Sunday, Apr 28

Sunday, Apr 21

Sunday, Apr 14

Sunday, Apr 7

Sunday, Mar 31

Sunday, Mar 24

Sunday, Mar 17

Sunday, Mar 10

Sunday, Feb 24

0

Sunday, Mar 3

Nuber of Spaces

1200
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While ITE parking generation ratios are used to determine the average peak period parking demand,
ITE also provides a range of ratios for churches from .13 to .65. This study shows from attached
empirical data that the average peak period demand on a Sunday morning is less that the average
at .20. The ITE average is .22 which essentially 1 space per 4 seats. As noted in the study the
average is based on observations at 23 churches throughout the nation.
Two of the three Churches, DFCN and BRAVE, have formally agreed to share their respective lots
with each other to accommodate parking demand when any of the Churches anticipates a demand
for parking that exceeds the number of spaces in the lot(s) available to that Church. This agreement
will enable the provision of 1,265 (703 + 562) total spaces. When BRAVE and DFCN are
concurrently occupied with 1,300 and 2,100 attendees respectively, the 1,265 spaces will exceed
the Code required total of 1,133 with each church in compliance with the parking requirements of
the City of Cherry Hills Village. The agreement also goes further with the understanding and
definition that any event at DFCN that exceeds 2,100 attendees will be defined as a “special event”.
When such special events are identified, each Church has agreed not concurrently schedule services
or activties. The result is if and when DFCN is fully occupied once or twice a year (as is typical),
BRAVE will not be, and access to BRAVE’s 562 spaces will be clearly available. Note the
attendance at DFCN above 2,100 typically involve special funeral services, and primarily held on
weekdays. Holiday services do not exceed this attendance figure. With access to BRAVE’s 562
spaces, DFNC special event parking supply will exceed the maximum special event parking
requirement of 955 spaces, due to provision of a total of 1,265 spaces. The Shared Parking
Agreement is expected to be fully executed in the coming weeks and is available under separate
cover.
Regardless of the unused spaces during the Average Peak Period Demand, the two Churches have
agreed to share their respective lots with each other for events that would exceed the capacity of
the parking spaces available to each Church. This also demonstrates that there is no need to include
in the parking space calclations the 264 “overflow” spaces on the west side of Monroe St. The
development agreement and the shared parking agreement associated with any approved DFNC
parking reduction will be enforceable on DFCN, in part through oversight of all special events, as
defined. In addition, any potential future amendments to each lot will be subject to land
use/permitting review by the City of Cherry Hills Village, enabling the obligation to share and
cooperate on the use of each parking lot to be fully supervised and enforced by the City.
With respect to the potential impact on traffic operations the reduced parking spaces will not affect
the current level of service and safety of the adjacent streets and intersections. The redevelopment
of the property will have some impact on the peak hour operations particulary at the intersection of
Monroe St. and Hampden Ave. The intersection is fully developed with a left turn in lane and twoway stop sign traffic control. The left turn out (northbound to westbound) is prohibited by signing,
The left turn can be accomplished via Jefferson St. to Colorado Blvd. and then to Hampden Ave.
intersection. It is highly unlikely that any use on this site will require mitigating the impact with
geometric changes or traffic control devices.
Based on the evidence presented herein, it is my professional opinion, that the 703 spaces in the
main parking lot is adequate to accommodate the average peak period parking demand based on
the number of seats. In addition the Shared Parking Agreement between DFCN and BRAVE is
added insurance that for any special event held by either DFCN or BRAVE there will no parking

Aldridge Transportation Consultants, LLC
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issues. The overflow parking lot is unnecessary and should be repurposed for a better and more
productive use. It is also my opinion that any type of redevelopment of the site will not cause
operational or safety problems on the adjacent streets and intersections that would require
mitigation.
Respectfully submitted,
Aldridge Transportation Consultants, LLC

John M.W. Aldridge, P.E.
Principal
ATC is professional service firm specializing in traffic engineering and
transportation planning. ATC’s principal, John M.W. Aldridge, is a Colorado
licensed professional engineer. In the past 20 years, ATC has prepared over 1,000
traffic impact studies, designed over 100 traffic signals, and has provided expert witness testimony on engineering design
and access issues on multi-million-dollar interchange and highway projects in Kansas and Colorado.

cc:

Mr. Chris Cramer, CHV
Mr. Paul Workman, CDV
Mr. Randy Smith, Denver First Church of the Nazarene
Mr. Mike John, Denver First Church of the Nazarene
Mr. Steve Ferris, Real Estate Garage

Exhibit I

Denver First Church of the Nazarene
3800 E. Hampden Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Email: sferris@realestategarage.net
Phone: 303-761-8370
June 18, 2020

City of Cherry Hills Village
Attention: Mr. Chris Cramer and Mr. Jim Thorsen
2450 East Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
RE: Statement of Justification to Rezone 3.3 Acres West of Monroe Street, 3500 S. Monroe Street,
Cherry Hills Village
Chris and Jim, and Other Elected and Appointed Officials of Cherry Hills Village:
Pursuant to the application requirements to rezone land in the City of Cherry Hills Village, please accept
the below justification for rezoning of this parcel of land, pursuant to both the application form provided
by City staff and Section 16-4-20 of the Cherry Hills Village code. Per our discussions on processing, this
application requires simultaneous and separate approvals of a site plan (amending a 2013 EUP) and
subdivision by the City Council. Per the pre-application conference held with city staff on June 15, 2020,
all three applications are intended to be processed roughly simultaneously, which is to say within
meetings held on the same date. However, while simultaneous processing of separate applications is
anticipated, it is legally important for all stakeholders within all three applications to limit the review of
each application to its associated impacts, and under the review criteria established within the City’s
code for each respective review. For example, the consideration of the reduction in parking under
Cherry Hills Village Code Section 16-4-10 cannot consider the criteria and impacts of rezoning or
subdivision review, and vice versa.
The City’s application form seeks a graphic of the land in question along with a description and sketches
of the proposed uses or structures. This information is presented in the attached plan. The application
also seeks a time schedule for new uses and construction. Assuming approval of the subdivision in 2020,
improvements/lot preparation can be expected to begin in 2021, with construction of up to 4 homes
mostly likely between 2021 and 2025.
A statement of justification for the rezoning, including applicable criteria of Municipal Code, is also
sought, including discussion of the following 2 conditions. This discussion follows, with the listed
conditions in bold and italics. The analysis clearly provides justification for the rezoning.
1. Change in area conditions. The most likely change in conditions can be found in the proposed
removal of the requirement to park cars on the land (intended to be simultaneously processed
with this request). Assuming this site plan approval and parking reduction is approved, the land
will be available for use as an institutional use under R-1 zoning. R-1 zoning could include
another church, place of assembly, school, park, or major utility facility, without this requested
rezoning. A broad scope of religious-based uses could also be entertained by the landowner.
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This change in conditions could be removed by rezoning to only residential uses, such as that
allowed under the proposed new zoning category of R-4.
Another way to consider a change in area conditions would involve reexamination of the 2013
rezone from R-3A to the current R-1. With the basis for that rezone (parking) no longer in play,
the change in conditions used to justify that rezone would apply. This change in area conditions
essentially documents the fact that the church and institutional uses east of Monroe preceded
the residential uses believed to be originally zoned prior the 1990’s. The church acquired the
affected land in 1997, but did not formally occupy and use the land until 2014. Now, with the
church recognizing that its use of the land for parking is no longer needed, a reversion of the
land to its former residential status is appropriate.
The following aerial photographs of the church and surrounding land, taken from Google Earth,
document this history. Note that the land was zoned residential until 2013, after which it
became R-1 to accommodate the parking lot constructed in 2014. In addition, while the church
has been in operations since the 1970’s the adjacent Covington subdivision residential land was
only developed in the early 2000’s. Until 2013, the land was platted for 5 residential homes as
part of that subdivision. In addition, in 1997, the church sought to vacate the then gravelsurfaced Monroe Street right-of-way between the 3.3-acre parcel and the Church, but was
denied. Moreover, the City of Cherry Hills Village passed an ordinance in 2007 preventing the
3.3-acre parcel from being incorporated into the Church’s core, 10-acre parcel, apparently with
the goal of preserving the land’s then residential status. This ordinance, and the preservation of
Monroe Street as public ROW, exhibited foresight on the part of the City, as it now has the
effect of enhancing and preserving the ability of the land to serve the desired residential uses.
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2. Suitability of the site to the proposed use, including Conformance to the Master Plan for the
area. Because the site was previously platted for 5 lots and included as part of the Covington
subdivision, it is uniquely suited for the proposed use (allowed by the proposed rezoning) of 4
single family homes. In addition, the 4 lots can be all directly served by an existing street, South
Monroe, and abut the Highline Canal Trail. The Highline Canal Trail adjacency is ideal for
residential, enhancing both the residential character and the canal itself. The proposed use is
actually much more suitable than the existing use of a parking lot.
The 2008 Cherry Hills Village Master Plan designates this parcel as “institutional” and adjacent
residential land as “medium-density residential”. At the same same time, Appendix B of the
Master Plan identifies the parcel as part of the Covington HOA or subdivision and mediumdensity residential. The discrepancy between each map may be a mapping oversight. Or, it could
be based on the fact that in 2008 the land was zoned residential and platted for 5 lots, but
owned by the Denver First Church. “Medium-density residential” is defined as “….single-family
residential land use on parcels of 16,000 square feet or larger - typically zoned R-3a, R-4 or R-5.”
The lots proposed for rezoning to R-4 in this subdivision will be 28,000 to 36,000 square feet in
size (averaging ¾ of acre).
Conformance to the Master Plan for the area can also be found the following goal statements,
objectives, and principles in the plan.
Principle Vision Statement:
The Village – a safe, low-density, residential community.
It is the desire of the citizens of Cherry Hills Village to maintain the established character of the
community through the implementation of the Village’s planning goals and strategies,
regulations and decisions. This vision for Cherry Hills Village is defined by:
• semi-rural character, views and open feel of the Village; while
• strategically addressing issues and pursuing Village policy in a fiscally sound manner.
Applicable Land Use/Developments Goal/Strategies:
Maintain the existing land use and development pattern.
Strategies: 1. Discourage rezoning property that would increase residential density or intensity
from what is allowed through the Village’s current zoning regulations or identified in the future
land use/development map.
Applicable Village Character Goals/Strategies:
The goals and strategies set forth below are based on the following guiding principles:
1. The predominant future Land Use element for the Village will remain single-family residential.
2. The enhancement and improvement of public, common and private areas of the Village,
including streets, streetscapes, trails and open spaces, should emphasize a semi-rural, pastoral
and open character.
3. Regulations on development should respect private property rights of all property owners.
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4. Basic standards regulating the scale of buildings and compatibility of uses can reinforce the
desired Village character.
In sum, if Cherry Hills Village truly identifies itself as a low-density, single-family residential community
with a semi-rural character, there is every reason to create more residentially-zoned land, and no reason
to preserve R-1 institutionally-zoned land, particularly if that land was previously zoned residential. In
addition, the proposed rezone would be fiscally sound, inasmuch as it will create additional taxable land.
Finally, the proposed rezone does NOT increase residential density or intensity from that allowed under
the current zoning regulations.

ADDITIONAL DISCUSSION AND CODE COMPLIANCE
Section 16-4-20 of the code states that: “Rezoning shall be allowed only in strict compliance with the
standards of this Section.” It further states that an application for rezoning may be approved if it is
demonstrated that ANY of below conditions exist. The listed conditions are noted in bold and italics
below, and individually followed by analysis and discussion. This listing shows that at least 2 of the 4
conditions are met.

a. The existing zoning was implemented in obvious error, and the rezoning is necessary to
correct the error. As noted in the “Change in Area Conditions” discussion elsewhere in this
justification, the consideration of the “original” zoning could include the current rezoning of
R-1, institutional, or the pre-2013 zoning of R-3A, variable lot residential. The zoning in
place prior to R-3A could also be considered, although R-3A was created primarily to
accommodate the Covington neighborhood residential configuration, and cannot be
reverted to because of the total land area provision within that zoning district. In sum,
either an error in R-3A zoning exists because of the minimum land area restriction, or an
error in R-1 exists because parking for the adjacent church is no longer required. One could
also argue that removal of the land from residential use was not in conformance with the
Master Plan. As documented in the site plan approval application for the property, the use
of the land for parking has been virtually non-existent. Because the land was rezoned to R-1
to accommodate this unused parking lot, it strongly suggests the basis for rezoning was
implemented in error. The rezoning to R-4 is necessary to adequately correct this error.
b. Two (2) adjacent lots that are located in different residential zoning districts are
consolidated into a single lot, and the rezoning will apply the less intensive zoning district
to both lots ( e.g. , an R-3 zoned lot is combined with an R-1 lot, and the owner of the
combined lot seeks to rezone so that the consolidated lot is zoned R-1). This standard may
not be on point, but it is analogous to consider the land surrounding the affected property.
The property proposed for rezoning abuts residential zoning district boundaries on the west
and south boundary lines, abuts the boundary of the municipality on the north, and abuts a
public right-of-way on the eastern boundary. Thus, it is arguable that the rezoning is
necessary to achieve adjustment to the less intensive, abutting residential zoning districts.
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c. A lot line adjustment is approved along a lot line that is also a zoning district boundary
line, and the rezoning is necessary to achieve a corresponding adjustment in the zoning
district boundary line. This standard is not applicable because this is not a lot line
adjustment.
d. The proposed new zoning district will better facilitate implementation of the City's Master
Plan. As noted in the discussion of conformance with the Master Plan previously in this
justification, the new zoning district will better facilitate implementation of the Master Plan,
in part because it will enhance the desired semi-rural character of Cherry Hills Village.
Facilitation is apparent by the replacement of an asphalt parking lot by 4 homes with an
average lot size above that of the Covington subdivision.

CONCLUSION
In sum, the justification to allow this rezoning is compelling, primarily because the property has always
been intended as residential. This is evidenced by the fact that the land was platted and zoned for 5
residential lots prior to 2013, and was historically included within the abutting Covington residential
subdivision. It was previously rezoned from its residential character to accommodate a parking demand
that has proven to be non-existent.
In addition, returning the property to its prior residential use will facilitate implementation of the City’s
Master Plan. The rezoning from R-1 (institutional) to R-4 (residential) will allow for the creation of 4
residential lots compatible with the adjacent, surrounding residential community on 2 sides, and the
Highline Canal Trail recreational amenity. While the Cherry Hills Village Code only calls for any of 4
conditions to be met in order to approve a rezone, approval of this rezone can rely upon the fact that it
meets at least 2 of the 4 conditions required by the Code.
Thank you for your consideration,

Steve Ferris
Representing Denver First Church of the Nazarene

Attach: Graphic of the Land Including Description of Proposed Uses & Structures, dated June 18, 2020

cc:

Darren Reed, Pastor
Steve Ferris, Real Estate Garage
Valissa Tsoucaris, Esq.
Randy Smith, Executive Pastor
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Exhibit J

Exhibit K

Denver First Church of the Nazarene
3800 E. Hampden Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
Email: sferris@realestategarage.net
Phone: 303-435-5393
December 10, 2020

City of Cherry Hills Village
Attention: Mr. Chris Cramer and Mr. Paul Workman
2450 East Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
RE: Land Dedication and Other Requirements for Sketch and Preliminary Plat, 4-lot Subdivision of 3.3
Acres West of Monroe Street, 3500 S. Monroe Street, Cherry Hill Village
Chris and Jim, and Other Elected and Appointed Officials of Cherry Hills Village:
Pursuant to the Sketch and Preliminary Plat application requirements to subdivide land in the City of
Cherry Hills Village, and Cherry Hills Village Code Sections 17-3-110 (b), (c), & (d) please accept the
below information. In addition to the code requirements, the City’s application form seeks a graphic of
the land in question along with a description and sketches of the proposed uses or structures. This
information is presented in the attached plan.
The application also seeks a time schedule for new uses and construction. Assuming approval of the
subdivision in 2020, improvements/lot preparation can be expected to begin in 2021, with construction
of up to 4 homes mostly likely between 2021 and 2025.
Per our discussions on processing, this application requires simultaneous and separate approvals of a site
plan (amending a 2013 EUP) and rezoning by the City Council. Per the pre-application conference held
with city staff on June 15, 2020, all three applications are intended to be processed roughly
simultaneously, which is to say within meetings held on the same date. However, while simultaneous
processing of separate applications is anticipated, it is legally important for all stakeholders within all three
applications to limit the review of each application to its associated impacts, and under the review criteria
established within the City’s code for each respective review. For example, the consideration of the
reduction in parking under Cherry Hills Village Code Section 16-4-10 cannot consider the criteria and
impacts of rezoning or subdivision review, and vice versa. That said, prior to a preliminary review of this
subdivision, we are anticipating a consideration of sketch plan review by P&Z as an initial step, as under
the code is must preceded preliminary plat review by P&Z and City Council.

Land Dedication (Sec. 17-3-110(b))
This section of the City’s code requires a dedication of land for open space and trail purposes equal to
7.5% of the area of the subdivision, or 10,881 square feet for this 145,080 square feet of gross land area.
This application proposes to dedication 14,899 square feet, or just under 37% above that required by
the Code. The proposed open space land consists of the northern easement/trail area along Hampden
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Avenue, and is being dedicated pursuant to paragraph 5 of the “Easement Agreement for Public NonMotorized Recreational Trail” recorded at Arapahoe County Clerk Reception #D900446.
Documentation of Essential Items (Sec. 17-3-110(c))
This provision seeks evidence that water supply, sewage disposal, electricity, gas,storm drainage, and
communications can be provided to the site. The attached letter provides evidence for water supply
from Denver Water. Sewage disposal will either be provided by Hillcrest or the Cherry Hills Village Water
and Sanitation Districts. Currently, both have capacity and have provided tap fee estimates, but the
ability of either district to connect to the existing sanitation line in Monroe Street is being analyzed, as
each district has respective manholes and service that can be connected in the intersection of Monroe
and Jefferson. Electricity and Gas will be provided by Xcel Energy, per the attached letter. Storm
drainage will be handled per the plan provided as part of this application. It will reduce the volume of
flows that are currently handled by the parking lot, due to the increase if pervious (not paved) coverage,
but will duplicate existing flows to the east and Wellshire. Communications will be handled by
CenturyLink, and a will-serve letter is anticipated.
Summary of Improvements (Sec. 17-3-110(d))
The improvements necessary to prepare the 3.3-acre site to handle 4 buildable lots are not extensive
given the fact that the land has been previously platted for 5 lots. Access and utilities will be accessible
from the abutting Monroe Street right-of-way, where all lots will have a minimum of 100 feet of direct
frontage. The summary plan for this work is intended to address all the information needed to approve
Sketch and Preliminary plat with the City. It is anticipated that much more additional detail will be
compiled and addressed within Final Subdivision Plat approval, wherein all technical details and posting
of necessary security and agreements will be documented. All construction work will begin only after
Final Subdivision approval of the subdivision is granted. The summary of key features:
1. Lot preparation. Existing paving and subsurface drainage infrastructure will be removed only
after Final Subdivision approval and lot development is ready to occur. The impervious materials
will be recycled and the land will be revegetated with native grasses and shrubs, as well as
graded to present the desired 4-lot subdivision. Building pads are expected to be established
and informally marked for ease of understanding of future home locations. Grading details and
subsurface work will also be installed per the Concept Drainage Analysis and Grading, Erosion,
and Sediment Control (GESC) Plan dictated by the City of Cherry Hills Village and Denver Water.
All site preparation will observe the construction mitigation requirements of the City of Cherry
Hills Village and any Good Neighbor Agreement for construction mitigation (as currently
contemplated). Stormwater management details are discussed below and in the attached plan.
2. Concept Drainage Analysis/Grading, Erosion, & Sediment Control (GESC). This plan is presented
and has been completed with the input of City Engineer and Denver Water. Denver Water input
is required due to its management of the Highline Canal, and its prohibition of drainage to the
Canal. Runoff will be initially directed from the north to the south of the site, with flows from
each lot taken to a swale running roughly parallel to the Highline Canal Trail and draining to the
southwestern corner of the land, whereupon it will be held in a sedimentation basin, taken to
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the stormwater inlet and existing infrastructure in Monroe Street, and to the Denver First
Church parking lot. This pattern of flow to the Denver First Church parking lot inlet is historical,
as it exists within the current parking lot, and also consistent with the drainage flows from the
larger Covington HOA.
Note that the GESC consists of a detailed drainage analysis that accommodates both interim
land preparation for development as a 4-lot subdivision, including construction management of
the removal of materials, as well as long-term subdivision development. It is intended to
effectively prohibit ANY runoff from the site to the Highline Canal, with the exception of
catastrophic events. Both the concept drainage analysis and GESC will be supplemented by a
Phase III drainage study and detailed constructions drawings, which are typically required at
final plat and/or prior to subdivision construction.
3. Sanitary Service. An existing stormwater line in Monroe Street extends 325 linear feet from the
norther end of Monroe Street to an uncertain connection in the intersection of Monroe and
Jefferson. This line will either be improved or replaced. It will be subject to an improvements
guarantee, in order to be fully relied upon, including:
- Extension of the line northward to ensure it can serve the northernmost lot;
- Confirmation of connection to the appropriate service line and service district in the
intersection of Monroe and Jefferson; and,
- Cleanout and complete video of the line, with a final inspection, to ensure its adequacy.
4. Water, gas, electric, and communications. Will-serve letters are attached or will be obtained
shortly for these services. In general, these services are easily accommodated within adjacent
right-of-way and a utility easement that runs parallel to the west side of the street.
5. Home Construction and Design Review. The 4 proposed building lots will either be sold as one
and/or individually marketed to buyers looking to construct homes for habitation or sale.
Permitting of their construction will be subject to review by the City of Cherry Hills Village and
its codes. In addition, the homes are proposed to either belong to the Covington HOA, and as
such will be subject to its rules and design review, or will create its own, new, 4-lot HOA, with its
own covenants and restrictions. This is expected to be formalized and resolved within Final Plat.
Thank you for your consideration,
Steve Ferris
Representing Denver First Church of the Nazarene
Attach: 1. Subdivision Plan
2. Concept Drainage Analysis and GESC
3. Will-serve letters from Denver Water, Xcel, and Cherry Hills Village Sanitation District
cc:

Darren Reed, Pastor
Valissa Tsoucaris, Esq.
Neil Rimington, DFCN
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Exhibit M

July 1, 2020

Russell Stewart, Mayor
Katy Brown, District 6 Council Member, Mayor Pro Tem
Jim Thorsen, City Manager
Chris Cramer, Community Development Director
City of Cherry Hills Village
Subject:
Opposition to Denver First Church’s Application to Rezone 3.3 Acres West of Monroe Street, 3500 S.
Monroe Street, Cherry Hills Village
On behalf of the Covington HOA and surrounding neighbors, I wanted to inform you that we oppose the
application put forth by Denver First Church (DFC) on June 18, 2020 because we have not reached
agreement with DFC on the three main issues that we have raised, beginning in December 2018:





parking mitigation measures,
future management of the proposed vacated land (currently a maintained parking lot), which
DFC only proposes to ‘entitle’ to be developed into residential properties (as opposed to taking
accountability for a redevelopment and providing to its neighbors a detailed development plan
with timelines, etc.) and
retention of the brick wall and green belt south of existing West Monroe over-flow parking lot.

When we last discussed these issues in detail with DFC representatives in April, 2020, we informed them
that we were not close to an agreement, and we would oppose an application that they submit prior to
reaching agreement on the issues. They decided to submit the application anyway.
We welcome the opportunity to meet with you and discuss the issues that we have raised consistently
over the last 1-1/2 years. Please let me know when the city plans to put this on the agenda for public
feed-back, whether in pre-hearing or final city council hearing fora.
Kind regards,

Pasquale Riggi
27 Covington Drive
On behalf of Covington HOA and surrounding neighbors

From:
To:
Cc:

Pasquale Riggi
Chris Cramer; Jay Goldie; Paul Workman; Ethen Westbrook
Lynda Reifman - CPMG; Deb Price; Doug Hunter; Terrie and Bert Johnson; Terri Johnson; JAMES TURNER; Greg
Stevinson; Rich Imber; Winslow Waxter; Richard Waryn; Liz Waryn; Cortez Miles (Denver); JAN CORTEZ
Covington HOA Objection Statement - Jan 12, 2021 Public Hearing - Denver First Church"s proposed rezoning of
parking lot on the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street
Thursday, January 7, 2021 12:45:20 AM

Subject:
Date:

On behalf of the Covington HOA, please find below our objection statement for your
consideration prior to and during the public hearing on January 12, 2021 for Denver
First Church's proposed rezoning of the parking lot on the 3500 South Block of
Monroe Street. As you are aware, despite our efforts to work with Denver First
Church since late 2018 to progress our issues and concerns, we have found no
common ground to move forward. Therefore, we cannot lend our support to their
rezoning proposal.
The objection statement below has been drafted, reviewed and approved by the
committee, working the issues with Denver First Church from 2018-2020, and the
current Covington HOA Board. As you will see in the objection statement, there are
many questions which we direct to the City of Cherry Hills Village. We look forward to
your views and answers to these questions during the January 12, 2021 public
hearing.
Kind regards,
Pasquale Riggi
27 Covington Drive
Objection to Rezoning Application for the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street

The Covington HOA and other neighbors hereby submit this formal objection to the
proposed rezoning of the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street (Overflow Lot) as
submitted to the City of Cherry Hills Village (CHV) by Denver First Church of the
Nazorean (DFCN). These objections have been made clear to DFCN during several
meetings, which began in late 2018 and continued into 2020.
The main reasons for the objection are as follows:

- Parking Requirements and Management
o The overflow parking lot was completed only 7 years ago in 2013. It
continues to be used to this day and provides the necessary buffer parking
requirements for the many special events that DFCN continues to host.
o The DFCN main sanctuary can seat 2,805 people. As per Code Section
16-4-20, DFCN is required to have 935 parking spaces (or 2,805 fixed seats
/ 3 = 935 parking spaces). The DFCN main parking lot only has 703
parking spaces, and so an overflow parking lot is required by code.

Furthermore, DFCN has a massive gym/event facility that can
accommodate as many, if not more, than the 2,805 seats in the main
sanctuary. How does CHV factor this into parking requirements for events
that do not occur in the main sanctuary or multiple events, etc? In other
words, an argument could be made for a parking requirement far
exceeding 935 parking spaces.
o DFCN says that their attendance has declined in recent years, and they
no longer need (or will use) all of the 2,805 fixed seats. However – church
attendance always fluctuates, and parking requirements should not be
based on near term attendance figures. It was only 7 years ago when
additional parking was needed. What will be the requirements 2-5 years
from now? Nobody knows, but if there isn’t adequate parking, the
neighborhood will pay the price.
o DFCN’s has proposed that they will limit attendance to 2,100 people.
How do you predict attendance before the service? Will DFCN actually
turn people away when they have an additional 700 empty seats to fill?
How does CHV police this? Will CHV be providing the manpower required
to monitor church services attendance at DFCN? Again, the neighborhood
will pay the price when there isn’t adequate parking.
o DFCN has proposed a Shared Parking Agreement with the two other
churches in the area to manage overflow parking for special events. This
agreement has no set term, no specific enforceable consequences if not
adhered to and lacks any practical means of applying it. What are the
consequences when one of the churches fails to comply? If the
consequences (like fines) can be included, does CHV enforce this? Does
CHV have the manpower to enforce this? What is the compensation to the
Covington Neighborhood when cars park on Covington Drive instead?
This shared parking agreement seems to be more of an agreement in
principle that cannot be put into enforceable practice. So why would CHV
ever agree to this if it cannot enforce it?
o A much more practical solution is to use DFCN’s grass lot on the south
side of Jefferson Ave as an overflow parking alternative. However, DFCN
has been unwilling to commit to this lot as an overflow lot should the
Monroe overflow lot be rezoned for residential development. DFCN has
shown no willingness to compromise on this seemingly obvious and logical
solution.

- Residential Redevelopment Commitment, Timeline and Specific Plans
o In late 2018, when DFCN first shared their wish with Covington HOA to
rezone the Overflow Lot for a residential redevelopment, they stated that
they would be working closely with a developer to place 3 homes on the
rezoned area. In early 2019, and several times after, inquiries into the
specifics of the redevelopment were met with vague answers. To date,

Covington HOA has received nothing specific regarding timeline, plans or
any other details apart from DFCN’s general notion to place 3 or 4 houses
in the area.
o Clearly, DFCN does not wish to commit to owning, evolving and
managing a redevelopment of the property as it initially proposed. Instead
it only wishes to rezone the Monroe overflow parking lot and entitle it for
sale. This change of plans became evident in 2020 when they admitted to
this much easier plan for them. However, it passes all the hassles, risks
and uncertainties to the Covington neighborhood and other
neighborhoods in the area.
o DFCN has been unable and/or unwilling to answer the following: When
will the parking lot be demolished? After removal of the parking lot, how
long will there be a dirt lot instead of a maintained parking lot? How long
will it take to begin construction? When will construction be completed?
How many developers are involved? What is timeframe start to finish?
These are just the obvious unknowns to start with. After there is a plan
and timeline in hand, we would be able to ask much more specific
questions to address our concerns.

In summary, it comes down to what we know now vs. all the uncertainties that DFCN is
asking Covington to accept. Right now, there is a maintained overflow parking lot that
provides adequate parking buffer for the several events that occur at DFCN during the
year. DFCN would like Covington to ignore their previous commitment in 2013, give that
parking lot up, take on the consequences for inadequate parking in the future in
exchange for a dirt lot on the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street that could sit there for
the next 25 years or more. Why would we or any other neighborhood agree to such a one
sided proposition, trading the one known for so many unknowns and risks, which have
to be managed by the neighborhood instead of DFCN.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Howard Janzen
Chris Cramer; Jay Goldie; Paul Workman; Ethen Westbrook
Pasquale Riggi
Jan 12, 2021 Public Hearing - Covington HOA Objection Statement for Denver First Church proposal to rezone
Monroe Street Overflow Parking Lot
Thursday, January 7, 2021 7:04:01 AM
image001.png
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All,
I have attached the Covington HOA objection to the Denver First Church
rezoning application for the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street.
As a homeowner on Covington Dr, I have concerns about the uncertainties
raised by this application and request your careful attention to this matter.
Best,
Howard

howard e. janzen
720.729.0050 l office
913.461.9800 l mobile
720.389.8965 l fax
howard.janzen@JanzenVentures.com

Objection to Rezoning Application for the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street

The Covington HOA and other neighbors hereby submit this formal objection to the
proposed rezoning of the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street (Overflow Lot) as
submitted to the City of Cherry Hills Village (CHV) by Denver First Church of the
Nazorean (DFCN). These objections have been made clear to DFCN during several
meetings, which began in late 2018 and continued into 2020.
The main reasons for the objection are as follows:

- Parking Requirements and Management

o The overflow parking lot was completed only 7 years ago in 2013. It
continues to be used to this day and provides the necessary buffer parking
requirements for the many special events that DFCN continues to host.

o The DFCN main sanctuary can seat 2,805 people. As per Code Section
16-4-20, DFCN is required to have 935 parking spaces (or 2,805 fixed seats
/ 3 = 935 parking spaces). The DFCN main parking lot only has 703

parking spaces, and so an overflow parking lot is required by code.
Furthermore, DFCN has a massive gym/event facility that can
accommodate as many, if not more, than the 2,805 seats in the main
sanctuary. How does CHV factor this into parking requirements for events
that do not occur in the main sanctuary or multiple events, etc? In other
words, an argument could be made for a parking requirement far
exceeding 935 parking spaces.

o DFCN says that their attendance has declined in recent years, and they
no longer need (or will use) all of the 2,805 fixed seats. However – church
attendance always fluctuates, and parking requirements should not be
based on near term attendance figures. It was only 7 years ago when
additional parking was needed. What will be the requirements 2-5 years
from now? Nobody knows, but if there isn’t adequate parking, the
neighborhood will pay the price.
o DFCN’s has proposed that they will limit attendance to 2,100 people.
How do you predict attendance before the service? Will DFCN actually
turn people away when they have an additional 700 empty seats to fill?
How does CHV police this? Will CHV be providing the manpower required
to monitor church services attendance at DFCN? Again, the neighborhood
will pay the price when there isn’t adequate parking.

o DFCN has proposed a Shared Parking Agreement with the two other
churches in the area to manage overflow parking for special events. This
agreement has no set term, no specific enforceable consequences if not
adhered to and lacks any practical means of applying it. What are the
consequences when one of the churches fails to comply? If the
consequences (like fines) can be included, does CHV enforce this? Does
CHV have the manpower to enforce this? What is the compensation to the
Covington Neighborhood when cars park on Covington Drive instead?
This shared parking agreement seems to be more of an agreement in
principle that cannot be put into enforceable practice. So why would CHV
ever agree to this if it cannot enforce it?

o A much more practical solution is to use DFCN’s grass lot on the south
side of Jefferson Ave as an overflow parking alternative. However, DFCN
has been unwilling to commit to this lot as an overflow lot should the
Monroe overflow lot be rezoned for residential development. DFCN has
shown no willingness to compromise on this seemingly obvious and logical
solution.
- Residential Redevelopment Commitment, Timeline and Specific Plans

o In late 2018, when DFCN first shared their wish with Covington HOA to
rezone the Oveflow Lot for a residential redevelopment, they stated that
they would be working closely with a developer to place 3 homes on the
rezoned area. In early 2019, and several times after, inquiries into the
specifics of the redevelopment were met with vague answers. To date,
Covington HOA has received nothing specific regarding timeline, plans or
any other details apart from DFCN’s general notion to place 3 or 4 houses
in the area.

o Clearly, DFCN does not wish to commit to owning, evolving and
managing a redevelopment of the property as it initially proposed. Instead
it only wishes to rezone the Monroe overflow parking lot and entitle it for
sale. This change of plans became evident in 2020 when they admitted to
this much easier plan for them. However, it passes all the hassles, risks
and uncertainties to the Covington neighborhood and other
neighborhoods in the area.
o DFCN has been unable and/or unwilling to answer the following: When
will the parking lot be demolished? After removal of the parking lot, how
long will there be a dirt lot instead of a maintained parking lot? How long
will it take to begin construction? When will construction be completed?
How many developers are involved? What is timeframe start to finish?
These are just the obvious unknowns to start with. After there is a plan
and timeline in hand, we would be able to ask much more specific
questions to address our concerns.

In summary, it comes down to what we know now vs. all the uncertainties that DFCN is
asking Covington to accept. Right now, there is a maintained overflow parking lot that
provides adequate parking buffer for the several events that occur at DFCN during the
year. DFCN would like Covington to ignore their previous commitment in 2013, give that
parking lot up, take on the consequences for inadequate parking in the future in
exchange for a dirt lot on the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street that could sit there for
the next 25 years or more. Why would we or any other neighborhood agree to such a one
sided proposition, trading the one known for so many unknowns and risks, which have
to be managed by the neighborhood instead of DFCN.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Casey Karsh Perry
Chris Cramer; Jay Goldie; Paul Workman; Ethen Westbrook
pasqualeriggi@yahoo.com
Overflow Parking Rezone
Thursday, January 7, 2021 10:34:21 AM

To Whom it May Concern:
I have been made aware once again that there is a Rezoning request by DFCN. The first request did not get
anywhere as Covington HOA was NOT on board with this request. Nothing has changed, in fact, our desire to see
an alternative CONFIRMED overflow plan has only gotten stronger. With the immense influx of people moving to
Colorado we have no idea what the trend of church goers will be, but we are certain that the statistics show that
Denver metro is one of the hottest states for people to move to at this time. We can not and will not give our
blessing on a rezoning until an acceptable alternate plan (the grass area on south side of Jefferson IS viable.) As I
sell Real Estate mainly in the Village, changing the zoning is not something that Cherry Hills Village has ever taken
lightly. Please consider the Covington HOA before striking any deals with a church that seems to change it’s mind
too often.
Casey Karsh Perry
________________________________
LIV Sotheby's International Realty will never ask you to wire money or provide wiring instructions. Beware of
phishing emails or fraudulent phone calls requesting a bank wire. Please call your lender, title company, or closing
attorney to confirm any wiring instructions over the phone.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Peggy Brady
Paul Workman
Chris Cramer; Jay Goldie; Ethen Westbrook
Re: Residents" Objection to Rezoning Application for the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street
Tuesday, January 12, 2021 2:48:42 PM
image001.png

Paul,
Thank you for confirming receipt.
After emailing you last week I found the documents on your website and read through them. It
seems like DFCN is saying many things, yet there are no accountability measures if that
doesn’t happen, and there is no provision detailing if lots will be sold individually or as a
group to a developer, which could have very different consequences. We also understand there
have been no discussions with our HOA about joining given no developer is in place yet. It
would be so helpful is there was greater collaboration and more details and consequences
provided.
In addition, the application does not make any mention of how traffic and parking associated
with people using the Highline Trail will be accommodated.
I am unfortunately not able to attend this evening due to a prior commitment (we were only
notified of this meeting just over a week ago), and hope to try watch some of the discussion
later in the evening.
We look forward to learning the results of tonight’s meeting.
Sincerely,
Peggy
From: Paul Workman <pworkman@cherryhillsvillage.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 10:06 AM
To: Peggy Brady <peggy_brady17@hotmail.com>
Cc: Chris Cramer <ccramer@cherryhillsvillage.com>; Jay Goldie <jgoldie@cherryhillsvillage.com>;
Ethen Westbrook <ewestbrook@cherryhillsvillage.com>
Subject: RE: Residents' Objection to Rezoning Application for the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street
Thank you very much for your comments. A copy of this information will be sent to the Planning and
Zoning Commission this morning so that they may take it into consideration as a part of their
proceedings tonight.
If you wish to speak at the public hearing tonight, please reach out to Ethen Westbrook (cc’d on this
email) in order to be able to do so.
Thanks again.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Sensitivity:

Winslow Waxter
Chris Cramer; Jay Goldie; Paul Workman; ewestbrook@cherryhillsvillage.com.
dwaxter@msn.com; "Pasquale Riggi"; "Rich Imber"; "22- Gregory Stevinson"; "Greg Stevinson"; "Doug Hunter";
"JAMES TURNER"; "Cortez Miles (Denver)"
Objection to Rezoning Application for the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street
Tuesday, January 12, 2021 2:01:37 PM
Private

Dear City of Cherry Hills Village,

Please accept the below as my husband’s and my formal objection to the rezoning (as
currently proposed) of the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street (Overflow Lot) which has
been submitted to the City of Cherry Hills Village (CHV) by Denver First Church of the
Nazorean (DFCN). These objections have been made clear to DFCN during several
meetings with representatives of the Covington HOA along with other interested
neighbors (of which I am one), which began in late 2018 and continued into 2020. While
much of the below mirrors the objections of the Covington HOA, I have included a few
additional details (and highlighted those most critical), which are unique to my property,
as well as to other property owners sitting on the east side of Colorado Blvd.
The objections are as follows:

- Parking Requirements and Management

o The Overflow Lot was completed only 7 years ago in 2013. It continues
to be used to this day and provides the Covington neighborhood with the
necessary buffer parking requirements for the many special events that
DFCN continues to host.

o The DFCN main sanctuary can seat 2,805 people. As per Code Section
16-4-20, DFCN is required to have 935 parking spaces (or 2,805 fixed seats
/ 3 = 935 parking spaces). The DFCN main parking lot only has 703
parking spaces, and so an overflow parking lot is required by code.
Furthermore, DFCN has a massive gym/event facility that can
accommodate as many, if not more, than the 2,805 seats in the main
sanctuary. This additional potential usage does not appear to be factored
into the current parking requirement, thus an argument could be made for
a parking requirement far exceeding 935 parking spaces.
o DFCN contends that its attendance has declined in recent years, and that
it will no longer need (or use) all of the 2,805 fixed seats. However – it is a
given that church attendance fluctuates, and so the parking requirements
should not be based on near term attendance figures. It was only 7 years
ago when additional parking was needed. What will be the requirements
2-5 years from now? Nobody knows the answer to that question, but if

there isn’t adequate parking, or an opportunity to create adequate parking,
the surrounding neighborhoods will bear the burden.

o DFCN’s proposal states that DFCN will limit attendance to 2,100 people.
How does one predict attendance before the service? Will DFCN actually
turn people away when they have an additional 700 empty seats to fill?
How does CHV police this? Will CHV be providing the manpower required
to monitor attendance and parking at DFCN? Again, the neighborhoods will
pay the price when there isn’t adequate parking.
o DFCN has proposed a Shared Parking Agreement with the two other
churches in the area to manage overflow parking for special events. This
agreement has no set term, no specific enforceable consequences and lacks
any practical means of enforcement. What are the consequences when one
of the churches fails to comply? If there are stated consequences (i.e.
fines), will CHV enforce this, and if so, what will the money collected from
the fines be used for? Fines collected by CHV, even if distributed to the
affected property owners, will not serve to compensate the surrounding
neighborhoods when cars park on Covington Drive. Rather, the only
desirable and practical result is to prohibit and prevent all cars from
parking in a non-designated parking lot. The shared parking agreement is
nothing more than an agreement in principle, with no teeth, and as such, I
strongly encourage CHV to reject it as a means of controlling over-flow
parking.

o A much more practical solution is to use (and memorialize with an
irrevocable covenant) DFCN’s grass lot on the south side of Jefferson Ave
(Jefferson Lot) as an overflow parking alternative. Despite repeated
requests for DFCN to include the Jefferson Lot in its current re-zoning
proposal, DFCN has refused to even consider the Jefferson Lot in
conjunction with its current re-zoning application and has refused to
discuss its plans for the Jefferson Lot. This lack of willingness to include
this seemingly obvious and logical solution in the current application is
quite concerning and highlights what is certain to become the next
discussion point for the CHVE Planning and Zoning Committee and the City
Council, i.e. DFCN’s desire to sell, rezone or develop the Jefferson Lot. As
CHV is well-aware, the Jefferson Lot was recently the subject of a highly
contested proposal to place the city’s Public Works department on the
property. Any future attempt by DFCN to sell the Jefferson Lot and/or
develop it for any purpose other than as the current zoning permits, is sure
to be equally as contentious. Further, in addition to the rational proposal
that we, the neighbors, have put before the DFCN for the Jefferson Lot, it
should be noted that every Sunday and often times on other week days as
well, the Jefferson Lot is full of cars. I don’t know whether DFCN patrons

are parking on the lot, but there is never a Sunday when the lot does not
have a car on it. This fact does not create an issue for me, as the
homeowner who looks directly onto the Jefferson Lot, but it reinforces the
need to reserve the Jefferson Lot for parking by DFCN or the adjacent
church patrons.
- Residential Redevelopment Commitment, Timeline and Specific Plans

o In late 2018, when DFCN first shared their wish with Covington HOA to
rezone the Overflow Lot for a residential redevelopment, they stated that
they would be working closely with a developer to place 3 homes on the
rezoned area. In early 2019, and several times after, inquiries into the
specifics of the redevelopment were met with vague answers. To date,
Covington HOA has received nothing specific regarding timeline, plans or
any other details apart from DFCN’s general notion to place 3 or 4 houses
in the area.

o Clearly, DFCN does not wish to commit to owning, evolving and
managing a redevelopment of the property as it initially proposed. Instead
it only wishes to rezone the Monroe overflow parking lot and entitle it for
sale. This change of plans became evident in 2020 when DFCN admitted to
this much easier plan, which plan merely passes all of the hassles, risks
and uncertainties to the Covington neighborhood and other
neighborhoods in the area.
o DFCN has been unable and/or unwilling to answer the following: When
will the parking lot be demolished? After removal of the parking lot, how
long will there be a dirt lot instead of a maintained parking lot? How long
will it take to begin construction? When will construction be completed?
How many developers are involved? What is timeframe start to finish?
These are just the obvious unknowns to start with. After there is a plan
and timeline in hand, we would be able to ask much more specific
questions to address our concerns.

In summary, it comes down to what is now known vs. the myriad of uncertainties that
DFCN has repeatedly declined to clarify and/or address in its proposal. As it stands now,
there is an overflow parking lot that provides an adequate parking buffer for the several
events that occur at DFCN during the year. DFCN would like Covington to ignore their
previous commitment in 2013, give that parking lot up, take on the consequences for
inadequate parking in the future in exchange for a dirt lot on the 3500 South Block of
Monroe Street that could sit there for the next 25 years or more. Why would we or any
other neighborhood agree to such a one sided proposition, trading the one known for so
many unknowns and risks, which have to be managed by the neighborhood instead of

DFCN.

I plan to attend the Planning and Zoning Committee meeting this evening, and ask for the
opportunity to voice my concerns during the Audience Participation portion of the
meeting.
Thank you for your consideration,
Sincerely,

Winslow and Dixon Waxter
3625 S. Albion St.
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113

Objection to Rezoning Application for the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street.
The Covington HOA and other neighbors hereby submit this formal objection to the
proposed rezoning of the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street (Overflow Lot) as
submitted to the City of Cherry Hills Village (CHV) by Denver First Church of the
Nazorean (DFCN). These objections have been made clear to DFCN during several
meetings, which began in late 2018 and continued into 2020.
The main reasons for the objection are as follows:
-

Parking Requirements and Management
o The overflow parking lot was completed only 7 years ago in 2013. It
continues to be used to this day and provides the necessary buffer
parking requirements for the many special events that DFCN
continues to host.
o The DFCN main sanctuary can seat 2,805 people. As per Code Section
16-4-20, DFCN is required to have 935 parking spaces (or 2,805 fixed
seats / 3 = 935 parking spaces). The DFCN main parking lot only has
703 parking spaces, and so an overflow parking lot is required by
code. Furthermore, DFCN has a massive gym/event facility that can
accommodate as many, if not more, than the 2,805 seats in the main
sanctuary. How does CHV factor this into parking requirements for
events that do not occur in the main sanctuary or multiple events, etc?
In other words, an argument could be made for a parking requirement
far exceeding 935 parking spaces.
o DFCN says that their attendance has declined in recent years, and they
no longer need (or will use) all of the 2,805 fixed seats. However –
church attendance always fluctuates, and parking requirements
should not be based on near term attendance figures. It was only 7
years ago when additional parking was needed. What will be the
requirements 2-5 years from now? Nobody knows, but if there isn’t
adequate parking, the neighborhood will pay the price.
o DFCN’s has proposed that they will limit attendance to 2,100 people.
How do you predict attendance before the service? Will DFCN
actually turn people away when they have an additional 700 empty
seats to fill? How does CHV police this? Will CHV be providing the
manpower required to monitor church services attendance at DFCN?
Again, the neighborhood will pay the price when there isn’t adequate
parking.
o DFCN has proposed a Shared Parking Agreement with the two other
churches in the area to manage overflow parking for special events.
This agreement has no set term, no specific enforceable consequences
if not adhered to and lacks any practical means of applying it. What
are the consequences when one of the churches fails to comply? If the
consequences (like fines) can be included, does CHV enforce this?
Does CHV have the manpower to enforce this? What is the

compensation to the Covington Neighborhood when cars park on
Covington Drive instead? This shared parking agreement seems to be
more of an agreement in principle that cannot be put into enforceable
practice. So why would CHV ever agree to this if it cannot enforce it?
o A much more practical solution is to use DFCN’s grass lot on the south
side of Jefferson Ave as an overflow parking alternative. However,
DFCN has been unwilling to commit to this lot as an overflow lot
should the Monroe overflow lot be rezoned for residential
development. DFCN has shown no willingness to compromise on this
seemingly obvious and logical solution.
-

Residential Redevelopment Commitment, Timeline and Specific Plans
o In late 2018, when DFCN first shared their wish with Covington HOA
to rezone the Oveflow Lot for a residential redevelopment, they stated
that they would be working closely with a developer to place 3 homes
on the rezoned area. In early 2019, and several times after, inquiries
into the specifics of the redevelopment were met with vague answers.
To date, Covington HOA has received nothing specific regarding
timeline, plans or any other details apart from DFCN’s general notion
to place 3 or 4 houses in the area.
o Clearly, DFCN does not wish to commit to owning, evolving and
managing a redevelopment of the property as it initially proposed.
Instead it only wishes to rezone the Monroe overflow parking lot and
entitle it for sale. This change of plans became evident in 2020 when
they admitted to this much easier plan for them. However, it passes
all the hassles, risks and uncertainties to the Covington neighborhood
and other neighborhoods in the area.
o DFCN has been unable and/or unwilling to answer the following:
When will the parking lot be demolished? After removal of the
parking lot, how long will there be a dirt lot instead of a maintained
parking lot? How long will it take to begin construction? When will
construction be completed? How many developers are involved?
What is timeframe start to finish? These are just the obvious
unknowns to start with. After there is a plan and timeline in hand, we
would be able to ask much more specific questions to address our
concerns.

In summary, it comes down to what we know now vs. all the uncertainties that DFCN is
asking Covington to accept. Right now, there is a maintained overflow parking lot that
provides adequate parking buffer for the several events that occur at DFCN during the year.
DFCN would like Covington to ignore their previous commitment in 2013, give that parking
lot up, take on the consequences for inadequate parking in the future in exchange for a dirt
lot on the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street that could sit there for the next 25 years or
more. Why would we or any other neighborhood agree to such a one sided proposition,
trading the one known for so many unknowns and risks, which have to be managed by the
neighborhood instead of DFCN.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Pasquale Riggi
Chris Cramer; Jay Goldie; Paul Workman; Ethen Westbrook
Karen Ogard
Jan 12, 2021 Public Hearing - 27 Covington Drive Objection to Denver First Church of the Nazorean’s (DFCN)
proposal to rezone Overflow Parking Lot located at the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street (aka 3800 East
Hampden Ave.)
Sunday, January 10, 2021 9:28:23 AM

Please find below our objection statement for your consideration prior to and during the
January 12, 2021 Public Hearing for the referenced subject. We plan to participate in the
meeting virtually and to voice our concerns during the audience participation segment.
Thanks for your consideration.
Kind regards,

Pasquale Riggi & Karen Ogard
27 Covington Drive
27 Covington Drive Objection to Denver First Church of the Nazorean’s (DFCN)
proposal to rezone Overflow Parking Lot located at the 3500 South Block of
Monroe Street (aka 3800 East Hampden Ave.)
We, Pasquale Riggi and Karen Ogard, object to the proposed rezoning of the Overflow
Parking lot situated directly adjacent and to the northeast of our property at 27
Covington Drive. The decisions that are made about this rezoning proposal will have
direct impact to our property. We fully support the Covington HOA objection statement
that was issued to you previously.

We are aware that DFCN has cash issues. They have shared this with the Covington HOA
and with CHV. We can sympathize with this, and, through the Covington HOA, we have
tried to work with them in an effort to address our concerns while still providing an
agreed path forward. However, instead of trying to compromise or find common ground,
DFCN has decided to cast aside the Covington HOA suggestions in favor of what appears
to be an easier approach for them.
If DFCN wants to rezone this property for residential development, they should
demonstrate their commitment to it by: proposing a practical and enforceable parking
alternative, getting a developer who can make a residential development materialize and
providing detailed plans with timelines to an established community. Only after this, can
our community engage fairly with DFCN to reach an agreement.
We have reviewed the current DFCN proposal in its entirety several times. The proposal
is weak, ill thought out and incomplete. It fails, in several ways, to address the

community’s concerns. We caution CHV to see the negative impacts to the community if
this proposal is approved.

If CHV decides to approve this ineffective proposal, as is, not only will it be submitting to
a church that is failing to meet its obligations to the community, it will be ignoring its
own transparent and enforceable parking codes, and it will be ignoring the tax paying
neighborhood residents who have consistently raised concerns and objections to this
proposal since December 2018.

It is important to provide some historical context. Pasquale has been involved from the
very beginning in discussions with DFCN. He has been part of the committee, which was
formed by Covington HOA after DFCN first proposed the rezoning to this community in
December 2018. He has participated in several meetings with DFCN and CHV city
representatives in an attempt to raise and resolve the shared concerns of neighbors in
the area.
DFCN and Covington HOA have not been able to reach agreement on a way forward due
to misalignment on principles. There are some principles that should apply when
considering a rezoning proposal in an established neighborhood:

1. Honor existing agreements and commitments.
2. Propose simple, transparent, practical and enforceable parking
alternatives that can be managed and maintained well into the future. When
removing a parking lot that has been used on several occasions recently, what is
the plan for managing car traffic and parking in the future, and how can it be
practically applied and enforced in the event of something going wrong? Does
CHV have the wherewithal and manpower to manage disputes and enforce
alternatives. In other words, what is the plan for failure vs. the plan for success?
3. Specify a detailed plan and timeline for residential development.
If there is a proposal to remove something major (like a parking lot), what is to be
its replacement? Does the replacement enhance the neighborhood? What are the
chances that the replacement will even happen? When will demolition of existing
lot start and end? When will replacement construction begin and be in place?
How long might there be a dirt lot in the area? How will disruption to the
neighborhood be minimized? All of these unknowns negatively impact property
values in the area.
4. Commit to the plan, timeline and to the neighborhood to deliver. Does
the applicant show commitment to being a good neighbor and maintaining the
integrity of the neighborhood by keeping promises made in the past, proposing
specific plans and timelines, to which they will commit, and dedicating funds to
get the job done?

Unfortunately, DFCN has not shared these same principles as is clearly illustrated in the

most recent documents submitted to CHV. If DFCN have listened, they have failed to hear
the community’s concerns. There are lots of words and empty promises in their
documents that convey little obligation to:
· Existing commitments, made only 7 years ago,
· New proposed agreements that would be effective in managing parking,
· Providing substantive details of a proposed residential redevelopment that
would demonstrate it is possible and would happen in a reasonable time frame,
· Promising to deliver a residential redevelopment within a specified timeline.

Instead of sharing in the principles listed previously, DFCN seem to conduct their
business and provide proposals to both CHV and the neighborhood that honor the
following criteria as it impacts DFCN. What:
· Is easiest,
· Requires the least obligation,
· Requires no investment,
· Can be delayed and possibly transferred to the neighborhood as a risk or
uncertainty?

As an example, here are a few salient points from the DFCN’s proposed shared parking
agreement with Brave Church.
· There is no term.
· Neither party is bound to or needs to comply with this agreement. It is a best
endeavors arrangement or merely a suggestion to cooperate.
· Sunday services and Holiday services are excluded from the agreement. These
are the very days/events that should be included in such an agreement.
· The agreement only applies when one or the other ANTICIPATES the need for
additional parking. What is the criteria and process used to determine that need?
· The neighboring Church, at its discretion, MAY allow its lot to be used by the
host Church – no guarantees, no consequences for not allowing such use.
· There is no real enforceable action or consequence anywhere in the document.
· Enforcement paragraph at the end only allows CHV to intervene AFTER any
consequence is borne by the neighbors.
· Everything about parking management and enforcement in the agreement is
reactive. There is no proactive management or enforcement stipulated. As an
example, only after a month of services exceeding 2,000 attendees is DFCN
required to add an additional service on Sunday. What happens with parking
consequences in the meantime? The Covington neighborhood has to deal with it!
· What about fines or penalties for non-compliance, non-cooperation? There is
nothing about this anywhere in the agreement.
Given their lack of commitment to an agreement made only 7 years ago, how are we to
accept that DFCN are really serious about accomplishing a residential redevelopment of
the property they ask to be rezoned? In December 2018, DFCN proposed a

redevelopment, which they were in the process of discussing with a developer. When
this became too difficult (taking too much time and costing too much money) or there
was little interest from developers, DFCN looked for a workaround. So instead of
committing to proposing a specific redevelopment of the property and carrying it out,
DFCN decided they would simply ask to entitle the property for sale. This is basically
“kicking the can down the road.” At some unspecified time in the future, maybe there
will be one developer, or possibly four developers. Or maybe it’s none. This answer
doesn’t matter to DFCN, but it DOES matter to an established neighborhood, in which
having a maintained parking lot and associated landscaping is the norm. It is
irresponsible to replace current useful infrastructure with a dirt lot and no
redevelopment specifics about if, what and when.

If CHV approves this rezoning as proposed, it is sending a message to Covington and
other neighborhoods that it is ok to:
· Rezone property twice within the span of 10 years without consideration to
the commitments made during the first rezoning process,
· Take on undesired uncertainty and risk regarding parking management and
enforcement instead of adhering to city code on parking requirements,
· Irresponsibly remove existing, useful infrastructure without requiring a
detailed plan and timeline about its replacement and a commitment to deliver
within the specified timeline.

We have taken considerable time over the last two years to engage with DFCN over this
proposal, in its various forms. We have sought ought compromises so that there could be
a path forward, but to no avail. DFCN has constantly changed their plans, and they have
demonstrated an unwillingness to commit to truly working toward common ground. We
trust that CHV will review this objection and its content with the same thoroughness that
you have given DCFN’s proposal.
Thanks for your consideration.
Kind regards,
Pasquale Riggi & Karen Ogard
27 Covington Drive

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Abels
Paul Workman
Pasquale Riggi; Deb
Letter to CHV in opposition of Denver First Church rezoning request
Monday, January 11, 2021 7:32:22 PM

Hello CHV.
Deb Price and I reside at 21 Covington Drive in CHV 80113 and are writing in
opposition to the proposed rezoning of the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street
(Overflow Lot) as submitted to the City of Cherry Hills Village (CHV) by Denver First
Church of the Nazorean (DFCN).
Our Covington HOA formal objection, sent by HOA VP Pasquale Riggi, has been
submitted separately; fully documenting all of the reasons why our HOA opposes the
Church’s request. Rather than duplicate all of those reasons here, please add our
individual opposition based on all of those items.
Sincerely,
Richard Abels                                                   Deb Price
(303) 888-3353                                                 (312) 504-5966
rabels@AbelsComm.com                                 bd.price@comcast.net

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Adams
Chris Cramer; Jay Goldie; Paul Workman; Ethen Westbrook
Re: Covington HOA Objection Statement
Tuesday, January 12, 2021 7:19:26 AM

Dear Cherry Hills Village,
I am endorsing the letter sent by Pasquale Riggi and the Covington HOA objecting to Denver
First Church and DFC's proposed rezoning of the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street.
In addition to the comments written in the letter below, the rezoning appears contrary to the
agreements between Covington and DFC as well as to the requirement set forth by the City.
As I understand, the City was the driver in determining required parking based upon the
volume of a building, and in this case DFC. How can both the City and DFC reverse directions
on this requirement. Does the requirement from then no longer exist?
While attendance fluctuates, and current DFC attendance is said to be down, it is possible that
attendance will rise precipitously as has been the case with Brave Church’s marked growth in
attendance.
It feels that DFC is being very duplicitous as well as vague on the building of such homes. As
there are no plans or commitments, it is difficult to get behind an unknown ask.
Again, I am submitting an objection to the request to rezone the DFC parking lot.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Lisa Adams
13 Covington Drive

The objection statement below has been drafted, reviewed and approved
by the committee, working the issues with Denver First Church from 20182020, and the current Covington HOA Board. As you will see in the
objection statement, there are many questions which we direct to the City
of Cherry Hills Village. We look forward to your views and answers to
these questions during the January 12, 2021 public hearing.
Kind regards,
Pasquale Riggi
27 Covington Drive
Objection to Rezoning Application for the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street

The Covington HOA and other neighbors hereby submit this formal objection
to the proposed rezoning of the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street
(Overflow Lot) as submitted to the City of Cherry Hills Village (CHV) by
Denver First Church of the Nazorean (DFCN). These objections have been
made clear to DFCN during several meetings, which began in late 2018 and
continued into 2020.
The main reasons for the objection are as follows:

-       Parking Requirements and Management

o   The overflow parking lot was completed only 7 years ago in
2013. It continues to be used to this day and provides the
necessary buffer parking requirements for the many special
events that DFCN continues to host.

o   The DFCN main sanctuary can seat 2,805 people. As per
Code Section 16-4-20, DFCN is required to have 935 parking
spaces (or 2,805 fixed seats / 3 = 935 parking spaces). The
DFCN main parking lot only has 703 parking spaces, and so an
overflow parking lot is required by code. Furthermore, DFCN
has a massive gym/event facility that can accommodate as
many, if not more, than the 2,805 seats in the main sanctuary.
How does CHV factor this into parking requirements for events
that do not occur in the main sanctuary or multiple events, etc?
In other words, an argument could be made for a parking
requirement far exceeding 935 parking spaces.
o   DFCN says that their attendance has declined in recent
years, and they no longer need (or will use) all of the 2,805
fixed seats. However – church attendance always fluctuates,
and parking requirements should not be based on near term
attendance figures. It was only 7 years ago when additional
parking was needed. What will be the requirements 2-5 years
from now? Nobody knows, but if there isn’t adequate parking,
the neighborhood will pay the price.

o   DFCN’s has proposed that they will limit attendance to 2,100
people. How do you predict attendance before the service?
Will DFCN actually turn people away when they have an
additional 700 empty seats to fill? How does CHV police this?
Will CHV be providing the manpower required to monitor

church services attendance at DFCN? Again, the neighborhood
will pay the price when there isn’t adequate parking.

o   DFCN has proposed a Shared Parking Agreement with the
two other churches in the area to manage overflow parking for
special events. This agreement has no set term, no specific
enforceable consequences if not adhered to and lacks any
practical means of applying it. What are the consequences
when one of the churches fails to comply? If the consequences
(like fines) can be included, does CHV enforce this? Does CHV
have the manpower to enforce this? What is the compensation
to the Covington Neighborhood when cars park on Covington
Drive instead? This shared parking agreement seems to be
more of an agreement in principle that cannot be put into
enforceable practice. So why would CHV ever agree to this if it
cannot enforce it?
o   A much more practical solution is to use DFCN’s grass lot on
the south side of Jefferson Ave as an overflow parking
alternative. However, DFCN has been unwilling to commit to
this lot as an overflow lot should the Monroe overflow lot be
rezoned for residential development. DFCN has shown no
willingness to compromise on this seemingly obvious and
logical solution.
-       Residential Redevelopment Commitment, Timeline and Specific
Plans

o   In late 2018, when DFCN first shared their wish with
Covington HOA to rezone the Overflow Lot for a residential
redevelopment, they stated that they would be working closely
with a developer to place 3 homes on the rezoned area. In
early 2019, and several times after, inquiries into the specifics
of the redevelopment were met with vague answers. To date,
Covington HOA has received nothing specific regarding
timeline, plans or any other details apart from DFCN’s general
notion to place 3 or 4 houses in the area.
o   Clearly, DFCN does not wish to commit to owning, evolving
and managing a redevelopment of the property as it initially
proposed. Instead it only wishes to rezone the Monroe
overflow parking lot and entitle it for sale. This change of
plans became evident in 2020 when they admitted to this

much easier plan for them. However, it passes all the hassles,
risks and uncertainties to the Covington neighborhood and
other neighborhoods in the area.

o   DFCN has been unable and/or unwilling to answer the
following: When will the parking lot be demolished? After
removal of the parking lot, how long will there be a dirt lot
instead of a maintained parking lot? How long will it take to
begin construction? When will construction be completed?
How many developers are involved? What is timeframe start
to finish? These are just the obvious unknowns to start with.
After there is a plan and timeline in hand, we would be able to
ask much more specific questions to address our concerns.

In summary, it comes down to what we know now vs. all the uncertainties
that DFCN is asking Covington to accept. Right now, there is a maintained
overflow parking lot that provides adequate parking buffer for the several
events that occur at DFCN during the year. DFCN would like Covington to
ignore their previous commitment in 2013, give that parking lot up, take on
the consequences for inadequate parking in the future in exchange for a dirt
lot on the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street that could sit there for the next
25 years or more. Why would we or any other neighborhood agree to such a
one sided proposition, trading the one known for so many unknowns and
risks, which have to be managed by the neighborhood instead of DFCN.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Peggy Brady
Paul Workman
Chris Cramer; Jay Goldie; Ethen Westbrook
Residents" Objection to Rezoning Application for the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street
Thursday, January 7, 2021 10:40:06 PM

TO: The Planning and Zoning Commission - The City of Cherry Hills Village
RE: Objection to Rezoning Application for the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street
Our family lives on Covington Drive, Cherry Hills Village, and we are writing to submit our formal
objection to the proposed rezoning of the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street (Overflow Lot) as
submitted to the City of Cherry Hills Village (CHV) by Denver First Church of the Nazorean (DFCN).
We object due to the following:

1. Good rezoning requires a full assessment of the impact of the proposed development in the

2.

3.
4.

5.

community and no such information has been provided to make such a decision yet. We
understand that DFCN has not yet provided specifics about the proposed redevelopment and
intends to purely rezone the parking lot and entitle it for sale. The nature and timing of any
redevelopment will impact the value of current residents' properties in the Covington
Community. Therefore, until DFCN can provide information about the nature and timing of
the redevelopment, its potential impact on the local residents, and how the DCFN will meet
their parking requirements within the Code, a rezoning should not be approved.
The overflow parking lot continues to be used to this day and provides the necessary buffer
parking requirements for the many special events that DFCN has hosted. In addition, whether
intentional or not, the parking lot appears to be used by general members of the public
accessing the High Line Canal Trail when street parking is not available (we acknowledge that
this was observed prior to the current road construction which has closed the parking lot).
Prior to the current COVID situation the parking lot was observed to be used on weekends
during service times.
Code dictates that an overflow parking lot is required. The DFCN main sanctuary can seat
2,805 people. As per Code Section 16-4-20, DFCN is required to have 935 parking spaces (or
2,805 fixed seats / 3 = 935 parking spaces). The DFCN main parking lot only has 703 parking
spaces, and so an overflow parking lot is required by code. Furthermore, DFCN has a massive
gym/event facility that can accommodate as many, if not more, than the 2,805 seats in the
main sanctuary. This implies that DFCN will not be able to meet Code requirements without
the overflow parking lot.
We understand that DFCN states that their attendance has declined in recent years, and they
no longer need (or will use) all of the 2,805 fixed seats. While weekly church attendance
always fluctuates, parking requirements should not be based on near term attendance figures
as they occasionally have large events at the Church where all parking spots, including all
street parking, has been used. City planning should be based on planned use (the Church's
capacity), not a cyclical fluctuation in usage.

6. If there is not adequate parking, the neighborhood will pay the price. The neighborhood has
several families with young children who enjoy playing outside and we cannot risk the
increased traffic flow and parking on our street that will result from insufficient parking space
for attendees at DFCN.
7. We understand that DFCN has proposed that they will limit attendance to 2,100 people.
However, a church cannot predict attendance before a service or an event, and no church
would turn visitors away. Therefore, this proposal does not seem plausible and the
neighborhood will pay the price when there isn’t adequate parking.
8. We understand that DFCN has proposed a Shared Parking Agreement with the two other
churches in the area to manage overflow parking for special events. However, no specific
draft agreement is yet available for review, and the challenge is that sometimes churches
have events at similar times, especially on holy days. The other churches close by have full
parking lots and therefore reduced parking availability would negatively impact both residents
and members of the different churches.

In summary, there is a significant amount of information that DCFN has NOT yet provided about the
proposed redevelopment and community impact that would support a good rezoning decision. In
addition, a rezoning would result in a Code violation. As such, we ask that the area not be rezoned in
order to protect the nature and value of our Covington community in Cherry Hills Village.
Sincerely,
Peggy Brady Marks and Josh Marks

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Peggy Brady
Paul Workman
Chris Cramer; Jay Goldie; Ethen Westbrook
Residents" Objection to Rezoning Application for the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street
Thursday, January 7, 2021 10:40:06 PM

TO: The Planning and Zoning Commission - The City of Cherry Hills Village
RE: Objection to Rezoning Application for the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street
Our family lives on Covington Drive, Cherry Hills Village, and we are writing to submit our formal
objection to the proposed rezoning of the 3500 South Block of Monroe Street (Overflow Lot) as
submitted to the City of Cherry Hills Village (CHV) by Denver First Church of the Nazorean (DFCN).
We object due to the following:

1. Good rezoning requires a full assessment of the impact of the proposed development in the

2.

3.
4.

5.

community and no such information has been provided to make such a decision yet. We
understand that DFCN has not yet provided specifics about the proposed redevelopment and
intends to purely rezone the parking lot and entitle it for sale. The nature and timing of any
redevelopment will impact the value of current residents' properties in the Covington
Community. Therefore, until DFCN can provide information about the nature and timing of
the redevelopment, its potential impact on the local residents, and how the DCFN will meet
their parking requirements within the Code, a rezoning should not be approved.
The overflow parking lot continues to be used to this day and provides the necessary buffer
parking requirements for the many special events that DFCN has hosted. In addition, whether
intentional or not, the parking lot appears to be used by general members of the public
accessing the High Line Canal Trail when street parking is not available (we acknowledge that
this was observed prior to the current road construction which has closed the parking lot).
Prior to the current COVID situation the parking lot was observed to be used on weekends
during service times.
Code dictates that an overflow parking lot is required. The DFCN main sanctuary can seat
2,805 people. As per Code Section 16-4-20, DFCN is required to have 935 parking spaces (or
2,805 fixed seats / 3 = 935 parking spaces). The DFCN main parking lot only has 703 parking
spaces, and so an overflow parking lot is required by code. Furthermore, DFCN has a massive
gym/event facility that can accommodate as many, if not more, than the 2,805 seats in the
main sanctuary. This implies that DFCN will not be able to meet Code requirements without
the overflow parking lot.
We understand that DFCN states that their attendance has declined in recent years, and they
no longer need (or will use) all of the 2,805 fixed seats. While weekly church attendance
always fluctuates, parking requirements should not be based on near term attendance figures
as they occasionally have large events at the Church where all parking spots, including all
street parking, has been used. City planning should be based on planned use (the Church's
capacity), not a cyclical fluctuation in usage.

6. If there is not adequate parking, the neighborhood will pay the price. The neighborhood has
several families with young children who enjoy playing outside and we cannot risk the
increased traffic flow and parking on our street that will result from insufficient parking space
for attendees at DFCN.
7. We understand that DFCN has proposed that they will limit attendance to 2,100 people.
However, a church cannot predict attendance before a service or an event, and no church
would turn visitors away. Therefore, this proposal does not seem plausible and the
neighborhood will pay the price when there isn’t adequate parking.
8. We understand that DFCN has proposed a Shared Parking Agreement with the two other
churches in the area to manage overflow parking for special events. However, no specific
draft agreement is yet available for review, and the challenge is that sometimes churches
have events at similar times, especially on holy days. The other churches close by have full
parking lots and therefore reduced parking availability would negatively impact both residents
and members of the different churches.

In summary, there is a significant amount of information that DCFN has NOT yet provided about the
proposed redevelopment and community impact that would support a good rezoning decision. In
addition, a rezoning would result in a Code violation. As such, we ask that the area not be rezoned in
order to protect the nature and value of our Covington community in Cherry Hills Village.
Sincerely,
Peggy Brady Marks and Josh Marks

Paul Workman
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Marcia Cutler <marcia.cutler@gmail.com>
Monday, February 22, 2021 10:49 AM
Paul Workman
*jamie Cutler
Comments for proposed zoning change First Church of the Nazarene
-

Hello,
We were notified of the proposed change in zoning for the current parking spaces to R-4 residential by the Denver First
Church of the Nazarene. We live in the adjacent neighborhood at 10 Covington Drive.
We are not in support of this zoning change. We believe that residential homes placed that close to Hampden and
across from a large church, combined with the amount of traffic that enters the High Line at that location, would result
in homes that could not sell at a price that the surrounding neighborhoods currently support. We believe these
homes could have a detrimental impact on property values in the adjacent neighborhoods Covington and Devonshire.
-

We would like to ask the City Council to deny the request.
Please let us know if you need any additional commentary from us.
Regards,
Marcia and Jamie Cutler
10 Covington Drive
(We would like to attend the hearing next week however there does not seem to be a way to register on the website.)

Marcia Cutler I fj

Ja.CutjercmailcoiiiI 303 886 5582
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Exhibit N
Minutes of the
Planning and Zoning Commission of the City of Cherry Hills Village, Colorado
Held on Tuesday, January 12, 2021 at 6:30 p.m.
Virtual Meeting
Chair LaMair called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m.
ROLL CALL
Present at the meeting were the following Planning and Zoning Commissioners: Chair LaMair,
Commissioner Dori Kaplan, Commissioner David Wyman, Commissioner Britta Miles,
Commissioner Bill Lucas, and Commissioner Earl Hoellen.
Absent from the meeting were the following Planning and Zoning Commissioners: Vice Chair
Jennifer Miller
Present at the meeting were the following staff members: Chris Cramer, City
Manager/Community Development Director, Kathie Guckenberger, City Attorney, Paul
Workman, Senior Planner, Laura Gillespie, City Clerk, and Ethen Westbrook, Community
Development Clerk.
AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION PERIOD
None
NEW BUSINESS
a. Denver First Church of the Nazarene Site Plan Amendment, Rezoning, and Preliminary
Plat
City Manager/Community Development Director Chris Cramer and Senior Planner Paul
Workman gave a presentation on the three different applications from the Denver First Church of
the Nazarene which include a site plan amendment, rezoning, and preliminary plat. Mr. Cramer
gave background on the property which included location of the subject property, adjacent
properties, ownership history of the subject property, parcel history of the subject property, and
land use case history. Mr. Cramer gave an overview of each of the applicant’s requests and the
criteria to be used by the commission for each case.
Mr. Workman explained the site plan amendment application and the applicant’s request to
reduce the number of threshold parking spaces to be maintained by the subject property. He
discussed how the number of parking spaces is calculated and stated the request from the
applicant has shown the reduction of parking spaces can be met based on staff analysis. Mr.
Workman spoke on each of the criterion for the site plan amendment and staff analysis for each
criterion. Senior Planner Workman discussed the portion of code that addresses parking
reductions. He explained the contracts the applicant has proposed as part of their site plan
amendment application.
Mr. Workman explained the rezoning application and the applicant’s request to rezone the
subject property from R-1 to R-4. He discussed the code criteria that staff used to provide a
recommendation of approval for this application. Senior Planner Workman described a broad
interpretation of the Future Land Use/Development Map within the city master plan and its
relation to the applicant’s request. Mr. Workman spoke on how the applicant’s request meets the
criteria of a change occurring to better meet the City’s master plan and maintaining the character
of the surrounding neighborhood.
Mr. Workman explained the preliminary plat application and the applicant’s request to create 4
new lots with the subject area. He described the subdivision process in its entirety. Mr. Workman
discussed the municipal code that explains submittal requirements for preliminary plat
applications. He described the drainage for the subject area and potential new lots. Senior
Planner Workman stated after analysis from staff and referral partners, staff recommended to
approve the preliminary plat application.
Planning and Zoning Commission Meeting
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Mr. Cramer stated the staff recommendations of approval for the stie plan amendment, rezoning,
and preliminary plat applications with some additional conditions to be met for the site plan
amendment and preliminary plat applications.
Chair LaMair opened questions for the site plan amendment application from the commission.
He asked about the execution of the required agreement and the possible penalties if there is
failure to fulfill obligation of the agreement.
Mr. Cramer stated there are enforcement terms in the agreement as well as the enforcement
capabilities from the city municipal code. He explained the reactionary nature of the city Code
Enforcement Division.
City Attorney Kathie Guckenberger explained the agreement has a provision that includes a
complaint process in regards to the subject property. She explained a similar provision in the
shared parking agreement.
Mr. Workman explained that the city doesn’t assume the applicant will be a bad actor in the
community but enforcement can take place if needed.
Chair LaMair asked how the neighborhoods and area surrounding are notified of a large event
being held for the applicant.
Engineer Jeremiah Simpson of Kimley Horn stated the shared parking agreement has provisions
for outreach in regards to large events taking place.
Commissioner Wyman asked when the Church acquired the land.
Mr. Workman stated the city gained its information from the Arapahoe County assessor’s
records.
Steve Ferris, one of the applicant’s representatives, stated the applicant has a recorded deed with
a date of 1997.
Commissioner Hoellen asked about the availability of the applicant’s master calendar, the
information regarding event attendance, and the agreement with BRAVE Church being available
to the city.
Mr. Workman stated the information will be available to the city but provisions were provided to
allow some flexibility.
Mr. Cramer reassured that the city can gain this type of information when needed.
Commissioner Hoellen stated the root of the issue could possibly be parking with events. He
asked about the contingency that requires the shared parking agreement to be completed within
90 days, and if this requirement is not met, will the application be denied.
Mr. Workman explained that the approval of the site plan amendment would not be executed
until the agreement was executed.
Commissioner Hoellen asked about the agreement with BRAVE Church and the potential other
entities that could provide parking assistance.
Mr. Workman explained the potential other entities were to allow for other parking opportunities
if needed and that the solution with BRAVE Church isn’t necessarily the only option available to
the applicant.
Attorney Randall Sampson explained the intent of the agreement provision and how some
language in the agreement could be changed to reflect the intent in a better fashion.
Commissioner Lucas asked about the term of the shared parking agreement.
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Attorney Sampson stated the city is a third-party beneficiary with the shared parking agreement
and due to that, the city is involved but does not have information on the term for the shared
parking agreement. He also explained that the site plan agreement with the applicant and the city
will run with the land.
Chair LaMair opened questions for the rezoning application from the commission.
Commissioner Wyman asked if the current subject property is a conforming R-1 lot.
Mr. Cramer confirmed the current lot is conforming to the R-1 zone district.
Commissioner Wyman asked about the past rezoning, the master plan, and why this rezoning
meets the current master plan.
Mr. Cramer stated the current rezoning is compatible with the character of the area and helps
meet the current master plan.
Commissioner Wyman asked why the R-1 zone would be incompatible for a residential lot.
Mr. Cramer stated the R-1 zone would not be incompatible but would not meet the charter of the
area.
Commissioner Wyman stated the R-1 zone district would allow for residential use throughout the
community and expanded uses.
Mr. Cramer stated the master plan has context for the consistency of zoning with the surrounding
neighborhood.
Commissioner Lucas described the R-3A zone district with the neighboring Covington
neighborhood. He stated the R-5 may fit better with the surrounding area.
Mr. Cramer stated the neighboring area also has some larger lots that were considered as part of
the broader perspective related to the requested rezoning for the subject area.
Chair LaMair opened questions for the preliminary plat application from the commission. He
asked about the stormwater and detention land area and if it gets dedicated to the city.
Mr. Workman stated the land area stays with the owner of the land but there is a perpetual
easement to be associated with that land area.
Mr. Ferris of the applicant’s representation gave a presentation on the background and intent of
the applicant’s request regarding the site plan amendment, rezoning, and preliminary plat.
Attorney Valissa Tsoucaris, a member of the applicant’s team, went over history of the property
and past applications.
Engineer John Aldridge of the applicant’s team spoke on the parking analysis that was completed
for the subject property.
Executive Pastor Darren Reed of the applicant’s team spoke on the applicant’s commitment to
the limitation of attendance to 2100 people.
Engineer Jim Godwin of the applicant’s team spoke on the drainage and stormwater plan for the
subject property.
Mr. Ferris spoke on next steps if approval of all three applications is received and the agreement
with city staff’s recommendation.
Chair LaMair opened questions for the applicant from the commission in regards to the site plan
amendment.
Commissioner Hoellen asked about further enforcement provisions.
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Attorney Tsoucaris stated the neighborhood and city are able to access the information when
needed and monthly reports to both the neighborhood and city does not seem necessary.
Chair LaMair asked about the applicant’s calendar.
Attorney Tsoucaris stated funerals and weddings are not normally on the calendar.
Chair LaMair asked why a funeral service for a public servant would not be on the calendar.
Attorney Tsoucaris explained these funerals occur within a few days notice.
Commissioner Hoellen asked about the calendar being created as part of the agreement required.
Attorney Tsoucaris stated if having these types of events affects approval they can be put on the
calendar.
City Attorney Kathie Guckenberger stated the agreement defines “special event” as expecting a
certain parking demand rather than by type of event.
Mr. Cramer asked if the city could require the applicant to notify the city and Covington HOA
when there is an addition or change to the calendar.
Chair LaMair asked about the parking analysis completed by the applicant and parking ratios.
Engineer Jeremiah Simpson stated he did agree with the applicant’s analysis and the parking
ratios could potentially be revisited in future code modernizations but is not inaccurate.
Mr. Cramer stated City Council was also looking at place of assembly parking ratios but no
intent to be addressed at this point.
Chair LaMair opened questions for the applicant from the commission in regards to the rezoning
application.
No questions.
Chair LaMair opened questions for the applicant from the commission in regards to the
preliminary plat application.
Commissioner Wyman asked about stormwater and the connection to the Covington
neighborhood.
Engineer Godwin stated the line ties into the existing storm sewer that was created at the time of
the construction of the existing parking lot and heads east which ties into the neighboring storm
sewer.
Commissioner Wyman asked about sanitary service in Monroe street.
Mr. Ferris stated there is a receptacle at the corner of the existing parking lot on Monroe Street
that takes storm water from the applicant’s property and the Covington neighborhood.
City Engineer Brian Valentine of Kimley Horn stated the line in question should be noted as a
sanitary sewer line.
Chair LaMair opened public comment.
Mr. Pasquale Riggi, speaking for the Covington neighborhood, spoke in opposition to the
applicant’s requests in regards to the site plan amendment, rezoning, and preliminary plat due to
the timing of the proposed project, the notification from the applicant to the Covington
neighborhood, parking management, and the lack of a detailed proposed development plan.
Mr. Imber spoke in opposition to the applicant’s requests in regards to the site plan amendment,
rezoning, and preliminary plat due to parking management.
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Ms. Winslow Waxter spoke in opposition to the applicant’s requests in regards to the site plan
amendment, rezoning, and preliminary plat due to the potential impacts of parking and
development at a lot on Jefferson Avenue.
Chair LaMair closed public comment.
Mr. Cramer stated the burden of proof is on the applicant and thus it is traditional to allow the
applicant to make statements after the public comment portion of the meeting.
Mr. Ferris stated the applicant does believe code compliance has been met in regards to their
requests. He discussed unrelated parking in the area, the wall at the subject property, timing of
the applications and projects, and the applicant’s calendar.
Commissioner Hoellen stated his concerns with parking, traffic, and notification of large events.
He explained conditions that he would recommend take place in order for approval.
Chair LaMair asked about the potential referral partners mentioned in the agreement in regards to
building permit review.
Mr. Workman explained the potential referral partners, such as utility companies, may have an
opportunity for comments prior to issuance of a building permit.
Commissioner Kaplan exited the meeting.
Commissioner Hoellen made a motion to recommend to City Council approval of the request by
Denver First Church of the Nazarene for their site plan amendment for their property at 3500
south block of Monroe subject to the following condition(s).
1. The shared parking agreement with Brave Church must be executed within 90 days of
approval of the site plan amendment by City Council.
2. Prior to the issuance of permits resulting in any site demolition or site work, the
applicant will be required to submit appropriate documentation to the City and applicable
referral partners for review and approval, and notification to the Covington HOA.
3. The site plan amendment be modified such that it provides that Denver First Church
advise the City and the Covington HOA as soon as reasonably practicable:
1. Of any scheduled special event either by sending an updated master calendar or
by other written notice
2. Any time the attendance at any Sunday service exceeds 2000
The motion was seconded.

HOELLEN
KAPLAN
LAMAIR
LUCAS
MILES
MILLER
WYMAN
TOTAL

AYES
X
ABSENT
X
X
X
ABSENT
4

NAYS
ABSENT

ABSENT
X
1

The motion passed.
Commissioner Lucas made a motion to recommend to City Council approval of the request by
Denver First Church of the Nazarene to rezone the property on the 3500 south block of Monroe
from R-1 to R-4.
The motion was seconded.
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HOELLEN
KAPLAN
LAMAIR
LUCAS
MILES
MILLER
WYMAN
TOTAL

AYES
X
ABSENT
X
X
X
ABSENT
4

NAYS
ABSENT

ABSENT
X
1

The motion passed.
Commissioner Miles made a motion to recommend to City Council approval of the request by
Denver First Church of the Nazarene for their preliminary plat for their property at the 3500
south block of Monroe, subject to the following condition(s).
1. At the time of final plat submittal, all final drainage reports and plans must be
submitted and prior to approval of the final plat all final drainage reports and plans must
be approved by the applicable agencies.
2. As required by City Code, the applicant shall agree to terms for public and/or private
improvements via a Subdivision Improvement Agreement (SIA).
The motion was seconded.

HOELLEN
KAPLAN
LAMAIR
LUCAS
MILES
MILLER
WYMAN
TOTAL

AYES
X
ABSENT
X
X
X
ABSENT
4

NAYS
ABSENT

ABSENT
X
1

The motion passed.
Mr. Cramer discussed next steps regarding the three cases heard at tonight’s public hearing.
REPORTS
a. Members of the Planning and Zoning Commission
None
b. City Staff
Mr. Cramer provided updates regarding the master plan update, the Planning and Zoning
Commission rules of procedures, and election of Chair and Vice Chair for the
commission.
c. City Attorney
None
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ADJOURNMENT
Chair LaMair adjourned the meeting at 10:13 p.m.

______________________________________
Mike LaMair, Chair

___________________________________________
Ethen Westbrook, Community Development Clerk
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CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE
COLORADO

2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
www.cherryhillsvillage.com

City Hall
Telephone 303-789-2541
FAX 303-761-9386

ITEM: 8a

MEMORANDUM
TO:

HONORABLE MAYOR STEWART AND MEMBERS OF CITY COUNCIL

FROM:

EMILY BLACK, PARKS AND RECREATION COORDINATOR

SUBJECT: COUNCIL BILL 2, SERIES 2021 AUTHORIZING A SUPPLEMENTAL
APPROPRIATION IN THE ARAPAHOE COUNTY OPEN SPACE FUND FOR
FISCAL YEAR 2021 FOR THE HAMPDEN UNDERPASS TRAIL CONNECTION
(FIRST READING)
DATE:

MARCH 2, 2021

ISSUE
Should City Council approve Council Bill 2, Series 2021 authorizing a supplemental appropriation
in the Arapahoe County Open Space Fund for fiscal year 2021 for the Hampden underpass trail
connection (Exhibit A), on first reading?
DISCUSSION
The construction of the trail connection to the new Hampden underpass was planned to begin in
2020 and continue into 2021. The City’s construction timeline for this project was dependent upon
the City of Denver’s project to complete installation of the underpass itself. The underpass
installation was completed later than originally anticipated, and the City’s project did not get
underway until late December 2020. Therefore, the entire construction cost for the trail connection
will fall in 2021 rather than across both years.
Funds for the trail connection project were appropriated in both the 2020 and 2021 budgets. Staff
estimated approximately $150,000 would be spent in 2020 based on the original timeline and
construction bid. However, only $33,045 was spent on the project in 2020. A total of $595,000
was budgeted in 2021 in the Arapahoe County Open Space Fund to account for the remainder of
the project. The total remaining project cost in 2021 (including testing, water tap fees, license
agreements, etc.) is $708,910. This leaves a shortfall in the approved 2021 budget of $113,910. A
supplemental appropriation in the Arapahoe County Open Space Fund is necessary to correct this
shortfall.
The costs of this project are being offset by two grants from Arapahoe County Open Space totaling
$265,000. One is a $40,000 small grant, paid in a lump sum in advance of the project. The other is
1
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a Joint Project award of $225,000, paid on a reimbursement basis during the project. Through
2020, the City has received a total of $89,450. The remaining $175,550 will be awarded this year
on a reimbursement basis as the project progresses.
The overall project costs have not changed, and the project is now running ahead of schedule. The
block retaining walls leading from the underpass have been installed, bridge abutments have been
poured, and the new footbridge was set in place on February 17th. Remaining items include
pouring the concrete pathway and bridge decking, installing irrigation, and landscaping.
BUDGET IMPACT
Council Bill 2, Series 2021 authorizing a supplemental appropriation is for a reallocation of funds
that were not expended as was first expected in 2020. In order to keep the budget balanced as
required, the funds need to be appropriated in 2021 to ensure the City’s adherence to all policies
and applicable laws. There are no changes to the total project cost.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends City Council approve Council Bill 2, Series 2021 authorizing a supplemental
appropriation in the Arapahoe County Open Space Fund for fiscal year 2021 for the Hampden
underpass trail connection on first reading.
RECOMMENDED MOTION
“I move to approve Council Bill 2, Series 2021, authorizing a supplemental appropriation in the
Arapahoe County Open Space Fund for fiscal year 2021 for the Hampden underpass trail
connection on first reading.”
ATTACHMENTS
Exhibit A:
Council Bill 2, Series 2021
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EXHIBIT A

COUNCIL BILL 2
SERIES OF 2021

INTRODUCED BY
SECONDED BY

A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE
OF THE CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE,
AUTHORIZING A SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION IN THE
ARAPAHOE COUNTY OPEN SPACE FUND FOR FISCAL YEAR 2021 FOR
THE HAMPDEN UNDERPASS TRAIL CONNECTION
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Cherry Hills Village adopted the 2021 budget
and appropriated funds in accordance with Article IX of the Home Rule Charter; and
WHEREAS, the City Council budgeted and appropriated funds in fiscal years 2020 and
2021 for the construction of a trail connection to the newly installed Hampden Avenue
underpass (“Project”); and
WHEREAS, the expenditures for the Project in 2020 were far less than projected, which
increases the projected Project expenditures in 2021; however, the 2021 budget does not
authorize the full amount of such expenditures; and
WHEREAS, the City Council desires to authorize and account for the remaining
expenditures for the Project in the 2021 budget; and
WHEREAS, in accordance with Section 9.10 of the Home Rule Charter, the City Council
desires to make an additional appropriation in the amount of $113,910.00 in the 2021 budget for
the necessary expenditure related to the Project as set forth herein; and
WHEREAS, the additional appropriation contemplated by this Ordinance does not
exceed the amount by which actual and anticipated revenues of the year are exceeding the
revenues as estimated in the 2021 budget.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF CHERRY HILLS
VILLAGE, COLORADO, ORDAINS:
Section 1. That the 2021 Budget and Appropriations is hereby supplemented by
increasing the following fund by an additional amount of $113,910.00, to wit:
Arapahoe County Open Space Fund
As determined on or before December 31, 2021
From
$645,000

To
$758,910

Section 2. The City Council hereby ratifies all expenditures heretofore and hereafter
made pursuant to this supplemental appropriation ordinance.
Effective Date. This Ordinance shall become effective ten (10) days after
Section 3.
publication on second reading in accordance with Section 4.5 of the Charter for the City of
Council Bill 2, Series 2021
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Cherry Hills Village.
Adopted as Ordinance No. ___, Series 2021, by the City Council of the
City of Cherry Hills Village, Colorado, on the ____ day of _______, 2021.

Russell O. Stewart, Mayor
ATTEST:

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

Laura Gillespie, City Clerk

Kathie B. Guckenberger, City Attorney
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CITY OF CHEY HILLS VILLAGE
CoLoiDo

2450 E. Quincy Avenue
Cherry Hills Village, CO 80113
www.cherryhillsvillage.com

City Hall
Telephone 303-789-2541
FAX 303-761-9386
ITEM: 9c(i)

MEMORANDUM

TO:

HONORABLE MAYOR STEWART AND MEMBERS OF CITY COUNCIL

FROM:

JESSICA SAGER, DIRECTOR OF FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

SUBJECT: UNAUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS-JANUARY 2021
DATE:

MARCH 2, 2021

ISSUE
How do the City of Cherry Hills Village financials through January compare to the budget?

DISCUSSION
Background
City Council approved the 2021 General Fund budget of $7,383,392 in total operating revenue and
expenditures and a Capital Fund with approved expenditures totaling $978,025.

Analysis
In January, the General Fund expenditures exceeded revenue by $280,628. The City pays most of
our annual dues (DRCOG, CML, etc.), as well as a quarter of our annual worker’s compensation
and property casualty insurance in January. This makes January heavy on expenditures and light
on revenue as the majority of the revenue the City receives in January (i.e. sales tax, highway users
transportation fees, motor vehicle use tax, etc.) is considered prior year revenue.

ATTACHMENTS
Exhibit A:
Exhibit B:

Unaudited January 2021 Revenue and Expenditure Financial Reports
General Fund Financial Snapshot
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2021 BUDGET

CITY OF CHERRY HILLS VILLAGE, COLORADO

GENERAL FUND
STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES
2U18
ACTUAL

REVENUE
Current Property Taxes @ 7.30 Mills
Use/Tax Motor Vehicles
Sales Tax
Service Expansion Fees
Building Permits
Franchise Fees
Highway Users Tax
Municipal Court Fines
County Road & Bridge Levy
Specific Ownership Tax
Other Revenues

201W

2O2O

2U21

ACTUAL

ESTIMATE

ESTIMATE

fZ021
BUDGET

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE

2,484,275
1,204,073
1,273,544
154,203
933,753
390,291
301,394
279,377
96,484
335,343
944,012
8,396,751

2,492,366
1,087,301
1,574,220
66,194
696,288
439,970
292,527
283,938
95,522
369,437
848,029
8,245,792

2,636,159
1,066,069
1,620,596
156,425
919,542
355,648
196,219
313,692
83,875
352,142
1,248,859
8,949,226

2,675,392
1,000,000
1,090,000
100,000
655,000
360,000
211,914
280,000
103,901
295,000
614,592
7,385,799

2,675,392
1,000,000
1,090,000
100,000
655,000
360,000
211,914
280,000
103,901
295,000
612,185
7,383,392

EXPENDITURES
Administration
Judicial
Information Technology
Community Development
Crier
Public Safety
Public Works
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES

1,553,305
81,844
133,210
547,418
32,959
2,762,212
876,488
5,987,436

1,484,070
88,850
147,220
560,689
33,783
2,948,729
988,021
6,251,363

1,631,481
72,415
179,110
497,908
33,707
3,019,743
942,132
6,376,495

1,727,636
93,968
194,367
552,592
38,146
3,408,430
1,024,810
7,039,949

1,727,671
94,508
194,367
552,739
38,936
3,414,172
1,027,441
7,049,834

COP PAYMENT
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

332,004
6,319,440

332,283
6,583,646

333,174
6,709,669

333,557
7,373,506

333,557
7,383,392

OPERATING GAINI(LOSS)

2,077,311

1,662,146

2,239,557

12,293

BEGINNING FUND BALANCE

8,317,761

10,395,072

10,937,927

13,177,484

ADD/(SUBTRACT) OPERATING DIFFERENCE
LESS: EXTRAORDINARY EXPENSES
ENDING FUND BALANCE

2,077,311

1,662,146

2,239,557

12,293

10,395,072

12,057,218

13,177,484

13,189,777

11,233,242

AVAILABLE FUND BALANCE

10,395,072

12,057,218

13,177.484

13,189,777

11,233,242

-

EXTRAORDINARY EXPENSES
Transfer to Parks and Rec Fund
Transfer to Capital Fund
TOTAL EXTRAORDINARY EXPENSES

2119/2021 11:06AM
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11,233,242
-

GE SUMMARY 2021-Finance

EXHIBIT B

The City of Cherry Hills Village Financial Snapshot For January 2021
% of 2021 Budget
GENERAL FUND (01)
Revenues
Budget:
Received to Date:
% of Year Completed:
% Received YTD:
Expenditures
Administration
Budget:
Expended to Date:
% of Year Completed:
% Expended YTD:

$
$

7,383,392
333,937
8%
5%

$
$

1,727,671
146,550
8%
8%

Community Development
Budget:
$
Expended to Date:
$
% of Year Completed:
% Expended YTD:

552,739
13,016
8%
2%

Public Safety
Budget:
$
Expended to Date:
$
% of Year Completed:
%ExpendedYTD:

3,414,172
353,464
8%
10%

Public Works
Budget:
$
Expended to Date:
$
% of Year Completed:
% Expended YTD:

1,027,441
54,297
8%
5%

CAPITAL FUND (02) EXPENDITURES
Budget:
$
Expended to Date:
$
% of Year Completed:
% Expended YTD:

978,025
82,061
8%
8%

PARKS AND RECREATION (30) EXPENDITURES
Budget:
2,653,724
$
Expended to Date:
111,433
$
% of Year Completed:
8%
% Expended YTD:
4%

